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INTRonUC1'ION

This stuely is a11 economic analysis of the Netherlar!.ds Socilll

Employment Program ~I program \vhich, in 1976, provi.des work for

oVH 64 ,OOC .Dutch ci.t.izens .ks such, itbririgs st:artdard

economic concepts and methods to bear in evaluating the program.

Empirical esti.lMtes of the economic pcrfoTIJlance -- the benefits and

costs -- of this program are presented and the incentives in and

other structural aspects of the program whi.ch enco~rage or constrain

efficient economic pcrfor~mance are appraised. Reco~endations for

improving the .ec'Jl1omic performance of the program are offered.

The concept of social benefits and social costs are basic to

,_ this study. As used by economists, they are comprehensive concepts.

They include all of the beneficial and all of the harmful effects of

a program on the vlclfare of citizens. Some of these effects can be

measured and val~ecl relatively easily. For exam,le, the inputs of

the administrative and supervisory workers in the program are easily

recognized as costs to be attributed to the progran and can be

measured and v~lued r~thcr accur~tcly. Other effects are virtually

impossible to measure or. value, given the prese~t state of 'social,

: psychological, or medical knowledge. The value of the socio-psychological

well-being benefits which the Social Employment program may convey

to participants are of this sort. No one -- medical experts,

psychological experts, social work experts, or econo~ists -~ has firm

and reliable evidence on whether such effects exist and, if they exist,

how large or small, or how negative or positive, they are. Hany strongly

held beliefs about the magnitude of such effects exist, however. And,

some informed and objective judgments can be found.

Cl~aTly, any evaluative. study must deal in some way with these

unmeasured effects of the program. The procedure in this report is to

explicitly recognize the categories of these uTh~easurable effects, and

then to measure as accurately as possible the effects which can be

measured. Because these unmeasurable effects are generally asserted to

bC1 beneficial effects of the program, \ole arc left with estiniates of

the net social costs which are incurred to produce th(;!se benefits.

This is whaL we present to decision-Jil.'lkers in the program and to others

responsible for making policy in this urea. They must judge '.Thether or



or not the unmeasured benefits of the prognli:] a:r8 wu=::h the social

c06ts required to pn1duce these benefits. This judgement cannot be

avoided.

Because of the skills of the researchers involved in 1;his study,

WP. arc unable to offer a reliable judgement on the nature and (:xtent

of the socia-psychological effects of the program. The Minis~ry of

Social Affairs might, as a complement to this study, tcish to ~~ek

the objective judgements of selected medical a~d psychological experts

on the likely nature and magni tude of these effects. Wi tll such

ohjective and complemehtary information, a more reliable judgement

can be made as to whether or.not the social costs of providing these

effects --. now on the o~der of ! 7500 to f 10,000 per. wo~kcr.-- ~r~

reasonab Ie'.

The report begins by presenting some beckground ~nfor~~tion on

social employment in the Netherlands (Chapter I) ~,:d '::cscrib::'"g the

current Social Employrr.ent Law (Chapter II). After some recent' err,ploy

ment, cost, and revenue tre~ds in the program are 'presentee (Chapter

III), the report analyses statistically the cco~omic perfor:~an~e vf

the industrial centers in 1970, 1972; and 1973 (Chapters IV, V, VI).

Then, the procedures for performing a benefit-cost analy~is of the

program are described (Chapter VII), and the results of such an

analysis are presented (Chapter VIII). The last two chapters (IX and

X) describe so~e of the instiLutional arrangements in the program

which constrain economic performance, summarize the conclusions of

the study, and present recolnmendations. The chapters which are mOSL

relevant for framing policy decisions on the program arc III, 'VIII,

and X.

The research for this study extended from August 15, 1976 to

January J, 1977. The Principal Investigator for the project was

Professor Robert Haveman of the Economics Department of the Universi:::'y

of Ylisconsin - Madi6on, and a Visiting Professor in the Economics

Department at the University of Leiden during the counc of the study.

The projClct was undertaken at the Universi.ty of Leiden, which also

provided materials and overhead support. Financial support for the

study was provided by the Netherlands Ministry of Social Affairs,



tile Im:tiCLIte for Rcsea-rch on Poverty of ·the· "(;"r.~versity of \\'iL>c()·I~sin

in the united States, nnd The Brookings Institution of Washington,

D.C. Tile ~~therlands Institute for Advanced Study (XIAS) provided

office space and a congenial work atmosphere to P.rofessor Havenwn

during the period of the stud)'. This was most helpful in undertaking

the study and is gratefully ackno~ledged.

Profef.:sor Haverr.an was ably assisted by l'~~~. Aet Pei:erl;,~ du·dng

the entire duration of the study and by Dr. J. Gorecka-Po~nanska ~uring

the ear~y months of the study. The assistal1ce of 'tir. Peterse in

translating documents published in Dut;ch Has· indispensible. He also

wrote first-drafts of Chapters 1 and II. Ms. Evelien Hooijmans did

all of the computer prograr~ling for the study with great competence

and accuracy. Ms. Trulls van Beukering was of help in arranging key

punching of the data. Ms. If:3ja Banck-P61derman typed the fi.nill draf..:

of the report and drilfts of several of chapters. She did .this most

accurately and cheerfully, and under great time pressure. Hs. Angelique

Messing and Ms. Redy Brouwer-Braun·typed some of the early chapter

drafts.

A number of people provided important conceptual inpu,s ~o and

co~mer.ts on the study. Mr. J.T. Kwant, Chief Department of ~en~ral

Affairs in the ~inistry of Social Affair~, was most helpful in

assembling anu providing data on the program and in pointing out

SOl!le of tile [actun.l errors in carly .:l~-(l"fts 0 f some 0<: the c~:lpters.

ProfeuGor Victor Halberstadt of the University of Lcieen was crucial

in making arrangements ,,,ith the Ul1ive::s:'ty m'.:~ the ;·:inis::ry of Socin.l

Affairs in support of the study, in providing suggestions during t~e

study, and in commenting on drafts of the chapters. Mr. L. Lamers,

Director-General of the Ministry of·Social Affairs both supported

and encouraged the study.

Finally, much helpful information on th~ program was obtaineq in

interviews with directors of socia.l employment centers and municipal

officials. Clearly, responsibility for any misinterpretati~n or

remaining errors rests with the nuthor.

This TC!port is presented in hope th.:Jt it ",ill stimulate additional

research on the Dutch Social Employment Program, and further discussions



on how -to -best improve the econorrri.c.perfOrl:'lilllCC of the progruITi and

provide assistance to the nation's handicAppea.

Robert H. Haveman
Professor of Economics
University of Wisconsin-Madison
U'-S.A.

and
Visiting Professor
Depar~ment of Economics
Universir:y of Leiden
The Ne therl':'l,ds

}~arch I, 1977.
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CHAPTER

l'oACKGROU:-:D 01\ TilE Hl§TORY. ~lCTURE, AND GRO'd'I'H OF THE DUTCH SOCI,'IL

EHPLOYHE-:\T PROGRAl1

This chapter will provide an overview of the Dutch Social

Employment Program. In the first section, some of the historical

antecedents to the existing program are described. The provision

of work for handicapped people will be seen as having ~ lo~g history.

The second Rcction describes some of the declarations of ?rincipl~s

rcgarding thc provision of \-lork for thehandics?i'<:!d issued in the

J930's, 1940's, and 1950's. These declarations -- by both inter

national and DULcb groups -- set the stage for the passage of the

Social Employmcnt Law. In the third section, numerous statistics

on the growth and the changes in the structure of the Social Employ

ment program are· presented and described. These statistics concer).";

employment of ·types of handicap and cover the period fro::: i 955 ·;:0

.1974. Finally, a discussion of the reasons for the rapid growth in

tbe Social Err.ployment program are presented. Because of the difEcuity

of identifying the relative strength of the factors identified, this

discussion must be rather speculative in natu~e.

I. A Short Hist6rial Perspeetive on Soci.alEmployment ·in Hol h.ne:

'I'he Dutch Social Employ.nent program is a large public undertaking

in 1976, it employed 64,000 workers or 1,5 percent of the employed

labor force of the Netherlands. In its present form, Social Employment

is not an old program. Indeed, the Wet Sociale Werkvoorziening 1)(W.S.W. or

Social Employment Act), \vhich ·forms···the basis of the program, took

effect only in 1969. However, the law· replaced two earlier government

reguln cions vlhich also 'provided an adapted employment-scheme for

mentally and physically handicapped manual and \lhitc-collar-1t;,orkers.

This pair of antecendent provisions dated from 1950. They were:

l)·~et Social~ Werkvoorziening·(~. 1967,687).
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a) the Gl'lnecmtelijk.., Sociale \\lcrkvoond.enings:"·ci~elingvoor H~md

arbeiders 2) (G.S.I.].or !'lllnicipal Social EmploJ'i:Kmt Schenlc for

Manual Laborers) und b) the Sociale Werl<voorzicningHegeling Hoofd

arbeiders 3) (S.H.H.o)" Social Empl.oyment Sche:';,::, for Hhite-Colll:ir

Horkers). In turn, thi.s latter scheme gr.1,·.·,:",:Ll:1 ~volved f:rorn a

preliminary job-CrL:ClLion program for. handic~?;i::'(l white-coi.:L<::::'

workers enact~d in ]936.

Hhile these pil'.ces of legislation are the basis of contemporary

social employT:lCnt in Holland, the social provision of employment for

disabled persons for whom opportunities in open industry are meagre

because of their reduced productivity has a much longer history.

Already in the 1800' 5, some municipaliticti offeree. \~ork-op~Jortunities

to persons with restricted work capacity. Naturally thas~ ~c~ivities

w~re carried out in an altogether different manner than the present

program. Indeed, because the motivation of these early'prof,l:'ams was

largely on~ of charity, they ouly re~otely resemble presc~t-day

social-employment.
~.

The fir;;,t sL'ep5 to socic:l employment as \olE: knoH it today Here

tuken soon ,"her "lorld Har I, at the ini tiLl tive of a number of

nil-l1icipajjtics and privai.e organizations. The new attitude:! towards

clliployment of the disabled which characterized these early inici&~iv~s

was best ~xpressed by Mr. W.F. Detiger, Secretary of the ~ederlandse

" .. A V 0 4) -- one of th ] . t' t" 1,eren~glng • . . e ear.y organlza lons aC Ive In tle

social employment field. In a report on social vlorkshops published

in ]937 5), Detiger stated:

"In the interest of the workers concerned as well as to allow for
competition, the operation of the ~pecial workshops S~lOU~c; resemble
that of open indusLry as closely as possible .•• Their exploitation,
man~gement and supervision should be business-oriented; neither
workpace or cli:;cipline should be neglecteG; productio::. should be
aimed at: the market and live tlP to its standards of: CiU:,lity and
price; the workshop's economic and technical facilities should
equal those of open industry".

2) Geme(~l1t(·]ijke SocJ.[jle vlcrkvoord,>.ning (G.S.H.-rcgeling, beschikkir,g
van de Minister ven Sociale Zakcn en Volkscezondheid 29~11-1963,

nr. 52751/n:Lb.Stcrt. /.48).
3) S{lciale HerkvclorzTeriingsregeling Hoofdarht'iders (besr;hikkin2 van de

StAatssckr~~ariH van Socialc ZDk~n 2-2-1953, nr. B1381 StCT~. 32)
4) Actio Vinci.t Omr,i"
5) "el. \{c:t:!;C'nt\~crTl H(!c Sociale \\Tcrkvoorziening (zitting; 1967),

}';emoric 'van Toelicl~t.irlr., bIz. 2.
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In " report: pub] ished a yea:;: later, the State Commil>!;ioll on Handicappccl
6)

Workl.:rs expressed n similar opinion In its report, the .Commission

emphasized the importance of adapted empl?yrnent, but warn.ed agailllJt

setting unrealistically low pricc~on the products produced as 8

resul t of government subsidies. On the other har.d, the CO;Ill\1i~~ion

insisted that the selling of products perhaps .::.'c higher prices

than warranted ~- should not.be·based on an appeal to public charity.

These prm,mr concerns w~re reflect~d in the 1945 "Conclusions and

Proposals" of the V<m Rhijn CO::Illlission of the Netherlands government:

·in exile in London 7). That report proposed to bring .job-provisions

for handicapped entirely under goverl"Jr,ent finance ..In addition, it

advocated the establishment of special .works.hops for the disabled who

otherwise have a hard time making their living, .:l::'C: suggested legislation

to compel employe~s to employ a certain number of handicapped workers.

The first legislative response to t:his report was the Wet Plaatsing

}~i~dcrvalide Arbeicisk;cachten of 1947 8\ which fixed a quot<j. of 2

percen t handicapped workers for every' employer of mure thc:.l: 20 ~"O::.:k'"'L·S.

This law also obliges the employer to ensm.'e that machines and too] s

are adapted to the worker I s handicap (Article 7), aUG reqdrcs' that

handicapped workers be paid. the same wage as other workers (article

6) 9).

6) Verg. l\1etsoiltwerp Wet Sociale .Werkvoozi:~ni,;g ~zitting 1967.),
Mc!norie van Toelichting, bIz. 2~, .

7) idem,. . .
8)':\';ct Plaatsing Nindervalide Arbeiclskrachten (5tb. 1.947, nr. H.283).
9) Only cases in which the productivity of a handicapped worker remains

so tar below normal that a full wage would be an unreasonable burden
on the employer, may another, more appropriate wage be fixed.
Article 6 of Wet Plaatsing Mindervalici~ I.rbeiclskrachten and Article
13 of the Minimum-Wage Law (Wet Minimumloon (Sth. 1968, 657»
entitles the Minister of Social Affairs to gr:ar.t a varia;lce from
this wage provision t() the employer; such a variance is granted
for'a maxir,1um ·period of t~lO years. Ye.arly about a thousand of such
variances are gra.nted.· The. worker v1ho thus receives but a percentage
of the \lSue.l Ha["e can then apply for llddi ti::m<:.l cqmpensa tion through
either the !\let op de Arbeidsongeschikthei.cisvcrzekering (5tb. i966, 84)
(Disabi.lity L~\,;) or in some cases the A1.g€.intmC Bi.jstands\\'et (5tb. 1963,
l8 l.) (Sod;!l Af.sistance Lavl). The size. of this compensation is deter.mir.ed
hy'the responsible Hunic:ipal Social· Service. In many C:~8es this
COillp0.nsHtion is not .paid out to the ",ork~r, but as ·8 \~a2e-subsidy

to the employer who then pays the worker the nOl."l:11l1 wage. .
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Altll()u~~h thc::s~ l:llrly initiatives are important out<~cedents.

Soelil] Employment as national policy cannot be cO;l~,id,,:-ed to have

nctuall~ stnrt~d before the enactment of the previously Qentionud

pruvisions fur disahled manual and \.'hite-collar ,Yorkers in 1950.

\~ith lh~ introduction of these regulations, the public creation of

suitable employment for handicapped persons was stripped of its

welfare character and incorporated as an in-tegral part in nationat

full employment policy. Through G.S.W. and S.W.H., a cons~stcnt

war,c_-sys tem was introduced, the employees were brou£:: t: -...,,(\.,r the

provisions of the Social Insurance Laws, and the cOTIaitions of

employment gradually evolved toward nor~mal employee status.

Bef.... re 1950, public efforts -to -provide social employlllent to

handicapped workers lacked many of the characteristics presently

considered basic to the current system. Ther.e were no guidelines

concerning mode of operation, the type and standard of t~e work

off~r.ed, or the quality of program leadership and s~?ervisory

s taif. There \"c::re~ no explicit provisions on the .::xtent to which the
..:

vlOrkshops could rely on government subsidy, although the gove.rnment

did provide assistance. The workers' remuneration often amounted to

little more than pocket-money and only a small portion of the

handicapped seeking work were also able to find a place in a workshop.

Moreover, there were no clear guidelines regarding which applicants

were eligible for employment and which were not.

The G.S.W. and S.W.H.-regulations, first of all, introduced a

consistent wage-system. The wage-levels were initially linked to

paynlents in the Sociale Bijstandsregeling lO) (Unemployment Assistance

Program) and ranged from 105 to 140 percent of these p~ymcnts. In

1952 a division of the workers into two wage-groups (A and B) was

introduced. Category-A wor.kers were defined as people who were only

te~porarily unemployed, primarily because of economical circumstances.

Category B workers were those unemployed for a long~r period, primarily

because of personal factors 11). Still later, another, more varied

wage-group differentiation was accepted. These provisions also specified

TO)"-ProvEil1ns prior to Social' Assis·tancc Law of J963 (Algeruelll?--
Bijstondswet (Stb. 1963, 284). _

~_I)Tt!1s_c~JteeorY'-/~-category II dhifsio:n is- diffc::;:-ent than that now
- -in effect. '-
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the cl'iteria for udmission into the program. Finally, the 1950

decrees also meant that handicapped "lOrkcrs' gained "l1j~)io~'ee status

and ,~ere thus covered by S~cial Insurance -- primarily the Ziektewet J2)

(Sickness La,.,), Ongevallenwet 13) (Accidents Law). and the

Invaliditeitswet 14) (Disability Law). Perhaps most importantly,

the decrees constituted recognition by the government of the

handicapped person's right to employment .-- and the gove-rru::e;'"lt's,

'obligati on to make such work avaiJ.eble.

By the early 1950's, then, the public sector had accepted

responsibility for providing social employment to the handicapped

through a structured .progrmn -- G.W.S. and S.W.H....- and he:.d enacted

an employment poli.cy i.n open industry aimed a.t reducing the impediments

to the acceptance of handicapped workers in the productive process

of open industry. The instruments of this latter policy are the

above~entiou~d Wet Plaatsing Mindervalide Arbeidskrac1~en, the

dispe;lsation statQd in article 6 of this Law and article 13 of the

Hinim.lm-Wage La,,,, the special sec tions for hand icapped workers of

the Regional Employment Services, and subsi.dies granted to employers

for ad~ptation of tools and machines to disabled lo10rkers through the

Disability Law •

. II. The Background and Declarations of.Principl~s Leading to Em?loy

rncnt Policy for the Handicapped

The growth of publi.c concern with providing social employment

for the handicapped was a natural outgrowth of changing socio

political attitudes toward employment in general. The Depression of

the J930' s and its massive unemp1c.'yment led to a reassessment of the

objectives of the state and its responsibility towards its members.

At various times during the years just before and just after World

War II, some of these new attitudes were laid dOvm more or less....
.' :....

12)
13)

14)

7..iektewet-- (3tb. 1913, 20/1) • . -
Ongeval1enwet J92·1. Zic Wet op de Arbeidsongcschikt.heidsver-
ze,ke"'';'ng 1966;(Stb. 8Lf)-. .
Invalidi.teitslolet: (8tb. 1913, 205).
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cle3rly. TI.,IO ir.lportant statements were the Atlantic Charter of

1941 15) Ilud the Beveridge Report of 1942 16). The first proposed

a nE'\~ S,)C j:J 1. Ordl!l", and i.l1fl uenced numerous wes tern governments

vlhich w(~rc- --pl-nnning and legislating more COmi1l:'chl:n~.-iv~ and cffectiv\:

socia] poli.cy. The second set forth the basi.> c,,; the ·social ;,;ccurity

system nov, in place in Great Britai.n. These stateli;e:1tf; were followed

a few years later by The Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

formulated by the United Nations' General Assembi.y on December 10,

1948 17). This statement is particularly important. Article 23 sub

of t~e Declaration reads; IIEveryone. has a right to ~'ork, a right to

a free choice of profession, just and favorable co'nci;;io••s of

employment, as ivell as protection against joblebsnc:ss".

At about this same tiLle, other groups 'il~re giving particular

attention to the employment.status of the ~andicapped. The Internati.0nal

Labor Conference's 28th session held in Philadelphia in 1944

specifically addressed the problem of suitable employment for the

disabled. The fo11o..-i.ng was put forward is);

II ••• disabl~d workers, whatever be the cause of their disability,.
should dispor;c: of thefllllest opportuhitiel'l und extensive facili.ties
in vocational guidance and training, schooJing and reschooling
as well as to obtain useful \o1Ork".

The E1Jrop~an Seminar on Shel tered Employment ...las held in The

Hague in 1959 and again in Saltsjobaden (Sweden) in 1964. These

sessions and the documents which came froT.l them were E:specially

important for the development of the W.S.W. i~ the Netherlands 19)

In particular, the 1964 Conference urged th~ formation of public

employment programs for the handicapped ~nd urged that the pri.mary

goal of work-rehabilitation be to ensure effiployment for the disabled.

15) Verg. \~etsont.\olcrp Wet. Socialc \~erkvoorziening (zitting 19(7),
l·jcmorie van Tuelichting, blz. 2.

16) idem.
17) idem.
18) .idem.
19) idem.
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"Every handicappe.d person is e'ntitled to the same right to'
employment according to his abilities as every other member of
society. If no suitf.\ble eml'loY:i1cnt under normal conditions can
be found on the labor. narket. this has to be provided for through
Social ,Employment", .

Hence, the government measures taken in the Netherlands after

the war did give the State a central place in providing Social Employ

ment for the handicapped. This new role as an active participant and

stimulator of employment is a reflection of developments in inter

national thinking on this matt cr.

III, Some Statistics on the Structure and Growth of the Social

Employment Program

During the ]960's, the Social Employment 'progr~ grew in size

and matured into an enterprise with a rather stable st~uc:ure and

composition. A description of the program and its financial and

organizational charscteristics is postponed until Chapter II. In this

section 3 number of statistics on the program will b", presented to

indicate the size, growth, and the composition of the participants

in the program. These s~atistics concern:

- employment growth in the program per period

distribution of Social Employment over types of handicaps

- the p,ercentage which Social Employment participants form of

the labor force and population

- the distribuLion of Social Employment over various production

branches.

Since the introduction in 1950 of the S.W.H. and G.S.W.-regu1ation$

making Social Employment a government responsibility, the number of

participants in the program has gro~~ considerably. In 1955 about

8,800 workers were employed by the workshops; by 1960 this number had

grown to 26,000; by 1974 to 43,000; and by 1976 to about 64,000

physically or mentally handicapped people. While the number of partici

,pants in the program has gro'Tn continuously, the pattern of grol~th has

been irregular. During the 5-year periods 1950-1954, 1955-1959, 1960

1964, 1965-1969, and 1970-1974, the gro'vlth in the IHlulber of employi::cs
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bas l>8(W 8,BOO, 17,200, 2,000, 15,900, and J3,000 respectively. In

th~ lwo years, 1975 and 1976, the growth in the progrnm hus been about
20)

10,000 people

\,'hilt:> i.t is difficult to account precis",'ly ror thi.s gl"".... th p,:;ttl~l·n,

two major determinants should be mentioned. As .",as noted, very rapid

Browth occured between 1965 and 1969. In all likelihood, this rapid

gr.o\,Jth was largely accounted for by the introduction of a new category

of workers into the program in 1963. These workers were those with

severe handicaps, .",hose productivity was below 30 pc:""Cei.1t of norma.l
2 J ) L 'l",".'-:t. L'o.('ondproductivity. These were known as Category B ••'o:rkers . ~ ~~-

spurt of growth occured from 1970 to 1976, when over 20,000 ~eople

were adde.d to the prOgram. This growth can, in all likelihood, be

largely attri.buted to the slackening of the national economy and

resulting hi~ler unemployment rates. (In section IV of this chapter,

the reasons for program growth are explored in mo~e detail.)

Table" I. shows the structure of the Social Emplo)lme:l1t program in

terms of the types [of handicapped people which are employed. The four

larges t groups of handicapped people which are employed are diose

with ~enlal-illDess and deficiencies, those with organic diseases of

the" nervous systmn, those with illness of the "organs of locor.lotion,

and those whose disability is non-medically diagnosable. Thl~ group

with the highect gro\olth rate was the group whose disability \1aS either

non-medically diagnosable or not else\o!here classifiable (NEe). Thi.s

group increased by 37 percent from 196~ to 1974, while the size of

the total progrom increased by 32 percent. The ,second highest growth

rate is in the group with the mental illness, which grew by 33 percent.

Because of the rapid growth of the NEC-group, it changed from the

fourth largest group in the program in 1969, to t~e third largest

in J972, to the second largest in 1973". In 1971, this group represerlted

10 percent of the population within Social Employment; in 1974 this

percentage increased to 12.6 percent.

20)

21 )

Sor.ial e 'ii(~rkvoor;dcning, Rapport van een lnterdepartemrmtale we~k

groep, 6"12-.-fl, Hinil-1teri(~ van Sociale Zalwn, 22 I11Hflrt J9'73. "(SOC.iill
Employment - Repor.t of Joint Hin; st"ey of Social Ai:'::li.T.S and lIinullce
Commission .of HaTch 22, 1973, Hinistry of Socbl Affair!;).
It is \vort"h noting th ..~t with the passage of the Social Employment
La\,' in 19(~9, the admission of s(,vl'T.(~ly lJn;".ciicapped '.'Or-keT.B -
mainlY,mentally hal1dic;:aJ:p~d --. was reduced: This upparent,ch:mge
in pollc:i has been cr~t~cl"zed by Loth parllumentary m:d held dC'bates.

~ -""--~--~--~~"-----"----"------- ----------------------------------~



Table
---_._._... _--- -..

~loyment in W.S.\J. Program,~e of Hant:icap, 1969 - 1974

- i ...

Ty?e of Handicap

I. infective diseases

2. tumors and cancers

3. allergies, metabolic- and alimentary ailments

4. diseases of blood and blood-related organs

. 5. ~ental illnesses and -deficiencies

6 •. organic diseases of the nervous system
(incl. epilepsy, blind- and deafness)

7. diseases of the circulatory system

8. diseases of respiratory organs

9,' diseases of digestive organs

10. disease of the. urogenital system

11. pregnancy

12. diseases of the skin and the
connective tissue

1969

464

96

642

226

19494.

5121

1957

2438

833

184

15

288

1970

448

95

612

172

20035

49Q6

1965

2358

733

183

5

2lf 1

1971

4/{8

89

578

187

21027

5054

'050

2286

798

2::>5

5

257

1972

430

89

584

I 135
22346

5165

2077

2178

740

201

4

294

19i'3

388

96

685

148

23923

5460

2127

2164

759

213

13

288

197!1

387

'97

678

135

258114

5562

2237

2116

769

243

13

321

0,,:>

13. illnesses of the organs of locomotion

14. innate deformations
5275 5240 5ff65 5651 5790 I 6225

645 576 590 618 678 I 697
15. accidents (traffic and other) 1255 1241 1293 III33 1585 1704

16. Not m~d~c:ally di.a~nosable or not else"'here 'l940 j 4(,38 4609 5572 5.879 6767
class1f1able hand1c~ps ;n-: I

I Total .__.. .....__. 4'~~7~_ 435.~_._~~~34 47~~~. .~O.I.~6 53:J

Source: gO'dale Herkvoorziening voor Hond- en lICl:l[darh~ideL's, Re~:\I1.tatl?n Enquetes 1%9"1974,
l-ll.!ii s terie van Sodale Zaken, D.i.rect~:t-=GCneraal Social ('-'Voorzienrngen~-Dir'ec'tTe
c.s.v.
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Preliminary figures indicate that, by 1975, .the percentage pf

t\EC ,wrkers h.:ls grown to 14.6 percent in the total program. These

same figucC's show thllt the percentage is substantially lower in the

industrial centers (7.3 percent i~ 1975) than in the open-air

(20.2 percent) and administrative (31.9 percent) activities. These

data indicate growth in this percentilge in all 1:h:'",.:: COTIl?o:.-,cnts of

the program from 1973 to 1975: from 11.7 to 14.6 ~~rcent in

the total progr&m, 5.5 to 7.3 percent in the industrial centers,

18.2 to 20.2 percent in the open-air activities, and from 28.1 to

31.9 percent in· the administrative activities. Finally, these data

reveal substantial variance in the percentage of NEC workers among'

the provinces. For example, in 1975, Zeeland showed a percentage of

7. I, while Naord-Brabant showed a percentage of 22.2. Incieed, in

Noord-Brabant, 46.8 percent of the administrative workers hda no

classifiable handicap in 1975.

Of the l~r~est group in the program -- mental-~llness and

defici~ncies -- th~ mentally defective constitute the greatest.part.

Their percc::ntat~e wi thin this ca tegory increased frora 60 percent in

1969 to 62.5 percent in 1974, with a peak of nearly 65 percent in

1~72. As a percentage of the total number of workers they also grew

-- from 26.6 percent in 1969 to 30 percent in 1974 (See Table 2).

Table 2

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Merttally defective 11666 12151 12866 13642 14747 16033

Total EmploJ~ent· 43873 f13508 46234 47517 50186 53795

Meutally Defe~tive as 26.8 28 27.8 28.7 29.4 30
percent of total

Source: So(:ialc Herkvoor.:dcnin::; voar Hand::" en Hoofdarbej.ders, Resultaten
Eii.~sT969-f97 ~iiI~lis terie vansociiic-Zaken, DirE!cto-ia~
Gener.aal Sociale Vo·or.zieningen, Di.rect.~E! C. S. V.

A more accurate assessment of the size and groY/~h.of the Social
.-:-" .

Employment program can be ob.tained by cOiilp'lri~~ ... the :enrollment in

the progT.'nr.1 ar!:ong provinces, tlnc1 by comparing the grcMth in the p;cor;:r;~r,.

to popu~6t.ion growth and growth of the country's labor force.
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"Table 3

Social Emplo)'lllent Program Et!l~loyment, by Province, ,1965, 1970, and 1974

January 1965 January 1970 ' r January ]974

absolute index absolute index I absolute index

Groningen 1736 100 2852 144 3312 190

Friesland 1693 100 2164 : 128 2610 159

Drente 1448 100 1966 136 2176 150

Overijssel 2329 100 3571 153 4730 203

Gelc1erland 2955 100 5640 191 7154 242

Utrecht 965 100 1478 144 2043 211

Noord-Holland 3462 100 5405 153 I 6656 192

Zuid-Honand ,6149 100 7569 123 9374 152

Zeeland 930 100 1260 135 1468 158
Noord-Brabant 4044 100 6010 149 7448 184
Limburg 2236 100 5593 250 6794 304

Total 27947 100 43508 155 53765 192

Source: Sociale Werkvoorziening'voor'Hand~en Hoofdarbeiders, Resultaten
Enquates 1969-1974, Ministerie van Sociale Zaken, Directoraat
Generaal Sociale Voorzieningen, Directie C.S.V. Also: Repo~
Joint Ministry of Social Affairs and Finance 'Commission of March
22, 1973, Ministry of Social Affairs.

Table 3 shows the number of W.S.W. participantc in the program

.by province in the years 1965, 1970,and 1974. We see that total

enrollment in Social Employment all but doubled in those-nine, years.

In four provinces growth in number of workers exceeded the national

average. In Gelderland, Overijssel, Utrecht, and Limburg, ,the size

of the Social Employment labor ,force more than doubled. In Gelderl~nd,

the number of workers in~reased'by nearly two and a half times, while

a three-fold increase was re~istered for Limburg.

The exceptionally high growth rate in Limburg is, in part,

attributed to the closing down of many of this province's coal mines

during the last decade, resultillg in high unemployment rates and

failing enterprises. Some of these enterpri.ses were absorbed into the

Social Employment proeram. I

I

I

I

I
___________1
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Tables 4 and 5 sho\',7 employment in the prog;ram' in relation to

the popul;J!:ion and the lahar force, by pl:ovince. Thib data conveys

a semRC or the relative importance of the Social Employmcllt program

to tile Dutch population .1nd·labor force asa whole. By 1976, about

.5 percent of the nation I s population were employed lr. tho ?::ogr<lm

and about 1.5 percent of the national labor force.

In Table 3 the grO\vth in absolute number of Social Employment

participants \,'as shown. In Table 5 the relative importance of the

Social Employment labor. force is' sJiolm for the years 1965, 1970,

and 1974. As a percent of the labor force, Social Employ.i10nt has

increased considerably. In 1965, .75 percent of the Dutch labor

force \.;as engaged in Social Emplo:>'1uent., In that yeclr, Social

Employment was of the greatest relative importance in Drente, where

Soci.ll Ernr1oyw<.:nt workers constituted 1.65 percent of that provillce's

labor force. In 1965, there were o,nly three provinces (Groningen,

Friesland, and Drente) where more than 1 percenc of the labor force

participated in ~ocial Employment, and none more than 2 perce:1t.

By ]970, 1.1. perc~nt of the national labor force was in Social

EmploYlUt.!llL. In that year, there was one province (Drente) .:her(,)

Social Employment \\'orkers exceeded two percent of the labor io~cc,

six \vhere this percentage lay betl"eer. one and two, and three below

one percent.

In 1974, there were four provi.nces wher~ Social 'Employwent

workers cOllstituted more than 2 percent of the labor force. These

were, Groningen,I<'riesland, Drente, and Limburg. There were four

provinces where this percentage lay between 1 and 2, and only three

where Social Employment participants included less than J percent

of the labor force. These are the middle band of provinces and

Noord- nnd Zuid-Holland.

Notable are the large differences a;nonB provinces in Soci.al

"Employment participants as a percell t of population and labor force.

In Table 5, the range for 1974 is from .78 percent (Utrecht) to

2.47 percent (Limburg).

The nu:nhc'J: of \Vorkshops gre,,' from 50 in 1950 -- the majority

of .,hi ch ..'ere \.;orkshops for tb(~ bli.nd and mentally deficient -- to unout:

HiD i.n 1976. The average number of workers per workshop also increabed



Table 4---
Progra~ Emp12~mant .in Relation to Population, by' Province

1965,.1970, and 1974

----

January 1965 January 1970 January 1974

workers in workers in workers in
population S.E. as a population S.E. as a populati<Jn S.E. as a

x 1000 percent of x 1000 percent of x 1000 percent. of
population population population

Groningen 497.4 0.35 517.3 0.58 532.6 0.62

Friesland 495.7 0.34 521.7 . 0.43 541.2 0.48

Drente 336.2 0.43 366.6 0.54 393.7 0.55

Overijssel 860.8 0.27 920.9 0.39 966.8 0.i:9

Gelderland' 1389.9 0.21 1520.6 0.38 1601.0 0.45

. Utre.C'.ht 733.6 0.13 801.3 O. 18 849.3 0.24

Noortl-Holland 2163.2 0.16 224 ll.4 0.24 2282.7 0:29

zuid-Holland 2847. I 0.22 2968.7 0.26 3018.5 0.31

Zeeland 290.1 . 0.32 305.8 0.39 322.9 0.115
.

Noc,rd-Brabant 1638.7 0.25 1787.8 0.34 1910.3 0.39

Limburg 953.8 0.23 998.6 0.58 1038.3 0.65

Total 12207.1 0.23 12953.7. 0.34.. I 1349 1.0 .0.40
~ ...,._. '''-'--' . - ---'-_._" ..._---~ --' "---_. -- ----_.-:----_.

Source: Social Employment Report of the Joi.nt Hin.i.5try of So(;ial. Affl'l.irs and Finance
£o;mJi.ssion, Hitlis-try or' Social A(r.~(ri:s·~·"f-l;rdi"'T973, --p:-T2 .-- ..----------

V>
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'rabl~ 5

Program EroPloymmt in Relation to Labor Force"by Province,

1965, 1970. and 1974

January 1965 . January. 1970 January 1974

workers in workers in . workers in
labor force S.E. as a labor force S.E. as. a labor force S.E. as a

x 1000 percent of x 1000 percent of· x 1000 percent of
labor force t,··o:>. labor force labor force

Groningen 142.0 1.22 150.0 2.00 146'.3 2.26

Friesland 127.0 1.33
, 130.0 I. 71 129.5 2.04

Drente 88.0 1.65 95.0 2.07 92.5 2.35

Overijssel 256.0 0.91 265.0 1.36 256.9 1.84

Geld~rland 402.Q 0.74 420.0 1.36 433.0 1.65

Utrecht 233.0 d.111 240.0 0.59 262.3 0.78

Noord-llo11and . 706.0 0.49 740.0 0.73 736.4 0.90

Zuid-Holland 924.0 0.67 965.0 0.79 952.2 0.98..

ZeelanJ 77.0 1.21 BO.O 1.50 80.2 1.83

Noord-Br"bc.at 510.0 0.79 540.0 I. II 51f8.7 1.38

Limburg 282.0 0.79 295.0 1.96 2ll1.8 2.47
---_.__._- ._.-

Total 3747.0 0.75 ~ 3~20.0. 1.12 3917.8 I. 37

. - ...
Source: Data for 1965 and 1970 fn)~! Social Employr.~mt Report of the Jednt Ninistry of SOr1rlJ. Affairs

and· Finince .cort:.mission. N;.nlstry of S6CIarfd:'"t"airs. 1'~:~rch 19'i3;" ··(E,·,:" for 19 74 fr~;;,'TC"i';Gschrift
CBS~;·-Ce!ltral Bureau of Statistics, Decern1:er, 1975. --...------

-l>-
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substantially from 35 in 1955 to 108 in 1965 to 166 in 1970, and

to :!23 in 1976. The iricrease in average numbl:r of workers per

workshop is partly a result of mergers of smaller workshops into

larger organizations. This tendency was encour3ged by the higher

standards set by the Social Employment'Law in 1969, concerning

medical, psychological and social coaching staff.

So far, we have seen growth in the number of employees ~n Social

Employment, in" the number of \\'orkshops, , the' size of the workshops, and

in the p(~rcentage of the labor force tons ti tuted by tv. So. w. part':'·

icipants.

The increasine relative importance of Social Employment is of

consequence for labor market conditions in various production branches.

The workers in Social Employment (constituting nearly 1.4 p~rcent of

the labor force in 1974) are not concentrated in one ca~c~oTY of

e:nployment. There are" industrial workshops, open-air (land develop

ment) projects, and administrative centers. However, the major part

of employees are working in industrial centers as the following

numbers indicate:

Industrial Open-air/land Administrative
development
projects

1965 20,328 6,493 1,798

1970 29,059 9,931 .4,518

1974 32,375 13,676 7,898

(Data represent employmerit on December 31 of each year)'

The fastest growing sector is the administrative, and the slowest

growing is the industrial sector of the program. In 197!1, 7,895 1ol.S.W.

workers were employed in the administrative sector, an increase ,of

nearly four times from the number in 1965. The open-air projects more

than doubled in size from 1965 to 1974, 'vlhile the industrial sector

gre., by '60 percent. .:.
:,1'

Hithin the industrial celltcr component of thc' program;workshops

and workers nre distributed over a variety of production branches:

, Table 6 shmolS the Socinl Employ1l1e<lt vlOckers in various production

branches as 11 percent of workers in these branches in open industry.
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Tllble 6

Sod :1] Employment l~p.r~ers al1C~ Harkers in Open In~h::':"i:::y in Various

Produc. tion Branc!lqs a~ 11 Percentage of To tal Horkers

Percent of l~.S!W. ' I Percent of open
wqrkers by inch.s try vlo+,r.ers
industrial-sector .:):> inl~ust::cial

SL,ctO:'- i

,1965 1970 197/; 1965 1970, 19'71; !
, , --I

M~tal 35 32 32.9 37 42 42.Y

Plastic, rubber, 1.eather 7 6 6.3 I I 12 12 • .!i
1?aper, cardboard 10 9 7.4 7 B 9
(+ printing)

Wood, furniture 1'2 12 9.4 4 4 5

Pottery, glass, concrete, ~ 0.8 t: 4 4·oJ

tiles

Textile 8 & 7.5 17 14 9

Other 1) 27 32 36.7 20 'i6 IB-,-,-. --,-,

L- 100 100 100 100 100 100

SClUl"C"': 1o:.8.H. data lor 1965 and 1970 frorol Sociel :&rl~~:.,:.'f::lcmt: Reporc:
of the Joint Hinistry of Social Aff.,,;{rs ari(t"'/(,::a-r::cc-C:omr.i[~-;io'i,
Ministry of Social Affairs ,'Harch, iVn, ","":12;-ror 1974-irc-(:-.,-,-,
Sociale Werkvoorziening voor Han~- en Hoo£darb~idcrs ~esultat:~n
Enq~ttes, 1974, M~ni~try of Spcia1 Affairs. Open industry-a~~
from ~aandschrift CBS, Central Bureau of Statisti~s, pecember,
1975. ' .

I) This section includes non-homogeneous types of activities for
Sucial Emp~oyment and open industry and therefore should not b~

compared.

From rable 6 it appears that the pattern of distribution of

workers over vnripus production branches within. Social Employment

Goes not diverge strongly from the pattern in open industry. In only

two branches docs the Socia~ Employment prograw show a hotably

higher concentration. of workers thap. in open industry. Th~sc are

the "0 ti1er"-ca tcgory and the wood al1d furni y:u:::e b'c"mch. As for the

former category, co:np~rison between Social Employment and open

inductry if; of little ll.ll!.:ming,' because this cate[;ory contains very

c1i.ff,q:ent typ.:!<; of activiti(~s for So'cial Employm(:TIt,: and ol'c:'n

._--~~----_._--------_._-----_._-_._----

I
I,
I

J
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. 22) 2 f S . 1 F' 1 ., tlndu!, t"ry . HOHeve.r, I perce.nt 0 UC1.a. ,mp oyment partlc~pan s

\oIere, engageCl i 11 the 'vol)d and furni ture branch in 1970> compared to

4 percent of the workers in open industry. In j974. however this

difference l~d diminished somewhat, as ~le values were then 9.4

percent for Social Employment and 5 pe:cccmt for open industry.

'Table 7

Social Employment Horkers as a Percent of Workers in Open Industry

in Various Production-Branches

r 1965 1970 1974

Metal 1.7 2.1 2. I

Plastic, rubber, leather 1.2 1.3 1.4 :
(+ chemical industry) I
Paper, cardboard 2.3 2.9 2;2
(inel. printing)

Wood, furniture 5.2 7.3 5.4-
rotj:':::r.y, glass, concrete, 0.6 0.6 0.5
tiles

Textile 0.8 0.8 2.3

Other 1)
2.3 5.1 5.6

Souec\::: See Table 6. .

I) Sec Table 6, .footnote a.

Table 7 shotvs the workers ~'n Social Emplo'yinE'nt as a percent of'··
open industry workers by production branch. As wiil be recalled Social

Employment program partlcipants constituted 1.4 percent of the country's

labor force in 1974. Social Employment workers in the plastic, rubber,

and l~ather industry as a percent of ~hose of open industry come the

nc~r.est to the national average with 1.4 percent. As was already noted

in Table 6, in the wood and furniture sector W.S.H. workers constitute

u considerably higher percentage of workers in open industry: 5.4 percent

22) In open indul'lc·.ry this category' includes food, tobacco, and liquor.
industry, "hilc in the Social Employment category such activities
as packing and sorting a·re included.
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i 11 1974, and mOl'ethan 7 percent in J970. The percen tDge is the

lowest in tbe p~ttery, glass, concrete, and tiles sector with .5

percent in 1974. The largest increase in this perce~t~ge is shO\ffl

:in the texti Ie branch. The perc~nt(lge of Social Erui)loyri,e,-,r. \v'0:::kii:rs

in that industl:y i.ncreased from. 8 percell\: in 1965 .:Lnd 19i'G 'Co

2.3 percent i.n 1974. This increase is in part due to the severe

recession in Dutch textile industry that occurred during the last

decade 23)

IV. 1,'11)' 'Has the Social. Employment Program G:;:m,'n So Ra-•.li.:lly'~

In this section, some of the likely causes for the rapid growth

in the Social Employment Program will be discussed. Of necessity,

this discussion will have to be speculative in nature. It is impossible'

to knO\~ for certain ~~hich forces have been active in detl::rmining

program groHth -_., and the extent to which each has co::;::~::':::-.ltcd to that

gro,.~th. The primary forces which we i.dentify, however, would se!".:. to

include the major elements in deteI'Tlli.ning BTO~Tth.

A. Changing Attitudes Toward Work

Changing attitudes toward work have influenced the. size of the

Social Employment program in at least three ways. First, as we noted

earlier, one of the motivations for a governmentally org':'1ized social

employment program in the 1940's and 1950's was the desire to provide

employment to handicapped workers as' a matter of "right". As this idea

spread in the 1950's and 1960's, handicapped people became increasingly

a~~are of this ri.ght, ·and some of them exercised it.

A second influence has come as a side-effect of rapid growth of

the Social Security system. One of the characteristics. of that system

is that the financial rewf.rd for ~vork-effort has been substantially

clecr~ased. Increases in income of only 10 or 20 percent ~r~ realized

23) In 1961,- the textile industry pr.ovidecl employr,wnt. ·to 192,300
people; in j 97/" thi s number had decreased to 102; 900.
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hy "loving from a social securi ty prngr.am 1:0 employment in open indus'i:;:-y.

An implication of this is that society ha~, ~mplicitly at least,

ntt.1ched less importance to work effort. This change in aLtitude would

tend to retard growth in the Social Employment progrc;m.

A third influence from changing at~~tudes has come from the
----- ;~

ev{,luation of medical and psychological percl~ptions of the value of

~"ork. Increasingly, professionals in these fields have emphssized the

value of work for a full and rewarding life. T~is value is said i:q

stem from factors such as the opportunity to'realize ones' talents

in work, in the desire to be actively involved in society, in the

opportunity for human contact and inter-human relations offered in

the workplace, in avoiding idleness, in satisfying the need to structure

or-es ' ?attern of life, or in confirming or regaining ones' position

in the family or community. This change in attitudes would tend to

increase the tendency of social agencies who work,with the hand~~apped

(special schools, regional physical rehabilitation advisory team",

Bocial-psychiatric services, institutions of social work, and

municipal social services and clinics) to guide their clients 'into

the Social Employment'program.

These changing attitudes towards work is' sure to have influenced

the growth of the Social Employment program. However, because thp.sl~

changing attitudes over the past three decades have had both work

inducing and work inhibiting components, it is hard, to say whether

they have had a net upward or downward effect on the number of program

participants.

,B. Pressure from the Social,~Security Systenl

A second factor likely to influence the number of W.S.W.-employees

is the. obligation imposed on the beneficiaries of SOIll2 of the Social

Inburance Laws to accept suitable work, if available. The Wet Werkloos

heicls Voorziening (Unemplo)~ent Assistance Law) and the Algemene
, f

Bijstandswet (complementary to Unemployment Assistance, Law) both

termb,ate payments vhen a beneficiary refuses to accept employment

judged to be suitable to him. This fi1cludes a refusal by the beneficiary

to enter. Social Employment if he or she is consider.ed to 'be-eligible,

fo:: and admitted to the program.
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The \,:"t op de Arbeidsonger.chi.I~thcidsvc:c;,:ckering (Disabili ty Ll'V-';;)

substi tute;. benefits for earnings when a ,~orkcr is no longer able t.:O

secure employment fitting his training and for~er position, because

of physical or ment.:ll dir..:Ibility 23). In some ci1ses,such workers are

urged to enter the Social Employment program, in part to facilitate

observation and to encourage rehabilitation. In most instances', a

beneficiar.y's refusai to enter Social Employment has no .consequences

for the continuity of payments. Nevertheless, i;ressure on such

individualc to enter Social Employment as a consequence of these

regulations docs exist. As indicated later, ,the extent of this

pressure i1ppears to have diminished in recent years.

C. The State of the Economy

The precmble of the Social Employment Lew (W.S.W.) states that

those persons who are able to do work, but for whom employmant under

nor~al conditions is not, or not readily, available'due to personal

circumstances' (e~~. physical or mental handicaps) are eligible for

employrr~nt in the program. Hence, it is clear that the number of

people who \'rill lJe eligible for Cocial Employ::ncnt ia closely ::cl::tcd

to the willingness on the part of both private industry and the

public sector to employ handicepped workers.

Employers above a certain size are, through the Wet Plaatsing

Y.indervalide Arbeidskrachten (mentioned above), required to employ

a minimum percentage of handicapped workers. The willingness to offer

employment beyond this minimum -- employment which would naturally

reduce the population of eligible Social Employ~nt participants --

will be influenced by business profitability ,(which in turn is

depenci..:nt on economic conditions) and by changes.' in technology impiyirlg

a sub5titution:of high for low-sldll workers.' In a recession, the

willingness of open industry to hire handicapped workers is reduced.

This ,~ill enlarge the pool of handicapped workers desiring work and, will.... . .... " ', .....
likely incl."case, the flOl~ into Social Employment.

23) This is true of both of the Disability Laws; that for employed
Harkers and tha t for the se.lf-empl oyed.
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Whill'; the ltdVerf;e effect of ~ lagSi.'l (:Gv,:w;·.,j is likely to be

rC!duced by the "mge-dispensation regl1l ..:li:lon linkecl to the \iet:

Plaatslng Hir.dervdide Arbeio.skrachtcn, the impact of other 'f...aors

constraining private aIld normal public sector employment opportunities

for handicapped and other low productivity workers is less easily met:

by government-subsidies to employers. Some have argued that extendins
the wage-di£pensation by making the temporary subsidy into a pe~\~nent

one and by increasing the volume of the compensation would increase

private and normal public sector employment opport:unities for han~icapp~ci

workers. However, it should also be noted that extending

the subsidy-arrangement would tend to reduce employer& I willio&lless

to' hire non-subsidized handicapped workers. And, it might also make

the er~loyment pcsition of workers whose pr.oductivity declin~s during

their'service more tenuous.

In this regard, it shOuld also be mentioned that the Dis~biiity

Law (W.A.O.) offers provisions aimed at preserving or improving the

productivity of physically handicapped workers (e.g. adapted cars,

wheelchairs, braille shorthand" machir,as and tYl,elV'riters, mag,nifying

glasses, ad3ption on install~nt of tools and mach~nes. and other

devi~es to meet physical shortcomings) to reGuce the employer b~rden

from hiring physically handic~pped people.

These factors notwithstanding, the number of W.S.W. participants

or aspiring participants is likely to increase in ti~e8 of economic

recession, as the willingness on the part of private and public

employers to employ them is reduced.

---~--------
-~~--~-----~------~-_.---

It is the objective of the Social Employment program to provide

adapted and useful work to handicapped workers. Hence., the size of

the pro&ram is limited by the demand; tor the products and services

which the progra~ can produce. The size of the workforce in Social

Employment is consequently not only detc1~ued by the number of

applicallts, ·but also by the extent to which the management of the'

program succeeds in market~ng ito output. This is true for the industrial

centers and other revenue-yielding activities, but not for those

activities not designed to produce salable output.
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Aruong other things, Article 17 sub b. of the H.S.W.-Org<.mizational

Decree of 1969' states thut the ,~ork done in a Bocial employment

wc,rksbop should answer an economic or social 1":cod. This clo~u ,.ot .m~Wl

that work donr. in the workshop mus t be· only market-oric::'lt0d. It do.::.:>

mean that the ~mphasis laid on t:heJ:apetltical cnd other l:.enefi ts of

the program should not lead to the pe:rfo:cmance of useless work. By

~ome criterion -- quite unstated -- the output of workshops must be

judged to be of use to socie~y. In fact. market sales are a primary

outlet for workshop production. especially in the case of the

industrial centers.

Hence. the state of the nationul economy aL", affects the size

of tqe program in this,way. tfuile slightly overstated, it can be

claimed that an economic recession will simultaneously incre~se the

supply o'f 'participants - (and.. the pressureplaced'on'l1lun{cipa'li"tie~'-;-Hld'

center directors 1:0 accept workers) and decreuse the demand for the

output 6f centers. Private business, increasingly constrained in

altering the size of their work force in response to chan6ing busiu~ss

conditions, has'sought' other means of achieving flexibility. One of

these has been to rely more heavily on Sociai Emplo~ent industrial

centers to perform certain functions. In pe~iods .of high sales •.

contracts with W.S.W. centers. can be expanded. These same contracts

can be reduced when sales lag •.

This dependence on market demand conditions is increased by. the

provisions of Article 17 sub c of the W.S.W. Organ~zatior.~l De~ree

of 1969 which states that sales of' the Horksho?l:i may not jeopardize

the employment of private sector or norn~l 'pubiic sector workers.

This provision limits the aggressiveness with which the centers can

pursue contracts, especially in a lagging mar~et.

Related to the dependence of pr.ogri'lm· 'sales on the state of the

econoray. is the diversity of the activiti.es in which the program is

engaged. It is clear that reliance on one or fe'·] markets would render

the program highly vulnerable to market fluctuations in thesn sectors,

and its objective would consequently be jeopi'lrdized. The distribution

of workers over variou~ production branches shown earlier, reduces

this sensi tivi ty to m'lrket condi tior,s.

A factor that has c011tribllt~d tCl the apparent adeciuacy of the

avail<!ble work.':volulile is tIll:: fact that centers can contract .lith

------------------
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public sector agencies or institutions. Hcnce, if sales to ehe private

sec tor 8re reduceu, government or public OrdE!rS can be increased often

at the discretion of mllnicipalities.

Through the combined mechanisms of the requirement that the work

done must be economically or socially useful and not job-crcatio11 for

its own sake, and the provisions that the program must not jeDpardi:::e

private or normal public sector employment, market fluctuations will

constrain the siz~ of the workforce of handicappea workers which the

Social Employment program can absorb. Again, it should be noted that

this constraint applies to those activities designated to produce a

salable output.

One ii.nal coauJcnt: Although sales opportunities woul.' seem to

be a construining factor, the high rate of growth of employcent in

the program in combination with lagging sales would ~mply that the

availability of outlets for production is not a terribly tight

constraint.

E. Outflow from Social mnployment to Open Industry

One of the objectives of the Social Employment Law is to offer

emploJ~ent ot the handicapped in order to improve their working

capacity and consequently to stimulate their re-entry into the

production-process, preferably in open industry 24)

The offer of employment by W.S.N. to an unemployed and eligible

person appears to stimulate that person'& re-entry into open industry

in two ways. First, 'there is the. quite-unexplained phenomenon that

workers who have been ~nemployed for a long period of time do indeed

find a job after a W.S.W.-contract has been offered to them. According

to findings of research carried out in 1971, in seven out of twenty

cases in which aW.S.W.-contract ·has been offered to a W.W.V. (Unemploy

ment Law)-bencficiary, the offer has been refused and, shortly after,

24) The preamble of the Social Emplo)'l11Cmt Law expresses this objective:
"••• to provide employment, aimed a~ preserving. restorhllh or
iraproving (the handicapped worker' s) workcapacity'~~.
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the unemployment payment stopped 25). This could be called the

re-activating effect of W.S.W. The me~e offer a Soci~l E~ploymcnt

contract appears to stimulate certain of the ....::1-::mploy8d c::ncm.:raging

t.hem to make more serious job St'arch efforts. 'i'his effoct both 1"C:duces

the inflow into W.S.W. below what it otherwise would be and it

reduces the numger of persons relying on unemplo)~cnt benefit for

income support. Second, work experi.ence withtinSocial Employment

appears to have a positive influence on 'n person's capacities; his

fitness for work, and adaptability to a work atmo~sphere. This

effect more clearly reflects one of Social Employment's objectives.

It is hoped that the beneficial influence of actual employment, or

being integrated into,productive society at an appropriate level

which is not overdemanding to the worker, will help him to move from

a chronically uuen~loyed to a productive member of society hirp.d

and employed in private industry or in normal public sector 'employment.

Viewed in this v/ay, Social Employment is a, transitional progr.:i::: froU!

long-term unemployment to regular emplo~aent.

Clearly, the size of this outflow from the proe:cam ,.ill depend"

on numerous factors some of which have been menti.oned earlier. ThcGe

include the willingness of employers to employ ex-W.S.W. participants

(which ~]ill itself depend on general business conditions), "the

incentive for W.S.W. participants to seek work outside of the program,

and the effectiveness of the program in preparing participants for

no~l employment in private indust~y or the public sector. Moreover,

a number of former W.S.W.-employees 'will, after re-entering open

industry, fail to remain employed. Such individuals will again rely

on government support or Social Employment, for they remain a

vulnerable group among the entire laborforce.

"Nevertheless, the size of the outflow from Social' Employment is

of significa••ce both "s?cially and for judging the extent to which the

25) Research carr.ied out in 1971 a t the ini tiD. tivC? of the \o7crkgroep
Sociale Herkvoor.zi~ning (Social Employment· Commission of Ministry
of Social Affairs;and"Fin8nce)~ Sue Sociol Employment Report of

"the JOlr;t}:iniroLryof" Sod a1 Affairs ;:;n(jFlnancC', Commission., XInistry
'(;TSodal AFfairs, HarCh, 1973, p. i9. "
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objectives of the Social Employment policy are realized.

Table 8 presents the size of the outflow from 1967 to 1975. As

can be seen there, the peak of outflow in both absolute and perc~ntage

terms was 1969. In that year, over 3400 people made the transition

from Social Employment to employment in open industry - over 8 percent

of the Social Employment workforce. Since that date, ,both the absolute

number and the percentage of workers moving out of Social Employmeut

,has fallen dramaticalJy., This is true especially in the 1969-1970

period and in the period since 1973: In 1975, only 1000 persons made

the transition 1.6 percent of the total Social Employment labor

force. Both of these r,ecent pe#ods are characterized by increasing

unemployment and a slack economy.

Table 8

Outflow of Social Employment Wor~er8 to Open Industry Employment
,

"

" I..
Year Number of Persons Percent of W.S.W. Employment

;

1967 1938 5.4 i

1968 3151 7.7

1969 3426 8.4

1970 2092 4.8

1971 1900 4.1

1972 1899 4.0

1973 1946 3.9
I

1974 1413 2.6

1975 1000 I 1.6

Source: Social Employment 'Report, of:the 'joint 'Ninistry'of 'Social
Affairs 'and Finance Commission, ,Ministry ,of Social Affairs,
March, 1973.
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F. Increase in Total ~umber of People Eligible for Social Emplo~,ent

An important factor influencing the numbe'r of people employed in

the Social Employment program is the size of the pool of eligibles.

If an increasing number of prime-age individuals are classified as

handicapped, the program is likely to grow, and with w~rrant. Progress

in medical science has increased the survival chances of people with

minimal life chances at birth and those whoi,p health has severely

deteriorated at later age. Many of these, liooo,cver, remain physically

or mentally hindered in. finding employment. I~ addition, improvement

in medical rehabilitation. techniques has significantly c~ntributed to

a greater pos~ibility for people recoveting from disease or accident

to re-enter the production process. Similarly, with i~proved social

'education, social work, and coaching of handicapped, public and private

enterprises are better able to accomodate handicapped persons, even

though many of them will still encounter difficulties in attempting

to work under normal conditions. °These improved medical and social

assistance facilities have been made available to larger groups of

society by innovations in social legislation, of which toe W.A.O.

(Disability La~) and the d.W.B.Z. (Special HealLh-costs Law) ~re t~e

most signific.snt. Also as ,oii-,oreos-lii"f-of 'these °developmeni:s, i::hell;o,'t11e
0' ~

population of the hard-to-employ who canOonly be integrated

into an adapted production process is a growing one;

Finally, with development of Social Employment more people are

"discovered"· who. can De classified as 1Jhandicapp.ed"" This goes hand

in hand with medical and technplogical developr~ents and the ability

of workshop managers to adapt work to the handicapped worker.> in

creating a greater pool of individuals who are able to work and

interested in working in sociaf employment.

G. Unwarranted Expansion of the Eligible Group

The definition laid down in art. 7 sub I of the W.S.W. Law, which

defines who is eligible for acceptance in W.S.\\T., ·is rather

vague. This could nurture a te.ndency toward accepting workers because

of simply the. presence of unemployment due to low-skill or age alone.

An economy with increasing unemployment could stimulllt('\ this increased

acceptance of the hard-to-employ.
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Mrs. Vcder-Smit, a Member of Parliament, exp=essed her concern

regarding this matter during thl! parliMr.lentary G<:!hat:es on the Social

Employment Law in 1967. She stated 26~:

"One \vc)ndcn; whether it isn't likely that, during ari economic recession,
a number of persons wi 11 be accepted for whom the social workshops are.
not meant. I could imagine that unskilled ~"orkers - those who are ha~G

to-employ due to factors related to their person - will bc em?loyeci
under this Law. I emphasize that this cannot be the meaning of this
Law••.•. To great an inflow might damage the interests of the really
handicapped".

. .., .

Without undertaking .a careful examination of the characteristics

of those· offered a W.S.W. contract, and changes in these characteristics

over time, it is impossible to determine with certainty if such chan~cs

in de facto eligibility criteria are occurring. However, one indic~tion

that such changes might be occurri11E, i:s the growtr: rat:;;: of the" "Non

Els"ewhere Classifiable" gr0l!p mentioned earlier. As will be recalled

this group grew from 4940 indLviduals in 1969 to 6767 in 1974, re~

presenting a growth of 37 percent -- the highest t;rowth rate of all
27)

groups ".

There arc some indicGtior.~ that another type 0: ~~use cf th~

program is occuring: This type of abuse would con&ist of accepting

as a W.S.W. worker a person who may not fulfill the re~uirements

for acceptance in W.s;w. strictly interpreted, but who is able to

fulfill a task which the municipality wants to be done. Such a

person, upon the certifications of a doctor that some emotional,

mental, or physical problem exists which makes normal employment

difficult, could be accepted in the program as one with.a Non

Medically Diagnosable (or NEC) handicap. This is particularly true

in the administrative activities of the program.

Through such a procedure, the municipality can accomplish a

function it considers desirable, but that cannot be accomplished

otherwise because of· constraints on the normal municipal budget.

26) Handelingen II, buitengewone zitting 1967, bh:. 602.
27) Preliminary data show that this number increased to over 8200 in

1975. This represents a growth of 21 percent in a single year.
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Given the subsidy-arrangements for non-reveuue-yielding administrative

and open air activities (to be explained in the following chapter),

the municipality in so doing, can transfer fQ.ost of the costs of such

a function to the expenses of the national budget leaving only a

small fraction of these costs for its own budget.

That such abuse may exist is given credence wh~n the growth

of white-collar or administrative workers in the program is considered.

The percentage ~f ~hite-collar workers (administrative section) of

the total program has increased from 10.2 percent in 1969 to 14.4
, ,

percent in 1974. The relevant NEC- ~or nonmedically diagnosable

handicap) group within the administrative section of Social'Employm~n~

has grown from 26.6 percent of the total of white-collar workers in

1969 to 30.4 percent 'of the total in 1974, thus surpassing the mentally

handicapped as the largest group, 28). As indicated'earlier, preliminary

data suggest that this percentage increased to 31.9 percent in 1975.
Clearly, these numbers have serious shortcom~ng8. As indicated

. .
above, it is not possible to determine definitively if such abuse is

occurring without a detailed investigation. Tte numbers are, however,

suggestive. This' is especially true of the Not ~lse~mere Classified

stat~stics. Given the elaborate set,of illness and disability

categories employed in the program, explanations for the lar~~ number

and rapid growth in theNEC ca~egory other than abuse are difficult

to imagine.

H. Placing W.S.W.' Workers in RegUlar Municipal Positions

Related to the previous point is the substitution ~f W.S.W.

workers· for regular municipal employees, when regular position~ become

vacant or expanded. This substitut~pn does not involve any necessary

relaxation of eligibility criteria; it simply involves the perception

by municipal officials that, because of the program subsidy arrange

ments, filling some positions under their jurisdiction with W.S.W.

workers rather than regular employees can save substantial municipal

budgetary costs. In a period' of tight mun'icipal budgets, thb cO\.lld

,,"'ell lead to municipal recruitment of H.S.W. workers. Some of the

recent rapid expansion ,in the open-air and administrative components

of the prograu. can likely be traced to this substitution.

28) Sociale Werkvoorziening voor'Hand-'cn'Hoofdarbeiders; Rcsultaten
Enqu~tes J969~1974, Ministry of Social Affairs.

i
i
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CHAPTER II

THE ENABLING LEGIST.ATTON FOR THE SOCIAL EM)?LOYMENT PROGRAM

De Wet Sodale Werkvoorziening (Social Emtlloyment Law) of November

23, 1967 contains rules concerning the p~ovision of adapted employment

·to the handicapped. It provides the legal framework· for the Social

Employment. program, which is designed to pr.ovide employment to persons

·who are hard to employ under normal. circumstances in open industry or

regular public service due to personal factors, namely, handicaps. This

law and its accompanying ministerial decrees I) set standards and

guidelines for the manner in which employment is p4ovided, 2) establish

requirements which operating staff in the program should fulfill,

.3) provide regulations· for the pr~gram's.organization,4) stipulate

subsidy arrangements to the municipalities responsible for the execution

of the law, and 5) define eligibility for participating in the program.

In this chapter, the primary provisions of the Law will besurnrn<:.riz",C:.

Understanding of these prOVLSLons is basic to apprai~inp, the structure

and performance of the program. In this discussion, we will first present

.some background. to the .passageof the law, emphasizing the issue of

"the right to work" which underlay much of the Parliamentary debate.

Then, the broad objectives of the law will be described by reference to
. .

the Law's Preamble. Finally, we will proceed through. the main.

provisions of the law (and the ministerial decr~es which accompnay it),

summarizing the structure and organizatfon of the program which the law·

envisions.

I. The Basis of the Law -- The Right to Work

As indicated in Chapter I, the issue of the individual's right to

a job pervaded international discussions of social policy after the

Depression of the early 1930' s'. The passage of the Social Employment Law

grows out of the growing acceptance of this ri~ht to work in ·the 1940's

- --~----- ... _--------_.---------_.
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Bnd 1950's: And it establi~hes this ,right for certain categories of

ci.tizens -- the disabied -- which previously did not have their rights

in this area clearly spelled out.

For example, Mr. Roolvink, Minister of Social Affairs and Health a~ the

time of introduction of the Wet Sociale ~erkvoorziening, obs~rved in

a report on National Health in:. 1966 (Chapter I, sub. Ii):

"I do not consider these (right to work and right to henlth)
rights as strict personally enforceable rights, btit as an
obligation of government to create the conditions for. employment
for everyone (and to provide extensive health-provisions)".

And, during the parliamentary debates several Nembers of

Parliament also emphasized this motivation for the lID~. k~s. van Leeuwen,

a.Member o'{ Parliament1 treats the right to ',,,ork fron-:-a m'ote ?hil.o~ophical

p~int of view l~: '

"Work -- as an order of creation -- belongs to the essence of
being human. It is a vital function that every human being, if
at all possible, must be able to fulfill in order to develop
his personality, to fulfill his cultural rale in
society, to serve his fellow man, and to provide for his own
iivelihood. From this point of view, a right'to work -- a claim
on work, if you like -- emanates automatically" •

. These view~ and otherI' as well support the view that the individual's

right to work should 'be translated into a governmeptal obligation to

provide as fully as.possible opportunities for employment for all

members of society, including the disabled.

In opposition to this view of the meaning of ,IIrights", Mr. Nypels.

also.a ~ember of Parliament, advocated the right to work as a,formal
. ' 2)enforceable r1ght. He stated :

" ••• the law does not entail a persona~ right to work in Social
.Employment. Instead art. 7 of the '1a,,, obliges the municipal
authorities to promote employment for all eligible persons. We
regret that the', law does not realize a formal right to work in
Social Employment •••• but we hope that through expansion of
Social Employment the right will be materially -- if not formally
realized".

He also proposed an amendment to the law which would grant the right of

appeal to the W.S.W. employee on certain decisions concerning matters

of labour-conditions, which right would extend to the ri~ht of appeal

to potentially eligible workers for whom employment in W.S.W. had been

refused.

----'-":t#Jto UO -

I) Handclingen II, buitengewone zitting 1967.·blz. 602.
2) Handelingen II, buitengewone zitting 1967, pl:'.. 6.03~

. , ","
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In Ids response at the conclusion of the parliamentary de;,at:es, ~l,e

Mini::;tcr restated his posi.tion toward the r:ight to "Tork, <lck:LOwle.ciging

the moral right to work as expressed in art. 23 of the t:niversal

Declaration of Human Rights: "Our laws and regulations (must) transfer

this moral -- not legally enforceable right -- into a positive

obligation for the governmEmt". He, however. refused to accept the

opposition's amendment, as this amendment would entail a formal right.

These quotes from the parliamentary debates' illust~a:e the exte~t

to which the principle of a 'person's right to employment ~~d t~e

attempt to substantiate this right were basic to both the motivation

for and the objective of the Social Employment Law.

II. The Preamble to ·the Social Employment Law -~A Statement· of

Objectives

The preamble of the Wet Social Werkvoorziening reads as follow~ 3).

"We have considered it c1el'lirahle to provide regulations concerning
the provision of adapted employment, aimed at conservation,
restoration or stimulation of the working capacity, on behalf
of persons. who are capable to work. but for whom, mainly due to
factors connected to their person, emplo~~ent under normal
circumstances is not or not yet available"~

Embodied in this statement arc'three central purposes'of the

legislation. First, the preamble of the law prescribes the character

of the employment to be provided: i.t must be adapted to the worker.

It also stipulates a training objective for the program: it should

help the worker to eitber maintain or restore or improve his capacity

to work and his fitness for work. Finally. the preamble describes the

persons eligible for the Social Employment program: he or she should

be capable of doing work (in other words. he or she should have' a

minimum productivity level), but be hard to employ due to some personal

handicap. It is noteworthy that a person's e~igibility does not imply

an obligation to enter Social Employment. Employment is offered to a

person on the basis of his or her eligibility as described in the law)

but he or she is free to refuse the offer. However. if the person isa

3) Wet Sociale '~erkvoorziening (Stb. 1967, 687). I
I
I

I

i
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beneficiary oJ; the Unemployment or Disability Pr:6gram, such refusal

might have consequences for the continuation of the sllpport r~ceived.

In addi.tion to this statement of purposes, the (,!<irly pl1rtion l1f

the la\,' assigns responsibility to provide employment to th<::'J\lnicipal

ities. In turn, the municipalities can delegate responsibility for

the running of a '\lerk'V'erband ll (defined below) to a private or public

body. And most of them do so delegate •. Nevertheless, the obligation to

provide employment is assigned to the municipality.

III. The Chapters of the Social Employment Law

The Wet Sociale Werkvoorziening of 1969 consists of nine chapters:

I. Definitions; II. Advisory bodies; III. The municipality's task;.

IV •. lIWerkverbanden en Werkobjectenll
; V. The work contract; VI. ·The

worker's legal remedies; vlI. Supervision and advice; VIII. Subsidy

arrangements for the municipalities; IX. General.regulations. In

addition, the r~gulations laid do~ in the law are complemented with

a series of ministerial decrees. In the following brief sections, the

key provisions of the substantive chapters will be described.

A~ Advisory Bodies

There are two types of advisory committees functioning within·

the framework of the W.S~W. law. The first .is the local Social Employ

ment Commission installed by the City Council to give advice to the

municipality on matters concerning the fulfiilment of the assigned

task (art. 4 sub.· I). The second is the Central Commission (a sub

commission of the Social Economic Council) which gives advice to the

Minister of Social Affairs in his capacity as supervisor of the Social

Employment (art. 3 sub. I).

These committees have responsibility for giving advice to the

municipality and the Ministry, respectively, on request or at their.

own initiative. In addition, the law states the matters on which the

Minister (as s·upervisor) and the municipality (as executor) must consult

the respective co~ittees. For the local Social Employment Committee,
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4)
the law also prescribes 'its composition

Article 4 sub 2 compels the municipality to name a committee with

the following composition:

a. one representative of the City Council, who acts as chairman;

b. three persons proposed by the'Trade Unions;

c. the rijksconsulent (an official of the Ministry of Social

Affairs, supervising the activities within the Ministry's

field of responsibility in a specific region) in whose region

the municipality is located, or his represent~tive;

d. ,the director of the government employment agency (G.A.B.) in whos~

region the municipality is located, or his representative.

Article 4 sub. 3 allows the municipality to install up to six additional

members. These additional members can be representatives of employers, the
social security system, and other ~r.ganizations and institutions. As to the

matter of employer-members of the local Social Employment committee,

two Members of Parliament (Mrs. van Leeutv'en and Mrs. Veder-Smit)~L"lder

lined the desirability of admitting employers' representatives to

committee membershfp in order t~ stimulate better relations betwe~n

Socia~ Employment and open industry. Minister Roolvink observed that

he too welcomed employer-members in the committees, but was opposed

to making their presence obligatory.

This committee of up to twelve.members, then, is consulted on

matters 'directly concerning the ,fulfillment of the municipality's task

to provide employment to the handicapped. The M~nicipal Board or City

Council will hear the committee's advice prior to taking decisions

on the following policy-matters:
. C

- The designation of an organisational unit as a ·"werkverband" <a:
~~nagement unit'for ?rganisi?& th~ ~o~k ~ctivities)of the W.S.W.

(art. 10 sub I) ..
.' ~ '0",

." .!,

" "':

- the· cooperative>association of., a munici);a.l~ty loTi th other

mun'icipaiities' in 'arrang~ng cODmlercial' operation of Social

Employme~t7we;'15,ygrl;t~~d~n(arf~ 8 sub 1)"- _..... ~,:.. .

- tile termination of a,,'.'werkobject" (a worle activity carried 'out withiTL

4) This is not true for the Central Committee' as this committee is
installed ex art. 60f the Unemp.loyment Law and ~x.art. 43 Wet op
de Bedrijfsorganisatie.
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the werkverband) , when such a werkobject dO?8 not live up to

the standards of the law. (art. 15 sub 2)

- the installatiori and the mode of; operation of boards of

consultation (worker-participation) within the werkverband

(art. 24)

- organization of educational activities for younger and older

workers (arts. 25 'and 26)

- legal procedures mentioned in' articles 32' sub'). 38 sub 4 and

39 sub )

- requests for ~igher than regular government subsidy

The committee also plays a,~ajor role in the admission of workers to

the program ana in termination of their contracts with the municipality.

The Central Committee has a similar position towards the Minister'on

matters concern~ng his s~pervi~ory task.

B. The Municipality's, Task

Article 7 sub ) of the W.S.W. law delegates the responsibility

for the executi?n of the law (i.e., the act~al providing of employment

to the eligible group of persons) to municipal authorities. This

article also defines the population group for w1)lch the municipality

is responsible. In sub ), the definition of eligibility contained in

the pre~ble of, this law is ,reiterated; sub 2 adds that the eligible

person should be under 65 years of age and resident in the municipality.

To fulfill, this task. the municipality has to determine the

number of residents within its borders who are both eligible for and

willing to accept employment in W.S.W•• In addition~ the municipality

must consider how these people can be employed in W.S.W. in such manner

that their work-capacity can be improved or at least maintained. In

practice. this requires 'continuous ,contacts with institutions involved

in, care for the handicapped. such as physical disability and mental

clinics. the public bodies of the Disability Program, and the government

Employment Agencies.

In addition to recruiting a work force, the municipality has to

ensure that an adequate volume of adapted work is available. To achieve

this. the municipality can designate a W.S.W. werkverband (see section

C)', which is either under direct muniCipal control pr under the control

of a private institution responsible to the municipality. This ,,-'erkverband
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is then responsible for provid~ng work to the participants who hav~

been offered a W.S.W.· contract by the muni.cipality, Alt<3rn<ltiv~ly~

the municipality can cooperate with other nlUnicipalities in order to

employ handicapped residents.

In providing employment to handicapped residents, then, the

municipality has the following options:

J. The municipality can employ handicapped residents according to

the law and place them in a werkverband under direct municipality

control (the "gemeentelijke vorm").

2. The municipality can employ handicapped residents and place them

in a werkvarband under control of a corporate body creuted und~r civil law,

to which the municipality has delegated authority under certain

conditions (the IIStichtingsvo~~").

3. The municipality can approach the Board of another municipality to

have its handicapped residents employed by that other municipality,

and placed in a werkverband designated by the other municipality.

4. The municipality can form a cooperative association with one or

more other municipalities, delegate the responsibility of employ

ment to this association, and. thereby share authori ty and

responsibility with other mu~icipalities (~he ·IIWer.kvoo~:d,enings

schap vormll)~

The last form finds its legal basis in de Wet Gemeenschappelijke

Regelingen (Communal. Arrangements Law) of 1950 5) that allows lower

authoritative bodies of the state (such as municipalities) to create

communal institutions with other municipalities to s~rve communal

.interests 6). Either a communal o~gan of the coop~rating municipal

bodies is formed, or a new corporate body of public law is created.

In many instances of cooperation between several municipalities., a

new corporate body of public law (the "werkvoorzieningsschap") :'has ··been

created to which executive responsibility is then delegated. Article

8 of W.S.W. mentions this possib{lity •

.. : 'rhe '''sol'liale-werkvoorzi(!!1ing'sscnap'' form of otganizat~on can' appear

in .the form of a "light s.chap" and a "heavy schap~'. The '''h.e:avy~' werk-

5) Wet Gemeem~chappelijke ReseHngen, 1 april 1950, 8tb. K120.
6) Legal basis is also provided in ·art. 162 of the Constitution,

allowing the law to create new organs of. state.
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voorzieni:ngsschap is quite independent of the municipality, in the

sense that substantial authority and responsibility for determini.ng

actlvities, scale, investments, etc. has been delegated to it5 board.

In the i'light schapll form, actlial deci.sion-maki,ng power reI::iains

with the Ulunicipality (usually tM largest of the cooperating

municipalitie?; the others functioning as advisors). In this case;

the schap is primarily an operating entity.

In Figure 1, the'organizationa~ arrangements for a typical

"heavyll sociale werkvoorzieningsschap are ,depicted.

C. Werkverbanden and Werkobjecten

In order to fulfill its assignment described in article 7 of
this law the municipality having heard the committee, designates
one or more organizational units whose aim it is to execute the
''''lerkopjecten'' designated in accordance with ·article· 13, of ~his

law, as a werkverband •.
~,

In his explanatory memorandum accompanying the introduction of
."

the Social Employment Law in rarlia~ent, Minister Roolvink described

a werkverband as follows 7):

J~ werkverband should be viewed as an organizational structure r

with its own management and administration, whose objective is the'
execution of Social Employment in either an industrial workshop,
an office, or in t~e open air. A werkverband in the terms of t~e.

law comes in to being when a municipality designates ~n organizational
unit as suc::h". .

The municipality, in order to fulfill its assignment described in
article 7, designates workobjects to be carried out in a designa~ed

werkverband.

Article 13 sub i.

The term "werkobject" -- in the words of the Minister -- indicates

a coherent set of activities. A work:"&bject .ca~,:be any· coherent job

carried tvithin the framework of a werlcverband, such as the manufacturing

of a product, the buildi?g or maintenance of recreation facilities in
. . " ., . .._-

th~'~pen-:'air or.' administratlve.-s"ec.tor of Social Emplo~ent. There are

also "buitrm-objecten" (individual work objects). In these cases'. a

7) Verg. i~etsontwerp l~et Sociale WerkvoorzieninB (buitengc\Vone zitting
1967), Nemori.e van l'oelichti.ng, bJ z. 15.
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w.S.w. employee does not work in an administrativ~ cent~r but ~~

leased to a private company or a public institution. A werkobject

must be carefully described prior to its formation to detcl<aine

whether it is acceptable to Social Employment.

The basic standards and requirements imposed upon werkverbanden '

and werkobjecten are set forth in the Social Bmplo~~n~ Organ~~e~ioual

Decree ,of September 30, 1968 (Besluit Organisatie Social~ Werkvoor
ziening) 8) and the Minis'terial Decree of December 2, 1968. Other decrees

have supplemented these provisions.
p---_.' .

Article 2 of the Organizational Decree contains ageneral'reqiJire-

ment for the yrarkverband:

A werkverband.must guarantee, through its menag~ment, its structure,
and its facilities, the opportunity to its wo=ke=$ to wo~k in
adapted circumstances, aimed at conservation, rehabilitation,
or stimulation of their working capability.

The subsequent articles are an elaboration of this general require

ment, and emphasize procedures for management and administration. It

is stipulated t~at a werkverband will have one manager, who is assisted

by workm~stera ~nd coaching staff. The tasks of the management are to

arrange the work, to fulfill ,social, medical ana economic tasks in the

interest of the werkverband and its workers, and to establish administrative'

procedures for the day-to-day functioning of the werkverband.

In the case of revenue-yielding werkverbanden the administrative

tasks should be carried· out in accordance with the principles of

modern business-administration (art, 10 sub 3). This includes the keeping

of standard cost accounts and the providing of data to the responsible

municipality necessary to fulfillment of the reporting requirement to

the Ministry of Social Affairs 9) •

Sev.eral werkobjecten '~an be carried out by a werkverband. These'

werkobjec~en are, cla.s~ified-as'-eith~r manual labo'r or white-collar: ..

(administrative) work. And. within the manual labor category, werkQbjecteIl.

8) Besl~it Organisatie Sociale Werkvoorziening (8tb. 1968, 512).
9) Art. 48 of W.S.W. compelz the m~nicipality to-rP.port to the Ministry

on the execution of the Law. According to art. 41 of the Ministerial
Decree of December 2, 1968, the lllUnieipalities must provide vithin. . '6 months after the terlUllHltl,On of a bookkeep lng-year , a full account
of their, revenue-yielding werkverbanden. to the Ministry. Note that
this ar~icle excludes the need for municipal reporting on the non
revenue-yielding activities.

---------------~----
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can be either indur.trial or open-air' activities. 'h'hil.:: ,·lil ox 'i:he

industrial werkobjectcn are revenue-yieldin$' only a portion of either

the open-air or administrative werkobjecte,', provide outputs 14hich yield

reVL:nue.

Hence, a 14erkverband may contain wcrkobjectcn of different typ<:s

in th", manual labor area -- manufacturing in the industrial work::;hops

or open-air work, such as the maintenance of sport fields or the
10) ..

operation of revenue-yielding nurseries .In addltlon, a werkverband

may contain administrative I"erkobjecten which are either revenue

yielding or not. This administrative-manual labor disti',1ction

undoubtedly derives from the original Social Employment regulations

the S .1-1. H. and G. S. \07., which provided separate ri?:!ulations for \"hi te

collar and ID2nual labor'ers, respectively.

This organization of the program is illustrated in Fi~;;.re 2.

There the distinctions among industrial, open-air, and administrative

activities are shown, as well ~s the distinction between revenue

yielding and non-revenue-yielding activities. In addition to the

categories shown on-'the chart, there is the possibility of plnc.ing

·W.S.W. workcrs into external jobs in ttc private sector.

In article 17 of the Organization~l D~cre~, the requirBments

for a \o!erkobject are set forth. First, thc:; werkobject ml::st serve the

basic goal of Social Employment as described in article 2 of this

Decree and in the preamble and article 7 of the law.' It must cOnserve,

rehabilitate, and stimulate· the worker's working-capacity. In practice,
t . . 'this means that the work, its methods, and lts nature must be adapted

i ~ ito the worker's handicap and be designed to increase his productivity

Second, the work provided should respond to an economic or

social need. This does not mean' that the work must be primarily aimed

at such needs. It is meant to be a guarantee against useless work

the Social Employment-participant may not be engaged in work that

IO)l,rticle 15 Organizational Decree of Social Em?loyrnent, September 30,
1968.

11) In discussions I"ith managcrs of I~erkverbandcn, it was emphasized
that the assigned \"ork should not be too c.1.sy.To employ a Horker
below his level of capabili.ty docs not help the Ivorker to improve
his ~btking capacity. MorAover, excessively simple work leaves
him ti.m~. to..\-Iol:ry .about his ai1)ll~nls, which often dL:tnlC::ts from hi.s
productivity and ·hi.s well-bei1-:g. .
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lacks sense or usefulness.

Third, the work done \.ithin the ~ram2\vork of. Social Emplo)'ment

is not to endanger the employment of others in an irresponsible way.

The rationale for this mandate is clear workers in open industry

ruay not be deprived of .their employment in order' to provide work

opportunities to the handicapped. Some conflict of interest is of

course inevitable. Hence, the' accent is placed on the phrase \lar,
. . 12)
lrresponslble way"

In a circular letter of August, 1976, Staatssecretaris (Under

Secretary) of Social Affairs Mertens again brought this issu~ to

the attention of municipalities and worksho? managers. The responsible

Municipal Councils are urged to pay special attention to complaints

from privLite companies alleging unreasonable competition by Social

Employment industrial centers. They were also urged to handle any

expansion of workshops with utmost caution, so as to avoi.d competition

and overlaps with other W.S.W. workshops. It is suggested that work

shops consult with each other prior to taking any -expansion decisions.

In sub d, this latter stipulation is strengthened: in the case of a

revenue-yielding werkobject, price, supply, and payment co~citions

~ay not be employed so as to creat~ unfair competition agai~~t other.

workshops or private companies.

Finally, it is stipulated that the product of a werko~~cct may

not be marketed in a way which might damage the image of Social

Employment. This is meant to indicate that Social Employment should

resemble open industry as closely as'possible, including marketine

methods. The image of Social Employment as an institution of charity

should be avoided. And, in order that Social Employment will afford

its participants the sense of bein~ useful, productive members of

society, it must be regarded as a full-fledged branch of industry of

its O\>ffi kind.

The municipality as the executor of the la1-1 and the Minister of

Social Affairs as its supervisor are responsible for tl"le mainter.ance

of these standards set on werkverband ~~d-- ~~~kob-ject operation. In case

12)This was emphasized by Minister. Roolvink in the exp] anatol.")'
memorimdum. yerg. I·!(,tsontwcrp I·Jet Sociale Herkvoorziening (buitcm
geWone zitting 1967), Memoric van Toelichting, bIz. 4.

--------------------
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that a werkverband does not live up to the :rc(~\lirementc? article 15

sub 1 of the law permits the Minister to ter@inatc its designation

as a werkverband of iol. S. W. According. to article 15 sub 2, when a

workobject is found to fail to fulfill the standards set, the

municipality is entitled to terminate its designation.

D. The Emplo)~oent Contract and the Wage Groups

According to article 16 of the law, the I?unicipality is the

employer of W.S~W•. workers defined in art. 7. In addition, article 19

states that with the worke~'s entrance into employment, a work co~tract

between him and the municipality will pc arranged. This contract is

not the same as that offere(~ to civil servants, but is particular to

W.S.W. employment, with its own set of legal regulations.

The procedure to be followed prior to the municipality's offering

ah empioyment contract is set forth in article 2 of the Besluit Dienst

betrekking Sociale Werkvoorziening(The Social Employment Program

Employment Decree) .of September 3D, 1968.

First, a proposed participant must be determ~ned to be eligible

in terms of the law. Also, a number of other matters must be resolved.

Information must be obtained on the candidate's·$ch061ine, ~he wo~~ he

or she has done previously, and the factors (handicaps) which make

him or her hard to employ under normal circumstances. Then, it must

be determined which category ~- A or B -- the candidate should be

placed, in which type of werk'obj:~ct . -- manual or white-collar

he or she is to be located, and whether there is a need for further

study of his or her fitness to work or. for sp~cific measures to improve

.his or her fitness to work (for example, placement in the work

rehabilitation or test and training-centers). Finally, it must be

determined if specific types of work or working circumstances should

be arranged for the worker.

The selection of workers is done primarily by.apermanent place

ment sub-committee of the local Social Emplo~nent Committee. This sub

committee will act upon· the proposa] of a \-lO!ker by one of the

responsible institutions or, in· some cases, at the worker's own

initiative. ·The placement·.sub-committec then advises the Nunicipal

Council on admission or. non-adlnission of the worker.
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If a contract is off.ered. the Mt;nicip,,:ity must dc:,:ci";;,inc the

category -- A or B into which the w'orker wi:;.:;, be. plLlced. If

pl.:lcement is to be in ciLtc:gO'J:Y A, the Horker liiliSt be judr,ed capable

of attaining a minimum of one-third of normal productivity under

adapted circumstances. If it is judged that the worker cannot attain

this minimum. he is placed in category B.

Having been admitted to the program. the W.5.W. employee's

remuneration is fixed according to the wage-group into whic~ he or

she is placed. The Besluit Arbeidsvoorwaarden Soci&le Werkvoorzie~i4g

(Decree 011 \o1age-Conditions in Social Employment) of September 30.

1968 13) specifies ten wage-groups. which are distinguished by the

skill and responsibility'required of the person in this job. The

worker placed in wage-group I is required to do very simple work that

can be mastered with minimal instruction, while the 'worker i~ wage

group X is engaged in "difficult • varying. and i'11dep2i.'dent work that

requires aliround education. extensive skills from schooling OT past

years of experience. and largely independent judger~2nt". Guiciclines

and job-descriptions have been issued by the Ministry to facilitate

the plncement of wvrkers in a wage-group. The manager of the werk

verband is responsible for making the assignm~nt.

Prior to Augsut, 1976. the wage a \vorker earned consist~d of

the basic wage linked to the wage-group he is placed in plus
14)bonusses determined on the basis of a merit-rating system • In

August, ]976, a new wage-system was introduced. In the new system.

the wage-groups are maintained but the merit bonusses were dropped.

Instead, scales were introduced within every vTage-group, implying

automatic wage-increases based on longevity •. Table 1 presents the

13) Besluit Arbeidsvoorwaarden sociale werkvoorziening (8tb. 1968,
518).

14) The merit rating system incurred sharp criticism during the-,
Parliamentary debates from H.P. 's }lrs. v.:m LcC",WC',1, Hr. Da<::.ms,
Mr. van der Lek. and Mr. \-701££: ''l-Iandelingen II. huitcngewone
~ittillg 1967, bIz. 599. 60S. 606, 607.

. .' ~
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Table 1.

Wages in the W.S.W. Program, as of July J, 1976

categol;Y,A w,ages (guilders per month)

0, 'I 2 4 5 -'6 7 8

I, o 1,441 1,501 1,531 1,562 1,594

II 1,501 1,562 1,594 1,625 1,656 1,688

III J ,562 1,625 1,688 1,71g' 1,750 1,782

IV 1,625 1,688 .1,750 1,782 1,813 1,844 1,876

V 1,688 1,750 ,1,813 1,876 1,907 1,938 1,970'

n 1,750 1,813 1,876 1,938 1,970 2,001 2,033 2,064

VII 1,844 1,907 1,970 2,033 2,095 2,127 2,158 2,189
VIII 1,938 2,001 2,064 2,127 ' 2, 1~9 2,252 2,315 2,346
IX 2,064 2,127 2,189 2,252 2,315 2,377 2,440 2,503,

X 2,252 2,31? 2,377 2,440 2,503 2',565 2,628 2,691 2,722

"
Source: De Ambtenaar, Wp.kelijks o~g3an Algemcne'Bond van Ambtenaren

(ABVA) , September 10, 1976.

--------
. . .- - .... --.... _.- " ~ .~ •• 0' -:. ~. : ~ ... .' . ' ........;........ ~ .: . ,',- r ..

p', \.•• ',. •• •• • •••••• : •

15) It should be n'oted that some Social Employment workers are entitled
to ,supplemental income in additior, to the W.S.W. wage, asa benefit
from the Disability Program. The objective of this supplementation
is to assure W.S.W. participants of an income equal to 90 percent of
the workers previous income. In practice, however, W.S.W. workers have
often recc!ived substantially more t!lan this 90 percent figure, often
over 100 percent and up to 125 percent. Prior to August, 1976, supple
mentation from the Disability program was based on a "standard" W.S.W.
wage which was very low. Hence, even'if a workers actual W.S.W. wage was
substantially above the "standard" wage, he reveived supplemental benefits
as if his wage was at the '''standard''. Hence, W.S.W. workers in the higher
wage groups often received total income ~!ell above 90 percent. Since
August, 1976, a new "standard" wage arrangement has been in effect. This
scheme sets 10 "standard" wage levels, one for each of the wage groups.
Now, a workers supplementation is based on the "standard" wage of the
wage group in which he is placed. Hence, for workers in hifiher levels of a
wage group, total income may s till exceed the 90 percent figure, to some
extent. 0
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A final word about the process from proposed ca~didacy to actual

employment: 111 practice, employment wi] I i):.:'occ-'!d as fulloY,rs. Firs t,

the institution proposing a W.S.W. candiatc submits a ,:ocu:nent to the.

placement committee presenting all of the in~ormation on the worker

necessary to ascertain his or her eligibility and his or her readiness

to accept employment in \ol. S.IY. Then, the worker is medically and

. psychologically tes ted and is t~li:en·-thro':':8h.the. '\~=.rk:verband. His or her

work references, if ;~llY,.. ~·ii 11 ~.~ts«usse,d. 'On' the basis Q~ ali: .
this information, the placement committee reaches a decision, and reports

it to the W.S.W. Cormnittee. The W.S.W. Committee then advises the

municipality on acceptance of the candidate, as well as his or her

placement in a particular werkverband. Upon entering service, the worker

is placed in a work rehabilitation center or a test and training center,

where he or sh~. is. introduced t~ the work ·and· ,~~~~h~d-·i·il· ·the case of any

adaptation difficulties. After a suitable period in these adaptation. .

centers. the worker is employerl .in the worksnop, and t~e· wage-gruu?. .

is determined according to· the applicable job~descri?tion.

E. Subsidy Arrange~nts

Cnapter VIII of.the law stipulates the arr~ngcments under which

the national government provides subsi~ies to municipalities for

their provision of social employment. The subsidy p~id is not pased

on the total cost of the operation of a Social Employment~erkverband

or on its total. defici t. :&i>lther·•. the.· \>";;:;i~~s exIieri:s7s····~f :the·-~E;~k-

.:·verb;nci.··.~~;e-cfass{fi.e~ i~t~ s~;e~~l~ categori cs. ' and -~ s;ecific
, . . .

percentage SUbsidy is attached.to2each category. For some of the

ca~egories. the percentage subsidy is zero. This system is a legacy

of the pre-1968 legislation and has its rqots in the early co-operation

between the .government and associations aiding the handicapped. (See

the discussion in Chapter I).

The need for some public subsidization. of social employment is

clear. By definition, the proouctivity of handicapped workers is

below that of their counterparts in the private sector. Yet W;S.IY •

....orkers are paid a \VDge which is approximatE'.ly equivalent. that of

private sector workers. Given that the product is sol~ in a ·com-
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petitive market,' deficits are inevitable. The eX'pected deficit in

the non-revenue-yi.elding projects is larger than that for those
16)

producing Co product which is sold

In the subsidy arrangements, a distinction is made bet~een'

revenue-yielding and non-revenue-yielding "werkobjecten". T;le

r~venue-yieldi~g'~verkobjecten-=- th~s-e \vhich have a rl~dable .product,

-such as the industrial workshops, some of' the open-air deve1op-'

ment projects such as nurseries, and some of the administrative

projects -- receive a regular subsidy of 75 percent of wages and

associated ~.age costs, 'and transport costs of W.S.W. work~rs (art'. 40

c sub I). The non-revenue-yie1ding projects receive a regular subsidy

of 90 percent of these' costs (art. 40 b). Upon request of the municipal

ity, the Minister of Social Affairs can grant a higher percentage

subsidy to the revenue-yielding projects if a deficit 'remains after

". the basic subsidy. The sum of the basic subsidy and th~ spec~al subsidy

cannot exceed 90 percent of the sum of the costs indicated above

(art. 42 and art. 2, Increase of Government Subsidy Socia1.~~?10yr~~nt.__ ._.•...._...-.. f7)"'
Decree, Septembe{30,. 1968) ,

Other cost-categories are also covered b~' government subsidi~s,

indicating a desire by. the government to expand expenQitures on

these items. A 100 percent subsidy is given for the wages and

associated wage costs of ~~.r~e~s ~n~aged in;'~~·~~?bJ".~.c~e?~' carri~d

out· bn'behalfoi the'na'tional gover~ent (as well as some' other......
specific groups of'~orkers as stipul~i:ed ~n,·arL: 40 'sub I and 2).

Also eligible for the 100 percent subsidy are the travel and lodging

expenses of members aDd consultants of the W.S.W. Committee (~escribed

16)As will be shown in Chapter III, the reverse pattern is in fact the
.. _ r.eality.
17)This subsidy will not be granted if the werkverband budget for the

year for which the subs{dy is applied for is not approved by an
independent auditor nominated or accepted by the municipality or
if the defici t is due to a failure of rna.nagcl1l(~nt of the werkveroar,d
or the municipality (art. 3). The determination of a iuilul"e of
management \'1Ou1d be made by the Ninister upon the recouunenclation
of· a Hi.nistry eval.uation [;rotlp. ' .

. Thia90 'j:iere'ent "f:i'gurc may be inc;r~.ised .. if economic circp:ns tances,
ei ther nn ti'oIjally or 1;egiona11y. ~,:arrmlt such a rneabure. A· spc.ci<11
ministcria~ ,decree ~G necessary in thls case.
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ill article 4) and its >:ub-committees (Art,. 40 a). A 75 percent sub.,;i':y

is paid for mecli.caJ care exprmscs on behalf of W.S.W••wrkers (art.

40 c sub 2), and a 50 percent subsidy is granted on werkverbanden

expenses for salaries and associated salary costs of managing personnel

of the we;rkverb'1nd,[i.e., 'mi:1nager(s) and Vlork supervisors (art. 40

d sub 2~, sell aries, honon'iria, and other cos ts 0;; of=ici~le hired
~

for compiling the evaluation reports on proposed prog,,-o.r.l-l'art:lcip1i:.:,ts

(art. 40 d sub I), necessary costs of sehooling and eC:~cational

activities (art. 25 and 26) for younger and older employees (art. 40

d sub 4 and 5), and some additional costs for savings and compen5~~~on

arrangements for workers (art. 40 4 sub 3, 6, 7). All remaining costs

must be covered eithe.r by sales revenues or the municipality. Thus,

the werkverband deficit (total werkverband costs less ~he set of

basic subsidies, less the special subsidy, and Less sal;;:,;; r.:!vG.!lue and

miscellaneous income) is on the account of the municipality.

One final subsidy prov~s~on exists. If after the basic and special

subsidies have b~en paid and the sales and'other revenue sources have

been accounted for, a,def.icit for the werkverband still exists, this

deficit may be Rdded. t.o the'municipality's social ~t£Girs costs. Th~se

costs, in turn, are subsid~zed at an 80 percent rate by the Municipal

F d
• . .. 18)

un of the M1n1stry of Inter~or Affa~rs
~ t

In Figure" 3, the items "of "cost: eligibfe for the'various subsidy

rates 'are identified.

This spbsidy arrangement guarantees that the ~~~icipal-

hy, alth'ough responsible for' the exe,cution of the law, will ~ltim~tely

be liable for a very small share, and perhaps none, of the costs of

the werkverband. At the same time, the municipality receives many of

the benefits of the activities of the werkverband.

18) The deficit attribuable to' a deni.al of the special ~.t:.b!;idy by
the Ministry of Social Affairs cannot be added to the ,Junicipality's
social affairs costs (see footnote 17). Such a deficit, then,
is not eligible for the Municipal Fund subsidy.
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CIMPTER III

RECE:~T TRENDS m PROGRAM EMPLOYHENT AND COST;; -- 1970-]975

In this chapter, Rome aspects of the W.S.W. program since 1970

wi.ll be described. This has been a period of very ravid development

in both the size and the structure of the program. This .development

will be discussed in this s.ection, first' in terms' of employment in the

program and then in terms of the aggregate reveLUCS of ~he program and

the components of aggregate revenue. Finally. SOIDe indicators of program

growth will be presented.

I. .Program Employment 19iO-1975

Table 1 presents data on the level of employment in the ~.S.W.

program since 1970. Two types of people are Cffi?LQyed in the program
.' .•.

--handicap~ed workers and worl.ets·who provide leadership. ......
and direction to the program participants. Both of these classifications

of worker are described in Table I. for the industrial centers. the

co~bination of open-air and administrative projects, and for the

program as a whole.

In recent years. the employment of handicapped

workers in the ~rogram has gro~~ rapidiy. In 1970, there were ncaLly

44,000 s-uch employees in the program; by 1973:this had risen

to nearly 49,000; and by 1975 to more than 56,000
1
). '£he bulk of this

growth has been in the open-air and administrative projects. In 1970.

tliis segment of the program ec:ployed less than '3,000 workers, or about

30 percent of the tol;:al. By 1973. over 17,000 workcl:s we.:e employed

in this segQent of the program. which then accounted for 35 percent

of total employment in the program. By 1975. open-air and administrative

proj ccts employed nearly 24,000 h.andicapped workers and

eccounted for 42 percent of total program employment.

I) This data includes only workers with W.S.W. cert~t.~c~=ion. The
program Colso eoploys sor.l~ wo:rkero wi thout ce:-tifiC"'-tion. In Ducember
1975, the tote.l mur:D~r of \l7c:ckar.s was 59,400.



TABLE 1

Employment levels of the ~SW program 1970 - 1975 ~)

1970 . 1971 '1972 1973 1974 I 1975 Ia)
Employees - Handicapped

I - Industrial Centers 31.167 28,895 ~ 30,306 31.607 31.342b 32,358b

- Open air and Administrative 12.552 15.490 15,679 17,200 20.886b 23,880b

- Total 43.719 44,:H~ 45,985 48,807 52,228 56,238

.Employees - Subsidized Supervisory

- Industrial Centers 2619 2721 2698 2659 . 2743 2855
~ Open air and Administrative 833 934 1034 1139 1246 1418

- Total 3452 3655 3741 3798 3989 4273
.-

' ..

Supervisoyy Workers as a percent
of Handicapped Wo~kers

- Industrial Centers 8.4 9.4 8.9 '8.4 8.8 8.8
- Open air and Administrative 6.6 6.0 6.6 6.6 6.0 5.9

j-Total 7.9 8.2 8.1 7.8 7.6 7.6

s _.. _ .1... __. -...._-.
*) These data are statistically calculated averages design~cl to represent Dverate employmcnt ove~

the year.

Source: Ministry 9f Social Affairs.

a) These data represE'nt workers with W.S.H. certification.
b) The breakdo\·:n of the .total between indtlstrial centers and Ollcn-air and administrC!' ive projects is

ba:.;ed on the relative breakdown in the t\~O categorie:'< on Dec€,mber 31 of the relev<'nt year.

\.r.
o
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During this same period, the employment levels in the industrial

centers remained relatively constant. In 1970. these centers employed

31,000 workers; in 1973. they employed 31,600 handicapped workers.

By 1975, employment growth in this sector had risen

to 32,400 workers.

The employment of directing and supervisory personn~l in ~he

program also rose during this period. In 1970, 3450 supervisory people

were employed by the program, ~ figure which had risen to 3800 by

1973 and 4300 by 1975. The growth in this category of employee as

between industrial centers and open-air and administrative projects

parallelled the growth in handicapped emp1o~nent in these two program

categories. Supervisory personnel in administrative and open-air projects

totalled 830 in 1970, 'or 24 percent 'of the program.. tot~l. By 1973.

over 1100 supervisory personnel were employed in open-air and administrative

proJects. These workers accounted for 30 percent of such employees

in the total"program in that year.' By 1975, the employment of :lupervisory
. . .. ~

workers in this program segment rose to 1400 employees; accountiqg for.. . ';. - . .
33 percent of total program employment of super.visory personnel.

Since 1970, the employment of supervisory personnel by

industrial centers has remained nearly constant at 2600 - 2&00. As a. , '

consequence. supervisory workers employed. in industri.al centers has fallen

as a percentage of the total number of supervisory and directing

,personnel in the program.

It should be noted that these data include only subsidized

supervisory and directing personnel. Other non-handicapped personnel

are also employed in tbe program. Inclusion of them would raise the

level of non-handicapped personnel.

In the bottom panel of Table I, the ratio of directing and

supervisory personnel to program participants is shown for the post

1·970 period. There it is indicated that, in the industrial centers,

the number of supervisory workers is about 9 percent of the number

of participants, while in the open-air and administrative projects·

the figure is about 6 percent. Since 1970, as the size of the industrial

centers portion of the program has stabilized, the ratio of supervisory

to handicapped workers has fa1l~n. From a height of 9.4 percent in 1971,

it has fallen to about 8.8 percent in 1975. During the same period,
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the ratio for the open-air and administrativ~ cen~~r~ h~~ L~~&ined

stable. For the program as a whole, the percentage has remained in

the 7.5 - 8.0 range, showing a tendency to fall slightly in the most

recent years.

The previous section discussed the developments in program

~mployment since 1970. Related to these developments is the change

in the income of the program in total, and from various sour~es•.

Because the operation of the program requires that o~erating deficits

be covered by a subsidy from some level of government (except for some

very small amounts o~ net borrowing), the estimates of total program

revenue (or total revenue, by program component) will also be

estimates of total costs. Because the bulk of program costs are for

wages and salaries, employment developments are related to total

revenue changes.

In the top Ranel of Table 2, revenue flows for the entire W.S.~.

program and its two components (industrial centers and other projects)

are shown for the 1970.- 1975 period. These revenue flows ar~ also

disaggregated into their main components: subsidies from the national

government, subsidies from municipal governments, sales revenues, and

miscellaneous sources. For the total program, total revenues (costs)

have grown from J 660 million in 1970 to over J 1700 million in 1975,

an increase of 260 percent. The subsidy provided by the: national

government has also grown rapidly over the period -- from f 460 million

in 1970 to f 1270 million in 1975. Hence, over the period, annual total

revenues (costs) increased by over f I billion and the national subsidy

by over f 800 million.

~~i1e the other two sources of revenue-- municipal subsidies and

sales revenues --also increased over the period, their change was not

so large. The municipal subsidy rose from f 25 million in 1970 to

f 46 million in 1975, ~.,hile sales revenues rose from f 168 million to

f 362 million in the 1970 ~ 1975 period.

Both of the components of the progrnm experienced subs t~Iltial

revenue (.cost) growth during the period. Even though the number of"

-----------~---"- ----
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current trends. .

b) Thill fir,ure includes the basic subsidy, the SP9cial subsidy, and the subsidy
from the Municipal Fund.

c) This figure includes som:: small amount from miscellaneous sources.
d) 'rhe data on nUl;10cr ·of workcrz are from Table I.
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handicapp&d workers i~ the industrial centers component

of the program grew only modestly from J970 to }975, total revenue

(Ct1st) in this component more than doubled - from f 497 million to

f 1204 million. Revenue (cost) gr9wth in the open-air and administrative

projects also grew rapidly during the period. From a total revenue

(cost) of about.! 150 million in 1970, total revenue {cos~) grew to

! 500 million in 1975.

All of the components of total revenue for both segments of

the program also increased during the period. A very"large increatie was

in the nationa~ subsidy for the industrial centers. It increased from

f 321 million in 1970 t9 f 834 million in 1975 -- a 260 percent

increase in the six-year period. The national subsidy for the open-a~r

and administrative projects grew ~ven faster •. At the beginning of the

period, this subsidy stood at f 139 million; by.the enG of the period

the annual subsidy was over f 435 million.

While the growth in sales revenue for the industrial centers was

over! 160 millib~ fro~. 1970 t~ 1975, this represents scarcely a

doubling in the annual revenue from this source. For the open-air and

administrative projects, sales revenue in 1970 stood at a very low

level of f 7 million; by 1975, however, revenue from sales h~d increased

·more than five times, standing at f 38 million. For both segments of the

pr~gram the municipal subsidy grew more slowly than any of the other

components of revenue.

In the discussion of program. employment, it was noted that,

because of the more rapid growth in the open-air and administrative

project segment of the program, its share of total employment in the

program rose from 30 percent of total employment in 1970 to over 40

percent in 1975. This significant shift in program composition is not

'reflected, so strongly in the data on revenues (costs). In 1970, the

open-aii and administrative project segment of the program accounted

for 24 percent of total program revenues (costs); in 1974, this

component of the program accounted for about 29' percent of total'·

progr~m revenues (costs) •

This shift in the composition of:revenues in both the industrial

centers and the open-air and administrative projec·ts l.~~ shown 'in the

second panel of Table 2. Let us·first note the patterns in the

industrial centers, and then those in the open air and administrative!

activities.
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In 1970, revenue from the caile of output accounted for about

one-third of the to~al revenue (cost) incLrrcd by the industrial

centers. Nearly all of the remaining portion of r~v~nue c~~e i~om

the national government subsidies (65 percent) and municipai ~ubsidies

(2 percent). During the six years, 1970-1975, sales revenue as a

proportion of the total fell continuously. By the end of the period

it accounted for only 27 percent of total revenues. Similarly, the

municipal subsidy fell as a share of total revenue from slightly mor~ than

2 percent to slightly less. As a result of these '<:\.10 shifts, the' r;.S.tiO"il: SUbb:'l:::

was required to be~r an increasing share of the tC.2J co~ts of the

industrial centers: from 65 per~ent in 1970, the share rose to

nearly 70 percent in 1975. ,The net result, then, is a significau~

shift in the financing of the centers: the relative contribution of

sales and municipalities has fallen, and the burden of increased

costs has been shifted to the national government.

The pattern for the open-air and administrative projects is

different. In this sector of the total program, sales revenues as a

percent of the total have sho~rn an upward trend, rising from 4 percent

in 1970 to 8 percent in 1971, and then remaining constant at 8

percent through' 1975. During this same period, however, the contribution

of municipalities to program costs fell from 8 percent to 5 percent.

The effect of these two trends is reflected in the share of the bu~gct

covered by the national government subsidy. From a high of 89 percene

in 197i', the national government burden fell to 84' percer,t in

1972. By 1975, ~owever, it had again risen to 87 percent.

Because of these patterns, the industrial center financing

arrangement is becoming increasingly similar to that of the open-air

and administrative projects. Hhile the burden of the national govern::1ent

appears to have stabilized at about 85 percent of total coses in the

open-air and administrative project sector of the program, the national

gover~~ent burden for industrial centers has sho~~ a clear upw~rd trend

over the period, and in 1976, stands at about ,70 percent.

These patterns in the two segments of the program are reflected

in the data for the program as a whole. The share of the national subsidy

has risen over the period from 70 to 75 percent, while the shares of

municipal govermnents and sales have fallen. lo.'hereas sales revenue

covered 26 percent of to'tal program cos'ts in 197.0, it fell to only 21

percent in 1975~
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The third panel of Table 2 captures the combined· effect of the

patterns of revenue and employment·growth in the two segm~~~s of

the program. Because the growth of !evenues (costs) h~~ ~xceecicd the

growth of employment in the industrial centers, the total revenue

(cost) per worker has risen rapidly over the period. In 1970, total

revenues (costs) per industrial center worker stood at f 16,000;

by 1975, six years later. per worker costs had more thun doub1ed~

totalling f 36,000. The changing pattern of revenue sources caused

an even more radical change in the public subsidy per worker. In

1970 taxpayers were contributing about f 10.000 in sU"Dsidy for each

handicapped or lo\q-skill worker employed; by 1975. the per worker

taxpayer contribution had more than doublec to a total of nearly

f 26.000. This per worker figure. it should be noted. is about one

third more than the national minimum wage and about 110 percent of

median wage income.

While per worker costs have also increased in the open-air and

administrative centers. both the absolute level and the growth has

been less than in the industrial centers. Total costs per worker stooo

at about I ·13.000 in 1970. and. had risen to ·nearly I 21.000 in 1975. This

1975 figure is only about 60 percent of per worker costs in the

industrial centers. Clearly, this is to be expected as the costs for

raw materials and supervision in the latter type of center are greatc~

th~m in· the former.

What is not expected is the pattern of growth in the subsidy per

·worker in the open-air and administrative projects relative to the

industrial centers. This subsidy stood at f 11,000 in 1970 for the

open-air and administrative projects; which was 107 percent of the

per worker subsidy in the industrial centers. By.1975, the per worker

subsidy in ·the open-air and adIiiiIil:sfratfve ·proj"ects hacf·-risen to over

f 19,000. ~~ile this growth is, in itself. significant. it is nothing

.1ike the more than doubling in the per worker subsidy over the five-year

·period o~served in the industrial center segment of the proeram. As a

result. by 1975. the subsidy per worker in the open-air and administr.ative

projects stood at 75 percent of the per worker subsidy in the industrial cente::·••

In sum. thes", substantial increases in the taxI>ayer subsidy per

worker stand as the most striking aspect of the data on employment

and revenue. Wh~le the causes of this increase cannot be identified with
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precision, the followin.g are likely to be of yrii.iu:.ry :::'i;~?~r;:ance:

the si&~ificant increase in the ~inimum wage over the period

in particular, the large one-time adjustment in 1973.

the increase in social pre.miums l~hich must be covered by the

W.S.W. centers over the period •

• the failure of sales revenue to grow as rapidly as progr~a costs •

• incr.~ase in raw material and supervisory personnel costs due

to the general inflation over this period.

Ill. A~mmary of Employment and Revenue Growth Patterns 1970-1975

These patterns of growth and developme.nt are su~erized in Table 3.,

which presents annual growth rates of the various revenue a~d ~~ploynient

variables of the program. Also, in the final column, the ratio of 1975

to 1970 values of the variables is shown.

Because the growth patterns in these tables summarize the develop

ments described in Tables 1 and 2, there is no need to discuss them'

in detail. Only a few of the most impo."tant figures will be noted.

Compare first the growth patterns bet\~t!an the ir.d"stri~l c·.e~t;~·;·"aM t:he
. . _.~ . ,:: ...

open-air and administrative project~ o,,:,er·.t~e_~b:-yearperiod, 1970 - 1975.

In the industrial centers. employment grew by only 4 percent over the p'erioQ;

for the open-air and administrative projects, employment in 1975 was

90 percent greater than in 1970. However, while there was thi p e~Qrmous

disparity in the employment growth in the two prograos, the .growth in total

revenue (cost)'was not nearly different 'between the two -- a growth of

315 percent in the open-air and administrative'component, versus a

growth of 242 percent for the industrial centers.

The changing patterns in the division of revenue between sales

and public subsidy is also seen in Table 3. For the program as a whole,

sales revenue increased by over 100 percent-- that is, it ~ore than

doubled. The volume of subsidy increased by over 170 ?ercent -·that is,

it nearly tripled. This disparity is even gr~ater for the industrial

centers alone; for'the open-air and administrative projects, sales

revenue, thoughsoall, grew at a substantially faster rate than the

sllb~idy. Hence, for industrial centers, the' subsidy per worker in 1975

waS 250 percent o~ its value in 1970. For open-air and admi~ictr~~ive

p~ojecrs the 1975 value is 175 percent of the 1970 value.



TAllLE 3

197519751974197319721911r
1970 mT 1972 1973 Wi.\" "1970

kJ::vr;~IJ~; (n ~;Xl'ENDITURES):
0: ;.~ . ':,'': .. .

'.
.!1~,~t.!.!.;ll Cc..n~ ,,,!f, "

1'otal Revenu(l I. 15 I. 1'7 1. 18 1.26 ,'J '.21' 'j 2.42

I. '16
--,

- Nationa'l Subsidy ,1.19 1.20 1'.27 ' , 1.24' ' 2.60

- S"les Rc\'C'nuc. I. 13 1.13 1.13 1.23 I. 13 2.03

Op~n air and AdministrativQ Centers

Total R~v':.~ .L1..=! .!.:.ll ~ .!.:1i 1,.20 3.15

- National Subsidy 1.24 I. 17 1.45 i. 25 I. 21 3.15

- Sales Revenue 1.39 2.17 i.30 1.24 1.19

Total Program
i

Total_~ .L.!2. .L:.!2. 'ld:. ~ I. 2n .2..:22. '
- National Subsidy 1.18 I. 18 1.28 1.26 1.23 2.76'

- Municipal Subsidy 1.03 1.13 1.13 1.24 I. 12, 1.83 I
I

- Sales Revenue 1.15 1.14 1.15 1.23 J.14 2.15

EflPLOY~lEtIT:

,
Employees - Handicapped

- Industrial Centers .93 1.05 1.04 .99 1.03 1.04

- Dilen air and Ad~ini&trative 1.23 1.01 1.10 1.21 1.14 1.90

- ~otal J.02 .).PL ' J.06, Jo07 LOS ,J.29

~

Bmployees - Subsidized Leading

- Industrial Centers 1.04 .99 .98 1.03 1.04 1.09

- Op~n air and Administrative 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.09 1.14 1.10

- Total 1.06 1.02 1.02 1.05 1.07 1.24

RF.VEr;lJF. (n EXPENDITURES) PEl{ wORKER

Industrial Centers

- Sales Revenue per Worker 1.22 1.10 1.09 1.17 \.10' I. 88

- Subsidy per Worker 1.25 1.18 1.15 1.22 1.19 2'.48

- Total Revenue per Worker , 1.24 1. 14 1.14 1.20 1.17 2.25

~,-"ir and Administrative Pr"jects

- Sales Revenue per Worker 2.11 1.15 1.18 1.02 1.04 3.02

- Subsidy per Worker 1.00 1.25 1.30 1.02 ' J.05 1.15

,- 'Iotal Revenue par Worker 1.00 1.21 1.29 1.02 1.05 1.66

'-------

I

_____________~~~~ ~J
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For the proGram as a ,,'hole, total revenue (co5t) gre\v at a rate

of about 20 percent per year, sales revenue grew at a rate of about

16 percent per year, and the subsidy grew at a rate of about 22 percent

per year. The rate of growth of employment averaged about 6 percent.

per year. Because the ratc of growth of subsidized leading peroonn~l

wac lesR than 5 percent per yesr, the ratio of ha~dicappcd to £upcr

visory personnel grew slightly over the period.

The primary patterns observed in Tables - 3 can be summarized

in the following statements:

• Thc growth, in total program costs has been very rapid, averaging

about 20 percent per year from 1970 - 197~.

o The growth in the number of handicapped workers e~~~oycQ h~~

been greater than growth tn: the total population, but not nearly
~ ....

as great as growth in total program costs. Growth in.employ'ment

has been about· 6,p~rcent per year.

o Employment growth in the open-air and administrative projects

has averaged about II percent per year, while that in tbe

industrial centers has gro~ln by less than 1 percent ~~~ ye~r•

.. The breakdown of total revenue (cost) between'the two seg.-:leni:s

of the'total program has remained relatively constant from 1970 

1975. The industrial centers have accounted for about 7S percent

Of total cost in 1970'and YI'percent in 1975. Their share of ernploy-
. ..-- - .

ment. has fallen from 71 percent of the total to 58 percent.

G Growth in the subsiqy component ,of total program revenue .. soout 20

percent per year - has been far more rapid than grov.'i:h, in the

sales revenue component - about 16 percent.' As aresuit, sales

revenue for the totai program has 'fallen from 20 ?crcent of

total costs to 21 percent. For the industrial centers, sales

as a percent of total cost has fallen from 32 percent to 27 percent.

o Costs per worker have doubled over the 1970 - 1975 period.

For the industrial centers, costs per worker rose from 16,000

guilders to 36,000 guilders over the period. The s~~sidy per

worker 'rose from 10,000 guilders to 26,000 guilders.
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1970-1975IV. Real Program Growth and its Burden-=.:;;.::.::;.=..:.:._--=...:....:.....:.....:..=...:-=..

The patterns of cost and revenue growth'shown in Tables 2 and 3

are, as indicated. based on current prices~'Henae, the magnitude of

growth is, in part, caused by the relatively high inflation rates in

the Netherlands during thi~ period. It is also ca~sed,by' the,

deliberate and policy-induced_growth in wage~'during the per~od in

particular growth in the minimum "lage to which the wage of many W. s. W.

workers is tied. In Table 4 1 the grow~h in four aggregate indicators

of the Dutch economy are shown. Comparison of the, growth in these

indicator~ relat~ve tO,program growth provides a basis,for appraising

the expansion of the program relative to the econol1iic base which

sustains it. These indicators are:

the legislated minimum wage

labor cost 'per worker in the private sector

net national income at market prices

- worker wage income of a modal family

All of these indicators also show rapid ,growth during the 1970 

1975 period. From 1970 to 1975, the legislated miniinum wage grow by

97 percent, labor cost per worker by 93 percent, net national income

by 75 percent, and modal family wage income by 89 percent. These are

to be compared to the growth in costs of the total W.S.W. program (and

both of its components) which was about 160 percent during ,the same

5-year period.

In"Table 5, the effect of the price increases on ,program growth

is largely eliminated. There the growth of certain aspects of the

program is compared to the growth of relevant variables in the economy

as a whole. In columns I',and 2, p~ogram growth is related to growth in

the economic base of the Dutch economy, as represen~ed 'by net national

product. In the first column. total program revenue (cost) is compared

to net national product from 1970 to 1975. In 1970, the total program

budget stood at six-tenths of I percent of, net national product. Over
, '

the succeeding years, this percentage increased steadily until in

1975 it was over niue-tenths of 1 percent of total pr~ductio~.



Tablp. 4

Growth in Selected Wage. and Output Indicators in the Netherlands, 1970 - 1976

Year Legislated Minimum Wage, Labor Cost per Worker Net National Income at Wage In~orne.of Worker in
23 years or more, July . in the Private sector at Market Prices Hodal Family
of year

guilders per Index guilders per Index billions of Index guilders per Index
,"reek year guilders per year

year

1970 157.50 100.0 15,335 100.0 ]05.3 ]00.0 12,400 ]00.0

1971 ]77.90 112.9 17,349 113.1 ]]8.5 1]2.5 14,300 115.3

1972 198.60 ]26. I 19,533 127.4 134.3 127.5 15,800 127.4

1973 227.40 144.4 22,578 147.2 154.7 146.9 I 17,680 142.5
\

1974 274.80 174.5 26,099 170.2 171.1 162.5 19,700 158.9

1975 310.• 20 197.0 29,579 192.9 184.5· 175.2 ·23~400 188.7
I
I

1976 339.30 215.4 32,283 210.5 I.. J
Source: Hi.nistry of Social Affairs; Netherlands Hank; and S~atisti.s~.!~.!-akboek, 1}74, Centr.al Bureau of Statistics.

, !
a ....



Table 5

Indicato~s of Progr~~ Growth. Relat1ve to Growth in Selected Aggregate Economic Indicators, 1970 _ 1975

. Year Total Program Total Govern- Subsidy per Subsidy per Subsidy per Subsidy perCost as a per- I:1.ental Subsidy IIndu' trial . . Adreinistrative Industrial Administrativecent of Net to the W.S.W. Center Worker and Open-Air Center Worker and Opt>n-AirNational Product Program as a as a Percent . . Center Worker ·as a Percent Center Worker,
Percent of Net of Labor Cost as a Percent of of Hodal Family as a Percent of,
National Product per Priv~te Labor Cost per Wage Income Modal fa~ily ~age

Sector Harker Private Sector Income
Harker

1970 .62 .46 67.2 ' 72.0 83.1 89.0- .'

1971 .65 .48 74.2 63.9 90.0 77 .6

i 1972 .68 .50 78.1 . 71.2 96.5 88.\,
I
'\973 .73 .55 77.8 80.1 99.4

0 102.2

\974 .83 .62 82.0 70. I J08.6 93.S

l-=- .92 .71 86.3 65.1 109.1 . 82.4

0·.

I.

0
N
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In 1976 t it will likely have pcwseo the one Pi:.'.l:C8~1t l:':"t:::'~. Th~ <:'''~Ji<i.

growth in t.his percentage reUects the fact that: the program's budgc:::t

grew at a higher rate than did the Netherlands ~conomy. ~uc~ che same

picture is seen in column 2 which shows the ratio of government

subsidies to the program to net national product. That percentage

Fltood less than .5 percent in J~70; by 1975 t governmental subsidies

were nearly three~quarters of I perc~nt of net national product.

Columns 3 and 4 show the per worker gove>:r..r.1cntal subsidy to

the two components of the program as a perc~nt uf the labor case per

worker in the private sector. This is a relevant comparison because

the growth in governmental subsidies is closely related to labor costs

in the program. The patterns in the two components of the program is

quite different. For industrial centers (column 3}t the per ~brker

s~bsidy was 67 percent of rrivate labor costs in 1970. By 1975, it had

risen to 9ver 86 percent. The trend in this perc~nt,tge:for the open-"ti:c

and administrative centers of the program was in the opposite direction,

falling from 72 percent in 1970 to 65 percent in 1975. ~~ile p~:c

worker subsidies to industrial centers rose faster over this period

than did private labor costs per worker, the per worker subsidi~s

to the 0flen-ah.. and administrative projectc rcce more s10"7J.y.

The final two columns compare growth in the per worker subsidy

to growth in worker wage income in the modal family. 1n 1970, 83 percent

of this wage income was required to support the subsidy payment for one

industrial center worker. This percentage rose rapidly in ,the 1970's;

by 1975, it took all of the worker gross wage income in a modal family

plus ]0 percent of such wage income in a second family to su?port the'

subsidy for one industrial center worker. Wnile this burden was higher

for the open-air and administrative centers at the beginning of the

period (89 percent), it first rose to 102 percent in 1973 and then fell.

In 1975 it stood at about 92 percent. This pattern reflects the same

divergence as shown i~ columns 3 and 4 and Table 3.

In sum, then, the growth in the program was substantially greater.

than the growth in the Dutch economy over the 1970-1975 period. As a

resul t, the economic burden of the program increased -::-' by 1976 the

program's budget was over I percent of net national product. 'ibis

increasing burden·,is attributable primarily to: the' rapid cro-vrt:h in per

worker costs and subsidies in the industrial centers' component of the

program.
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This is so even though employment in the open-air and adminit1trat~ve

centers component grew faster than employment in industrial centers.

By 1975, it took lID percent of the worker wage income in a modal

Dutch family to pay the subsiGy for one industrial (''''i"e,,::" worker.
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CHAPTER 'IV

THE INDUSTRIAL CENTERS l'ROGMM IN 1970 -- A PROFILE

In this chapter. the segment of the W.S.W. prograc or£anized as

industrial centers will be dC$cribed and analyzed. Our purpose in this

discussion is simply to describe in detail the structure of th~ program

and its characteristics. A second purpose is to ev~"h.:a;:,,, the effective

ness of the program in achieving its objectives. and to observe the

variance in effectiveness among the various centers. Finally. some

estimat~s will be made of the det~rminants of probram perfonnance.

In this analysis. the phenomena which determine why some centers appear

to perform more efficiently than others will be explored.

All of the data employed in this analy~is were Jotained from the

Ministry of Social Affairs. Tney were collected by the office of the

Director-Gcneral fQr Social Employment as part of the annual statist~ccl:

report which is required of each center by the Mini$try.

A part 'of these data ",Tere C'btainf!c:l in tabular form from the

Ministry. Additional raw data were collected from the detailed

statistical reports submitted by the centers. BecaUSe ~~e data fvr

the annual reports of the Ministry, Resultateri E1.1quete, are obtained

from center reports based on observations tGken at the end of each

year. there are some small discrepancie$ in some of the variables

between that publication and Lhe data supplied by the Ministry. These

latter data are calculated as averages over the year. The magnitude

of these'discrepancies is sufficiently small that the generai pattc~ns

reported here will not be altered in any noticable way.

I. The Dimensions of the Program in 1970

In 1970, the industrial centers program consisted of ~work

places, which employed 32.31lj \-lorkers including the sick (or 26,922

workers. excluding the sick). H~nce. the average center employed 189

wor.kers.
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Table I

Distribution of Industrial Centers, by Number of Workers (including

the sick), 1970

!\lImh",r of \·l. S. w. AVl1rage Number Average Number Sick ;ero,n'-I Number of
Horkers (in- of "lorkers (ex- of Workers (in- tage Centers
eluding the sick) eluding the sick) eluding the sick)

less than 25 15.0 '19.0 .21 I I

25 - 50 31.8 37.6 15 10

50 - 75 51.9 61.0 15 23

75 - 100 72.7 86.3 16 21

100 - 125 96.2 I J 2.9 15 25

125 - 150 113.5 135.7 16 17

150 - 175 135.6 161.. I 16 IS i
175 - 200 159.3 183.1 13 12 i

I

1
200 - 250 183.7 221.8 17 15 !
250 - 300 :230.4 279.4 18 8

300 - 350 269.3 315.0 15 4

350 - 400 307.7 372.8 17 6

more than 400 576.3 707.3 19 14
I

I
Total 189.0 16 171 I

In Table I, the size distribution of centers, by number of workers

including the sick, is presented. The smallest center had less than

20' work~rs; the largest, over 1000. Over one-half of the centers

employed between 50 and 150 workers. On the other hand, nearly a

third of the workers were employed in centers with more than 400

employees.

Of the 32,000 workers, 16,737 had some form of mental handicap.

This is 52 percent of the total. Mental retardation characterized

most of the mentally handicapped; 11,6.17 non-sick workers were mentally

ratarded. This accounts for 36 percent of total employment.

The centers often contain special facilities to aid the handicapped

workers. These include both menta] and physical t(~sting and training
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.!ac:i.:.Uties. 65 of the 17J centers - thirty-eight ?erccn:: of the

total - had mental testing and training faciliticd. Only 20 c~ntars

hod physical tnsting and training faciliiies.

Two additional characteristics of the c~nters are relevant

to the success of their activities. The first relates to the presence

or a non-governmental body or association Wllich oversees the functioning

of the center. Over 60 percent of the centers -- 102. by count --"

had such an organization. The second characte:d"tic ~-Ias i:O do \-lith

the presence of an organized arrangement for the director,'of a

center to consult with the workers on issues of lo,Torking arrangements

and so on. Such a consultation body vlaS present in ISO of the 17J

centers.

Considering the entire 171 industrial centers as a single

program, it is of interest to i=nquire into the fi;·wnciaJ. struc::"u}:e

of the entire program. In Table 2, the total costs of th~ pr~6ram

all 171 centers -- is stated, along with the composition of these

costs. In total, th~ 171 centers spent about one-half billion

guilders in 1970. Of this amount., nearly 60 percent (293 million

guilders) was spent for wages and BRsociated costs for the program

partlclpants. Nearly 90 million guilders was spent to pay the sala~J

and other costs of the staff and supervisory workers. These two

salary cost items account for over three-fourths (76 percent) of the

total costs of the centers •.The other ,major cost items are for

materials and sales (48.9 million guilders) and for facilities (28.8

million guilders). Together these items accounted for ]6 percent of

total costs.

In the final column of Table 2, the cost components are stated

in per non-sick worker terms. In total, the costs of the centers were

about 18.500 guilders per worker. Nearly 11,000 guilders per worker

was accounted for by the cost of employing the workers themselves;

that is, their wages and associated costs such as social security

premiums. The staff and supervisory costs totalled about 3200 guilders

for each non-sick W.S.W.worker employed. These staff and supervisory

costs are 30 percent of the W.S.W. wage costs. That is, for nvery

guilder paid oul for W.S.W. worker salaries, 30 cents was paid out

for the supervision of the worker and for other staff costs associated

with the program.
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T2ble. 2

The Cost Structure of the Industrial Centers Program, 1970

10,876

497

3,191

59

1,850

1,070

178

189

609

18,490

.3

58.8

2.7

17.3

9~8

5.8

1.0

1.0

3.3

100.0

292.8

13.4 '

85.9

! J .6

48.9

28.8

4.8

5.1

16.4

497.8

Cos t Category

Wages and Other Employment
Costs for W.S.W. and Related
Workers

~otal

Transportation Costs

Staff and SupeL~isory Costs

Medical Care Costs

Materials and Sales CQsta

Facility Costs

Depreciation Costs

Interest Coats

Other Coats

r----.------.-------;------,------r---------,
guilders Iperc(!'at of I b~i1de'C::; per ;

f- .,.- ~-(:L-·n.-m_i-lliOnS) +1_t_.o_t_a_l -+I_n_o_~_'--_U_i_C'_i,_._;,1_0...~{~L' i

-I
I
i
I

Table 3 depicts the structure' of revenues in the industrial

centers program. Total revenue (defined to be equal to total costS)

is nearly one-half billion guilders.' Fifty two percent of this tote:.l

was covered by the basic government subsidy; sales revenue of 160

million guilders covered 32 percent of total costs. Stated in terms

of guilders per non-sick worker, the basic government subsidy was

nearly 10,000 guilders per worker. Sales revenue accounted for nearly

6000 guilders per year per worker. The basic nationnl subsidy per

worker, it sl:ould be noted, is only about 1000 guilder:; less than the

wage costs per non-sick worker. }Iunicipality subsidies covered less

than 500 guilders per non-sick worker.

j.
i'
I'

._----------~--------------~"---_.._' -,-~-_._._-----'_._-"
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Tal1e 3

The Revenue Structure of the Industrial Centers Y~ogr~m, 1970

Revenue Cc,<tegory guilciers percent ,of Guilders IJar ,
Cin lllilliol:'~) total non-sick worker

;

Basic Go\'ernment Subsidy 260.2 52.3
,

~.66S!
Other Government Subsidy 60.9. 9.5 I 2,262

~

1 1..
Municipal Subr.icly 12.2 5.2 ll53

Sales Revenue 159.6 32.0 5,925
Other Revenue .4.9 1.0 182.

Total 497.8 100.0 18,491 ,
!

II. Does the Size 0f Center Matter?

From this overview of the dimensions of the 1970 program, let us

move to a consideration of some of the relationships'within the

industrial centers program. In this section, we will relate several

d1aracteristics of the program to the size of the individual centers

to determine if a relationship between size of center and these

variables exists. The characteristics·which are related to the size

of center are both non-financial (e.g., the ratio of mentally handicap

ped to all workers) and financial (e.g., the sales revenue per worker).

In Table 4, a series of non-financial program characteristics ~re

related to center size. Table 5 relates a few financial variables to

center size.

From the data presented in Table 4, what can be concluded? First,

with respect to the concentration on mentally handicapped or mentally

retarded, no strong pattern exi8ts by size of center. The larger

centers (those above 250 workers) show only a alightly higher tendency

to employ such persons than do the smaller centers. (those helm·,' 125

workers). This slight pattern is somewhat stronger for mentally retardeci
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Table 4

Average Values of Selected Non-Financial Program Char.acteristics by ~ize of Center, 1970

Num~er of non-sick Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of IRatio of Ratio of
W.S.W. workers mentally tr.entally cent':!i:S with centers wi th center3 wi th centers with

handicat'ped retarded to l{on-Governmen- mental training/PhYSiCal a worker
all workers tal -8ponsorif).g tq-total training to consul tation-

Gq~a.nj7.ation total body to totC'_l
_!£....t£!.i:l 1 t _

- less than 25 .2J 0 1.0 0 0 1.0

.25- - ~50 .50 .30 .60 0 0 .70
50 - ;75 . ~ .55 .38 .57 .04 0 .87
75 -! 100 .45 .35 .62 .14 0 .81

JOO - 125 .50 .37 .64 .36 • J2 .92
125 - 150 ·.49 .34 .59 .18 .06 .76.

.37 .67150 - 175 .55. .53. .20 1.0
175 - 200 .60 .46 .42 .67 0 .92.-
200 - 250 .5J .35 .67 .67 .07 .93
250 - 300 .''17 .3J .75 .75 .25 1.0-.
300 - 350 .65 .46 .50 1.0 .75 1.0
350 - 400 .5' . .36 .lI' .50 .17 .83
400 or more .51 .34 .64 .71 .43 .86'

Mean .52 .36
I

.60 .38 .12 .88
L___.... __ . .. .. _.__. ...

-...J
o
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than mentally handicapped workers. For both vari::rbles, the highest

percentage in a class interval appears in the 300 - 350 worker

class. Centers in the 175 - 200 range also have a high value for

the mentally retarded.

Second, the smaller centers appear to have il slightly larger

probabi.lity of having [1 non-·governmental l:>ponsoring orgar,ization

thpTl 00 the large centers. Thc ccntcrs "ith tilC:: lCM;£:st ratios are

the 175 - 200 and 350 - 400 classes with ratios of .42 and .17,

respectively. The mean is .60.

Third, the presence of both mental and physical testin;4 alld

training. centers is strongly related to the size of the cer,te:r, wil:h

larger centers being far more likely to have s~ch facilities th&n

smaller centers. For example, only I of the smallest 34 centers has

mental testing and training facilities, while 23 of the largest 32

centers have such facilities. None of the smallest 34 centers had

physical testing and training facilities, while 12 of the largest

32 centers have these facilities.

Finally, the larger centers are somewhat Ii"Lore likely to hav", a.

consultation body than are smaller centers, although the relationship

is not a terribly stron~ oue. Thus, the median ratio 1.6 .~2 for the

smallest 5 cla&s intervals, while it is .93 for the largest 5 classes.

The relationship of selected financial vuriables to center size

is shown in Table 5. First, the W.S.W. wage cost per worker variable

appear~ quite constant acr05S the size distribution of centers. Bec~~se

of the close dependence of the basic and municipal subsidies on W.S.W.

wage costs, this vuriable too is quite constant over the distr:ibution.

If anything, a slight tendency. of this variable to fall with center

size is indicated. The same cannot be claimed for the staff costs

per worker. These costs decline from about 4000 guilders for centers

of less than 75 workers to about 3000 guilders for the larger centers

sizes. With the exception cif the 250 - 300 rauge class, all of the

classes above 100 workers have an average equal to or less than the

mean of 3200 guilders per worker. The lowest cost --2900 guilders --

is registered for centers in the 350 - 400 worker class.
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Table 5

Average Values of Selected Financial'Program Characteristics by Size

of Ccnter (000 guilders)

Numb~r of non-sick rJ.S.W. wage Subsidy.,per Staff cost Total cost Sales Revenue
\-i.S.W. workers cost per worke;:- per lwrker per 'loJ'orker per worker

worker

less than 25 14.3 14.2 7. I 28.3 13.8

I
25 - 50 11.7 11.8 4./. 20.6 5. I..

I 50 - 75 10.8 10.9 3.7 20.l, 7.7
I

75 - 100 11.0 10.8 3:3 19.9 6.8

100 - 125 11.0 10.9 3.0 17.9 5.9
1:.'5 - 150 10.8 10.6 3.0 18.0 5.8
150 - 175 11.0 II.!J 3.2 18.4 6.0

175 - 200 10.3 10.6 ; 3.3 17.9 5.8

200 - 250 I 1.2 11.2 3.0 18.5 5.6

250 - 300 11.1 10.9 3.7 18.8 4.9

300 - 350 10.9 10.8 3.2 17.6 5.2

350 - 400 ]1.2 10.9 2.9 17.6 5.0

400 or more 10.7 10.0 3.2 18.6 6.3

Mean 10.9 10.6 3.2 18.5 5.9
i.-

The pattern of staff cost per worker is reflected in the total

cost per worker variable. Only the smallest 3 centers have costs in

excess of 20,000 guilders per worker, compared to an average cost of

18,500 guilders. Costs per worker appear to decrease strongly, until

a size of 100 workers is attained. From 100 to 300, average costs per

worker hovers around the mean of 18,500 guilders. From 300 to 400

workers, per, worker coete are the, lowest -- 17,600 guilders and bcyoDd

400 workers they again increase to above the meaIl value.

Largely because of the staff costs per worker varinble, then,

the costs of the centers, per ~orkDr. has a shnllow U-shnpe. Per worker

costs decrease at first, then remain relatively constant over Ii sub

stantia}, ranr.;e, and then increase to nbovc the menn for the very largest

centers.

---_._ .._---.__._--_.. ----------------------------
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Lil-:c th0. sta-if snd total cost per wOl·lcer v(lriables, sales

revenue per workel' also decreaRC£I with the Biz~ of center,-- at least

up to the very largest center sizes. 'The decrease is the sharpest

up to center ~ize of about 100. From 100 to 250.workers, sales per lyorker

decline slightly, but hover in the 5600 guilder to 6000 guilder range.

Center,:; emplojring from 250 to 400 worker:; have the lowes t sales per

worker, averaging about 5100 guilders per worker (compared to a mean

of 5900 guilders). The larges t class -··centers wi th more than 400

workers - has average sales of 6300 guilders --a performance which

is above the mean.

The data 'in Table 6 focus more clearly on center performance

and, hence, address more' directly the question of whether the size

of a center matt.ers. In Table 6, seven indicators of center performance

are presented for classes which span the distribution of center size.

These indicators are defined in Append~x C -- as indicated there, each

indicator captures an aspect of economic performance which may be

of interest in making an overall evaluation of efficiency or effect

iveness. The best p~rformance for each iudicator is noted with a 2.

The indicators in Table 6 are:

J. Opbrengsten-kosten ratio

2. Gross· Deficit per worker

3. Netto-opbrengst per worker

4. Social cost per worker

5. Sales as a percent of social cost

6. Staff wage COGt as a per.cent of W.S.W. wage cost

7. Staff wage costs as a percent of Sales

The first indicator -- the opbrengsten-kosten ratio -- reflects

the extent to which sales revenue in exce,ss of materials and sales

costs is able to cover those center costs which remain after the basic

goverr~ent subsidy and miscellaneous sources of revenue. The higher

this ratio, the larger the contribution of sales to remaining costs,

ExclucJil".::; the smallest class interval which cont:.1.ins but a si.ngle

cpnter, the highest ratio (.71) is fo~ the centers with 100 to 125

employees. The lowest ratios are for the very smallest (.43) and very

largest (.54) centers. There appears to be a tendency for this ratio

to fall ~lith ccntc'r size --,4 of the 5 top classes have an opbrcngsten

kL'st.cn T:>..tio below the mean for all ecnters.

\



Table 6

Selected Perf:~rmance Indicators, by Size of 'Center, :970
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The clefid:!. per ~\'(\l:kc:r -"(~.cfincd as tota.l center costs per

worker leGs reVCl1ue fl~om adea, the municipal l>ubsi.dy. the basic

n....tional subsi.dy and othl:~r. income eources-_ is shOw"ll in tha second

colwrou of Table 6. In this case, the l~~est value incli.cates the best·

performance. Again neglE'cting the smallest Class interval, centers

in the intcrvel lao to 125 y.ot'kers have the best indicated performance

~_an average deficit of 930 guilders per worker. The centers with

the largest deficit ~re those with .from 25 to 50 workers (3,390

guilders) and fro~ 250-300 (2,820 guilders). Three of the 5 largest

clasR int~rvcl~ have a deficit per worker in excess of the average

of 1700 guilders.

The thi~d column present the netto opbrenJ~ per worker. This

figur.e represents the number of guilders in sales revenue which is

in excena of the m-~terials costs of the center. This remaining revenue

can be used to defray oth~r non-B~~bsidized, non-materinls costs in

curred by the center. For the program as a whole, the netto-opbrengst

was 4280 guilders in 1970. The class interval with the largest nctto

opbrengst is that with .50-75 l<.'ot"1<~rs, Its value cof 4900 g'..:i:!.C:crvls

only slightly in excess of the netto opbrengst of the centers in the

interval of 100-125 workers' (4640 guilders), which interval had the

highest 'score on the ~revious two indicators. Using this indicator,

center performance again appears to decrease. as one moves from smaller

to.larger centers. "The netto opbrengst of all of the 5 largest class

intc'-Vals is below the mean.

The fourth indicator is the social cost per worker. This value

represents the number of guilders of real .resour.ces which the citizens.

of the Nether~ands contribute' to the W.S.W. industrial centers program,

again cxpress~d on a p~r worker bBSis. Again, excluding

the smallc8t clil18 interval, the best performauce is indicated for

centers ~~)loy~na f.r~~;100-125.~orker8, in which the eocial' coat· per

worket: is 920 guilders.• The worst performance ...·as for centers with

from 25 to 50 workers (J740 gu~ld~rG) and from 250-300 ~orkers

(2820 guilders) Although three of the largp.st 5 clasaes have social.

r,ollta ptll" wod;or ill 6XC!)IHI of tht' n\'or~ge. tlla .tcmdoncy for perfornJ.!lnce

to decrCURe with center sire i~ nat aD pronounced with this indicator

e.G- ~;i th smile of the others.
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The final three columns of indicators er~ ba~ed upon the relDtion

sh~p of various cost and revenue ~omponent8 of the centers. The first

of these indicators is the rclationsh~p of·~~.f[·~lap,e co~ts to W.S.W.

~e co~. Because large relative administrative and .supel~isory

costs may be an indicator of inefficiency, a. lov.' ratio m<'iy i.ndicate

efficient. performnnce of a center. On average, staff wage costs ara

30 percent of W.S.W. wage costs. The class intervals with less than

lOa ~70rkero have relatively high values for this indicator --all of

them are above the mean. The lowest value is recorded for the centers

with 350-400 workers. There is some tendency for this ratio to fall

wi th center size -'" 4 of the 5 largest class intervals have an indicator

:I.·slue which is below the mean..

The final two columns of indicators relate sales revenue to various

cost components. The first column shows sales as a percentage of social

costs. Those centers ~,ith high values for this indicator display a

relatively high· degree of. success in-,.:diminiRhing the taxpayer's burden

bY' raising revenue through product sales. The highest ratios

arc indicated for the centers hiring fLO~ 100 to 175 wor.kers. While

the mean value of this indicator is 78,. all of the class intervals

in the 100-175 raqge have values in excess of 83. The lowest values

are found for ~he very smallest centers and for the largest. Of the

six largest claRses, on.ly one hes an indicator above the mean for the

entire program.

In the last column of indicators, sales revenue as a percentage

of staff wage costs is sho~~. This indicator is a more limited version

of the previous indicator, using as the denominator only one component

of social costs. The best perfOl1manCe on this indicator is for centers

in the 150-175 worker r~nge. The centers in this range raise sales.

revenue equl'\l to 179 percent of Gtaff wage costo. Centers in the 25-50

ra~ge have an indicator value of 82: these centers fail to cover even

utQ.f;f' cocta with oales .revenue •.Agai.n, the largest centen appear to

have poorer perf.orm.ance than the ~verage~ Of the largest six class

intervals, three have an indicator far below the m~an value of

147, while the other three have indicator values at or alightly above

the mean.
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The fin~l coluT.O in Table 6 presents the aver.aee rank of the

classes among the ~aven per£o~ance indic~tors and. in parellcheses.

the r3.oking of this everage. The higher the average and the rank. the

better. the perforra~mce of the clRss interval o\'er the lJeven performance

indicators. The ranking on each indicator excluded the lowest class'

intc.rvD.J.. as it contains but a single center. As can be seen in that

column. thec.lasses with the highest ranking represc?t centerG

employin~ from 100 to 175 workers. The three classes in this range

have t~c t0P three renkings. The smallest class has the worst ranking

(12) a.cd' the largest class ranks 10tn out of 12. \-li tIl the exception

of centers with frClll 300 'to 400 employees the low r.:mkings of 8, 9, 10,

and I! out of I~ bel~ng to the classes representing the l8rgcst center

sizes. The pattern of performance reduction with larger center size,

noted often in the individual indicators, seems verified in this over

all indica.tor.

III. Does the Province Matter?

In the previous section, the rp.lationship of selected non-financial

and financial program variables to conter size was shown. In this

section, the relationship of some of these same variables to the.

province in which a center is lOLatcd is identified. In addition, a

few additional variables are related to the province of center location.

These relationships are shown'in Table 7.
The non-r:inancial charactcristics-- center size, mental handicap

intensity, and worker qualification level·-are shmin for each province

in the first three cOlumnA. On average, the l~r~est cantera are found

i~ ~irobur~ (350 workers) end Drente (234 worker~). Friesland hus an

average center size (119 \-Jork-ers) which is !:ar be::'ow that of the other

provinces. The highest concentration of m~ntally handicapped workers

is in the centers i.n Utrecht, which have an average ratio of .69 .compared

,to a total progra.m aver.age of .52. Li.mburg again stands out in this

dimension; it hal; by far the smallest concentration of mentally handi

capped worke~1; of anypTovince -- only 31 percent of the workers in the

Lil:l':>urg ccnte,r.s are mentally handicapped. The pattern of mental handicap
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Table 7

Average Valup.s of Selected Progran Characteristics, By Province, 1970
.

. Avera.ge. Size~ Ratio ofProvince Ratio of t,,;)tage Average Total cost S:.;lcs
of ceuter {no. mentally-:' . wor:<'ers above 101.5.T-1. cost Staff cost per worker revenue perof workers, in- handi:cappcd . wage group I per worker per worker (000 guilders) worker (000eluding the to all to all workers (000 (000 guilders)sick)" workers guilders) guilders)

..
Gronirigen 212 .53 .61 10.6 3.5 19.2 6J. IFriesland 116 .55 .58 10.7 3.7 19.6 6.6 I

IDrente 234 .56 .66 10.8 3.2 13. I 5.7
Overijssel 194 .57 .59 10.9 2.8 16.8 4.0
Ge1d~rland 175 .53 .50 10.8 3.2 18.7 6.0
tltrecht 191 .69 .34 10.0 2.7 15. I . 4.0
Hoord-Holland 143 .53 I .34 IO.O 3. ] 17.2 4.7

I
195 .61 ;46 ]0.9 3.2 IZui.d-Holland 17.9 4.7 IZeeland . 178 .46 .60. 11.8 2.7 18.2 5.1 I!,cord-Brabant 130 .53 . .62 11.2 2.7 18.5 6;5

Limburg 350 .31 .79 11.6 3.8 21.5 9.5

Mean 189 .52 10.9 3.2 18.5 5.9

"':0
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intcr.sity is inversely related to th," p~rcent.:lge of. ~!orkcrs above

wage l1roup 1. Hence, Limhurg has the highe.st quali);i.cs.tion ratio

.79 -- ,,'hila Utrecht and Noord-Holland have the lo,Yest -- .34.

The next three columns of Table 7 present the p:.lttern of cost

variables over the provinces. As would be ex!=,,::cl:C::!ct, ti1C ,.\'\::rage wag~

cost is highest for those provinces with tne ~~~~ ~u~lificj ~6~k~rs

(hi~he&t percentage of workcrD above wug~ g~o~p "L) and lowest for

thc1£e provinces \1ho are the least qualified. :i:'hU3
"

I,i":":Jburg has the

highest average W.S.W. cost per worker (11,6QO guilders) and Utrecht

and Noord-Holland the lowest (10,000 gui.ldero).

Interestingly, even though Limbure has "the most hi.Zhly qUil1ified

workers. it also has the highc&t average at",-f:': Cv",t );.r \:'ol"'ke;: -

3800 guilders. Utrecht, Zeeland, and Noord-Brabaut 211 hav~ very low

average staff cost per worker-- 2700 guilders. Ut~echt'~ ~O~ staff

cost i£, in addition, combined with the highest av~~age per~c~~~bc of

handicapped workers.

The patt~rn of total cost per worker closely parallel:; the pattern '

of staff costs per worker. Li~urg is the hig~c~t vith a total cost

peL worker of 21,500 guilders. This compares vitb tt~ ~canv&lue of

I"S,500 guildcrs·'per"",·orkc;.r snd"·a,·.low"va1ue among~"th~· prov'i'i~ces of

15,100 per worker for Utrecht.

The final column in the table presents the sales revenue per

worker taised in the various provinces. Again, Li~bur3 stands out.

Its everage sales revenue of 9,500 gui1derr. per worker is 3000 ~uilder£

high~i than the next highest province (Frie$l,nd). Tae lowest sales

reveO'.!.s per worker- - 4000 guilders - - was raised by the centerl:l in

Utrecht and Overijsael.

A fuw cc~euts on these patte~s: First, Limburg has an c~tre~e

value on eve:t:y OUil; of the indica.to::"s shown. Ccuters;'in that province

are the largest, have the most qualified and the least mentally

handicapped workers, the highest staff and total costs, and the

highest sales revenue per worker. Conversely, Utrecht ranks at the

other end of the spectrum on almost all of the varicbles. This raises.
~ue8tions of whether" some of these patte.r~s persist among ·the centers

generaliy. In particular, why" should centers with thu troost quu1l.fied

workers r~quire .the highest sta~f and total costs per worker? l~d,

. ---_._._-_ ...... ---_.~-_.. _-----..------. __.
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",,;hy should cC:J.t(·~n. "Ii th the hizncst· sales rcv~nues per worker Appear

to h..~\'e the highest staff end totill costs per. worker? Do large sales

revenuc~ induce a rel~:~~tion in t.he control over staff expansion, or,

do high costs pc.l' wor~·el~' sti.mulat!:' sales Rcti-..Tit:y, or is there no

causal relationship? The~e patternG will be investigated further in

the analyses of the individual center oata.

Tnble 8 pre;.~nt::- the varL~U_on by province of the seven perform

ance indicators unalyzec in T~blc 6. lbese indicator9 incorporate a

numb~r of rclationshipn bctweer.'financinl and non-financial center

char:lc.tcristicl1o, and each reeol:ci,S Dome aspect of the economic perform...

ance of a center.

The data in the table are 1arecly Belf-explanatory. The entries with

a ~ are those with the best perfol~ance for the particular indicator.

The primary provincial pet tern ir, sU!IIIIl3d.zed in the final column which.. ,

shows the a~eLage ranking ~f eech of the II centers among theBe seven

indicator8, and the r~nking of ther.e averages. ·TIle two southern interior

provicces, Li~burg ancr ~oord-nLd~aut, r~nk f~~s~ and second, respectively,

in the avernge perfonnsnce ranking. In.particu1ar, the performance of the

center.s in Li~burg is of note. On six of the seven performance indicators,

Limburg ranked first, typically ~ubstan~ially higher than the center

ranking second: Utrecht ranks third,' only slightly below Noord-Brahant.

The regions with the worst performance arc Gelderland and Noord

,Holland, with Zuid-Ho1Iand's performance being only slightly better.

A few of the statistics in the table should be noted. First, the

soc~al cos.t per worker varies significantly' Bt:lOng the regions. In Limburg,

the,social cost per worker is virtually 'zero. At the other end of the

Bcale, the average worker in Fric&lnnd imposes a 8ocialcost over .2500

guilders. Second, the variation in the rAtio of sales to the cost of

W.S.l·7. empJ.o:l'l11ent is s1J.botantial. ,Hhile Gales 'barely cover staff costs

in 'the ccute,t's in Noord-Hollllnd (]12 .percent);· they' are 'Clore than double

~tGff C~&ts ~u Liupu~o (227.pcrc~nt).

"
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Table 8

Selected Performance Indicators, by Province, ]970

.....
Province Opbr.engs ten- Deficit per Netto op- SC'cial .Staff wage Sales as Sales as Average Rank

Kosten._· . worker (000 brengst per cost per costs as a a percent a perc~nt (Rank)
. ' F,atio . guilders) worker (000 worker (000 percent of of social of staff .

guilders) guilders) W.S.W. wage costs wa.ge costs
co~ts

I
G:-oningen .62 2.00 4.75 2.2] 35 78 ·182 5.79 ( 6) I.
Friesland .57 2.21 4·.21 2.51 36 74 167 8.57( 8)

Dre.nte .69 1.10 4.30 1.58 31 77 161 5.07( 4)
.\
I

(}-..-erijssel .54 1.68 3.51 1.52 25 77 1/43 6.~6( 7)

Gc1derland .55 2.30 . 4.17 2.34 32 72 141 9.14(10.5)

Utrecht .71 .75 4.00 .85 28 85 152 4.00( 3)

:No,;;,rd-Holland .53 2.11 4.27 2.14 33 69 112 9.1 ll(lQ.5)

Z:..tid-Rolland .58 1.8] 3.88 1.69 30 75 132 . 9.02( 9) •
23· !t

.
t

Zeeland· .59 1.62 3.77 1.47 76 175 5.29( 5)
Noord~Brubent. .69 1.07 4.30 1.10 25 88 182 3.e ( 2)

ILim.burg .81 :It .61 ~ 5.93 2 .19 ~ 29 99 ~ 227 ~ 1.5l( 1)

Mean .61 1·•.70 4.2.8 J.70· 30 78 147 . I,
... - I

'\

ex>
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~hile the evidence of the two previous sections indicRtes that

both center Bize and pt:ovince arc important in explaining center

pcrform",nce, it ill not possible to make definitive ctaternents about

theap. relationships from such croes tabul~t~ons. Because some provinces.
have larger centers on averab€., than other provinces," for example,

it is possihle that the tabulated cli.fferences among ,provinces might

well reflect center size rather thun the I?ffect of the province.

One procedure to rCGtlC~ this prc·blt:!1!l is to subject the dctail<!d data

to multiple regresB::'on D.11alysis. Through this statistical technique,

the influence of variables on center performance can be measured

indepenG0.~of the effect of other.variables.'

In Table 9, the results of 7 multiple reciression analyscsare

shcr.m __ one regression for each of. the performance i.ndicators presentee1,

in Tables 6 and 8. In t1lOlch regreBs::'on, the variation in' the perform

ance indicator is related to eix varigble~ which might be expected

to influence performance. Each regression was run on the data for ·the

171 centers in the progr~~ in 1970. The s;x explan~tory v~r.iables are:

J. Province

·2. The size of the center .(pUID?er of.· "1lOn-sick wor,kers)

., 3. Percent of mentally handicsppcrl workers

4. Sick percen~age

5. Percentage of workers above wage category I

6. Presence of e consultation body for workers

Let us describe briefly the results yielded by these regressions,

proceeding seristem through t~e six independent·variables.

First. the effect of province. We have already seen that the

centers in some provinces seem to have a better average performance

than the centers ill other provinces. In the regression, .the provinces

are entered in d~~ variable form, with Groningen being the omitted

province. Hence, all of the coefficients on the provinces are stated

as deviations from the value for Groningen. In the first column, for

example, the coefficient for Friesland is .... 07/•• This Ineans that,

holding· all the other variables in thp. regression constant. the e~timated op

brcngs ten-kos tell; ratio of the cc~ters in }'r:i.csland is .074 small,:::::- than the

r.~,f;:i.o· fa!' Gronb0~n. Simill?rly, the opbrengsten-kostcn ratio for Utrecht

-----------------



Table 1

Regression Results Explaining Center Performance. 1970
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1

0

-.074

+.072

-.096

-.036

+.158~

-.044

-.006

-.042

+.057

+.175~

-.OC02::ct

+.0004

I
OPbrengstenl~ Deficit per
kosten worker (000
Iratio guilders)

Fdesland

Drente

Z-~cl;.:nd

Overijssel

C",l.:I,=rlan~

Utrecht

l~oord-Rcil1and
;,1

Zuid-Holland o.

Limburg

.0 N:>orcl.-Brabant

X Ment~lly. h~ndi

c~.ppe1

~etto cp- '-Gross ~ocial I Steff W~Z~ Sale~ as a I Staff wage
brengst per- cost per. _ I costs as a percent of I costs ar,- a
worker (COO worker (000 percent of social cos ts II pcrc€'t1 t of
Builders guilders) \of.S.W. costs 5.!'.1c:" (~)

• I - l j

Provlnce: I I

-~roningen -- _c, -: _ -- _ -- -- I
+:228 -.725 +.2p6 0+.0043 -.0474 -+.067 I
~.951 -.388 -.651 -.0453 +.0026 +.076 I

:. I
-.399 .-1.478 -.~~O -.1074 -.0120 +.178 I
+.088 -.158 -.095 -.0304 -.0019 +.069 I

-1.349* +.091 -1. 747*- . -.00S51 +.17n*~ I -.057 .
I

-.229 +.062 -.404

-.390 -.429 -.743

~.334· -1.036 -.755

-.935 -.'43 ~1.I04·

-1.67~~~ +.832 -2.02&~x

+.0011 -.COI8~ +.0003

-.0001 +.0028 + .0018

E~~?le.natory
'~l'C!'iD"l~

Sick percentcse I -.GD08~

:t Aboi:e wage group II +.0025

+.0891CO~$ultation body

E~7b~r 6£ wcrkers

r

i
I_ Cou"C·C" i .4163 -I .'342 2.05~ -I 2.714

i.. 0 R

2

(c:'r~~t(~(;~ ~ __·_J~__t_ .05 ..••: II •.L:~...
+ Note that the regression was run on the inverse of the variable displayed in Tables

6 and 8.
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is, on I:lvcrc£:e, .158 higher than tlie ratio' for Groningen. \>Thcn a

coafficinnt has one * behind it, it means that the e~timBte is

statistically significant with .9 probability --that a coefficient

of that magnitude ~lould occur by chsnce only once out of tt:'.n times.

A coeffici~nt witn two r. indicates that the coefficient is significant

statistically with .95 probability.

For nearly all of the indicators, the results suggested in our

previous tabulations are verified here. Limburg, for examplp., has

the right sign on the coefficient in'all seven cases, and in 4 of,
the 7 cases the coefficient is significant with .95 confidence. Utrecht,'

too, ho.IJ the proper' sign ,on the coeffi.cient and in 4 of the 7 cases

the coefficient is significant with .9 probability. The case of

Noord-Br~bant is interesting, however. In our tabulations in Table

8, this province ranked second - - j us t after Limburg - - in t~rms of

ita performance. Hot.,ever, when ctlier variables are entered into

co~sideration, the sign on Noord-Br~bent is as would be expected in

but 5 of th~ 7 cases' and in only 2 cases is the coefficient significant

at the .9 probability level. One would have to conclude that when all

'of the other factors &rc tc.kcn into consideration, Utrecht --not

Noord-Brabant -·1Ia8 the second best performance.

In Table 8 'the worst performing provinces were Gelderland,

Noord-Holland, and Zuid-Holland. In the regression analysis, Gelderland

,has the eJ:pected sign in 6 of the 7 cases, but in no case is it statistic

ally significant at the .9 probability level. Noord-Holland, however,

has the expected sign in only 3 of the 7 cases, and again none of the

coefficients arc statistically significant. ~~cn the other factors

are taken into consideration, Noord-Holland's performance is not as

bad as its r~nk in Table 8 would indicate. The same is true of Zuid-

, HoUa.nd,in "..hich the sign on the coefficients is as expected in, again,

only 3 of the 7 cases. The situation iS,just the opposite for Friesland.

In Table 8, Friesland ranked 8 out of the II provinces. In the regression

analysir., the sign on the coefficients indicates low per.formance on all

seven of the indicators. And, even though no atatistical significance

is shown, the silOe of the coefficients indicates that the performance

~~ in most cases b~low the other provinces. Taking the other fuctors

in the ~egression i~to account'would appear to move Friesland below
Cel<.lerland a~ld NOfrrd- lind Zui<.l-llolland .in its performance.
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In Table 6, it WU9 observed thst size of'cfunter tended to be
~

inversely related to economic performance. The regression <J~alysis

confirms this. In six of the' seven caBe~, the sign on the coefficient,

number of wOTkers, indi.ca tes this il1vc:,:,sc rc2ations:.:ip. The only

exception is for staff wage costa as a.perc~nt of W.S.W. waze coots.

Moreover, in two of the six cases with ~he ~x~ec~ed ~ign t~e co

efficient is statistically significant with at least .9 p~ob&bility.. '

The relationships of the ?~her variables to performance can be

summarized briefly. fhcmental 'handicap 'intensity is, surprisingly,

positively related to ceuter perforreance in fou~ of the seven cases,

though in no case is the coefficient statistic.:.l:i.y sisn:i..ficant. The

sick percentage is, as expected, negatively related to center perfQ~

ance in 6 of the seven caaes c - and in two CuBes it is st~tistically

significant at the .9 level. ThLs would seem to be an important

variable in determining center performance. Another important variable

is the percenta~e'of workeZ's' shove :"'afe 'g,roup 1. In 5 of the 7 cases,

this variable is positively related to performance and in all caaes

the coefficient is statistically significant at the .9 ~~val. 1~ vr.~

of the two cases where the sign on the coefficient is not Q3 expected

--staff wage costs as a percent of sales-- the coeificient is significant

as well. Finally, the' presence of' a consul tation bc,::!y fu~ ,gorl::ers seems

to be ,an importan~ variable. In 6 of the seven regressions, the signs

on the coefficient indicates that the presence of such a body contributes

to center performance, and in' 3 of the six cases the. coefficient is

statistically significant at the .9 level.

As ca';} be seen in Table 9; the explanation of the vari~:.cc in

performance is much better in some of the regressions than in others.

The extent of variance explained is given by the R2 statistic. In three

cases --:the opbrengiten-ko~tenra~io,sales as:a ·p~~~ent of ' social costs,

and B taff wage' cos ts as' a percent of sales - - about 20 percent of the

variance in performance is eJ:plained by the variables in the re~xession.

In the'remaining regre8Eions~ about 10 percent or less of the vari&tion

in perior~ance is explained hy the Gi~ inde~enderit vuriables.

The regression coefficients presented in Table' 9 indicate the

dir~ction of the relationship between various indicators 'of economic

performance and six center characteristics which are hypothesized to

influerr~e performance. Table' 9 <j180 indicates ",hcthIJr thc::~e rt::lutionships

arc statistically significant or not. H(l\~ev~r it is difficult'to determine

._--~- .~.-.. "-'---
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how responsive center performance is to ch~.ngcs in these indep.:-ndent

variu:>les. This degree of responsiveness is indicated in Table JO

for the four regressions with the highest R
2

, for all of the

variables except region and presence of a consultation body. The

estimates in this table are, in effect, ~imulations suggesting what

would happen to~ center perfonuance if the values of the independent

variables are change.d from their lUeanvalues by cert ..1in specified

2Il10unts.

The first column of Table 10 shows the mean values of the

independent variables and of the four performance indicators which

':lere dependent variables in the regressions. The next five columns

are the si.mulated effects·on mean center performance fro~ altering

the independent variables one at a time. Hence, in the first of these

columns the simulated effect on th~ performance indicators·of

doubling the mean size of centers while keeping the mean values of

the other independent variables fixed. It shows, for p.xample, that

if the mean cent~r size was raised from 157.4 to 315 non-sick workers,

the opbren£sten-kosten ratio of the mean center would fall fro~ .61

to .58 and the netto opbrengst per worker of the mean cent~r would

fall from 4280 guilders to 3996 guilders. Similarly, the second

of ~hese columns shows the effect on the mean values of the performance

indicators if the mean percent ofrnentally handicapped workers were

raised by 10 points from 52 to 62 percent. The remaining three· of these

columns are interpreted in a similar ·fashion. In general, they suggest

that the variable "percent of workers above wage group I" is a very

powerful variable. hben it and no other variable -- is changed,

the values of the performance indicators show a substantial change.

The simulation in the final column involves changing the mean

velues all of the independ~nt variables simultaneously, and then

observing the effec.t on the mean values of the performance indi.cators.

First, the ~nerril d~rection of the relationship between the independent

variable and the performance indicQtc,rs wns ascertained. These directions

are summarized as fo~lows: .

The larger. the center size, the WOIse the perfOTUlance

The higher the mental handicap intensi.ty, the better thf' performance

The higher the sick perccntaee, the worse the perfonnance

The higher the qua li fi cation l(~ve1 of the workers, the better

the perform.:>.nc.e
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Table 10

Some Performarice ~imulations Using Regression Resultsj J970

He,In Assumed Values of Independent
V;llue Variables and Predicted Values
of of the Performance Indicator
Variable

I

" 1 I , 1 /i..

I ! I

I
Nurabcr of non-sick I

workers 157. II 315 -- -- I -- 118
,

P~rcent mentally
handicapped 52 -- 62 -- -- 65

Sick PcrcenLage 15.7 -- -- 25.7 -- IL7

Percen.t or \.oloTkers
ab0ve. \;oage group I 53.0 -- -- I

! 63.0 66-- I

_~_L I .1

-Opbrengs-t&'n=-kosten- - 1--- - --- - - L -_1--
-.661! Iratio .61 .58 .61 .60 . .64 i

I,
Neuo-opbrent~st per
worker (guilders)' 4280 3996 4308 4440 4570 471U

I
Sal"s c:.s a percent of I
gross social costs 78 75 78 77 I 81. 83

S"Lari W3ze cos ts as ia percent of sales 68 71 67 69 61 55

Then, each of the independent variables were changed in the

direction of improved center performance. In each .case, the value of

the variable was changed by 25 percent of its mean value.

For this simulation in which all of the independent variables are

changing in the direction of improved center performance, the impact

on the performance indicators is substantial. These results can be

stated as folloHs:

·The opbrengste~kosten ratio is increased.by 10 percent from

.61 to .66

• Thl:! ne~~'p_hr~3:}t ~,6rker is increased by 10 percent from

4280 guilders to 4710 guilders
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SalCR as a percent E~ocia.~~ is increased by 8 percent

from 78 to 83 percent

• Staff war..e costs as 11 percent of sales is decreas!.'!d by 19

percent from 68 to 55 percent

While these results arc indicative of the impact on economic

performance from altering center characteristics, they must be

interpreted with caution. first, they are based on changes in all

of the independent variables both those which show statistical

si~nificance and those which do not. Hence they presume that the

estimated coefficients are accurate point estimates of th~ relevant

relationships. Second, they presume that the linear relationships

which are estimated by the regression are accurate over the range

by which the Olean value of the variable is changed. Third, they

presume that there is no significant interaction among the independent

variables. t..'hilc the,~e assumptions ma.y not all be true, the results

nevertheless suggest' that improving center performance may be possible

by a1 tering tIlese center char-ac i:er 1.::; Lil:::;.

V. Which Centers Perform Relativcly Well and t..~ich Do Not?

One final set of results will be presented in this discussion.

As noted previously, 12 performance indicators were calculated for

each center. Hence, it is possible to isolate the centers with the

best and the worst performance on' each of the indicators. Indeed,

this is done in Appendix D, where the top 20 and bottom 20 centers

are shown for each indicator.

Table II surumarizes the results in Appendix D. There the centers

appctlring at least six times in the bottom 20 and the top 20 of the

j:H:'ife.r.mance indicators are shoYlD, along with the number of times

which they appear in the bottom or top 20. This listins of centers

is self-explanatory. Efforts to improve the economic performance

of the program should be conccntrrJted on the centers with the worst

pe.rformance. And the particular factors for the relDtivc success of

the centers with th'e best performanec should he examined to determine

if they arc transferable to the other centers.
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. 'Table' II

. Centers I~ith the Best lind the .!(\!"st Bconoroic ·Pcrro.l":l;.. l1Ce. 19·/0 oJ) .

Ccntet"s With llest Performance Ce:lt"rs I·Hth I~orst Performance.

Centcr Number of Tirues in Center Nur;:bel: c·; Tii?':c:!s in
Top 20 'Cmlters Botto::.; :0 Ct..'r; tcrs

~oClnl-Brabant--G I I Noord-HolJa~rl--N 10

Limburg--G 9 Gelderlalld--B 10

Zuid-Holland--O 9 N,?ord-Hol.Jand--O 10

Utrccht--A S Zuill-Hol Jnnd--r' 9
Noord-llrabant--F 9 Noord-Holland--F !)

Celderland--E 9 Zui;:l-Hollnnd--'; 9
LiClUUT!:--J> 8 Noord-~rab~~t--t 9
Groningcn--C 8 .2\oorci-i~rabnnt--J 8
Limburg--H 8 Fricsland--B 7.
Noord-Brabant--A 7 Noord-Ho.11and--B 7
Zuld-Hcllancl--P 7 Zuid-llo11and··U 7
Zu:id-lIo11and--Q 7 Zuid-Holla·nd--D 7 I
I.jmbur!:--B 7 Noord-Hol~and--L 6

Noord-Holland-~P
!·Zuid-Holland--G 7 6 .,

"oord-Hol] tlnd--I 6 Zuid-Hol.lsild--V. 6 j,
Zuid-Holland--R 6 Noord-Holland--C 6 !Zuid-Holland--S 6 Zuid-l1011.Uld--W 6

Overi.j sscl--A Co j
a) Center, in the table aTe identified only·by province and a lctte~.

Each c~nter retai.ns its p~·ovincc-lct·tcr ("od~ throUAhout thc:: s:t.ciy.
lnqui'riel1 rc.!:arding mOTC specific .idc:ntification of centers should
be addressed to the Ministry of Social Affairs.
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CHAPTER. V

T~E INDUSTRIAL CENTERS PROr.RA}) IN J972 -- A PROFILE

This chllpter will, 'to the exte.nt possible, replicate the 1970

analysis of the industrial centers program for 1972. Again. several

dimensions and charact.eristics of the program will be discussed.

However. this discur.sionmust of necessity be somewhat less

. comprehensive than that fo~ 1970. The primar.y cause of this is the

unavailability of data on the sources of revenue for each of .the

centers. As a result. the revenue structure cannot be analysed. More

.seriously. none of the performance indicators ,,'hich rely on revenue

information (e.~ .• the opbrengsten-kosten ratio and the· social cost

indic:ator) can be calculated. Moreover. the data supplied by" the. Ministry

on ~o~e of the centers were missing. Hence. while ther.e were !62 centers

which were pre~umably functioning in 1972. complete non-cost data were

Dvail:lble on 156 of them and comp"lete cost data \."ere availahle on

but 129. The cost data 'on tIlC~ remaining 30 c~nters were obtaiaed too

late to be' incorporated into this chapter.

I. The Dimensions of the Program in 1972

The inqustrial centers program consisted of 162 operating. centers

in 1972. These centers employed nearly' 31.000 workers including the

sick (or about 26.700 workers. excludil1g the s:t"ck). Of the 156 centers

for. which data were available. the average size of the centers was

197 incl~ding the sick and 169 excluding the sick.

Table I presents the size distribution of the centers. by number

of workers including the sick.

The smallest center. as in 1970, employs less than 20 workers.

The 10 largest centC'TS --those with over '+00 'employees -- averaged

777 workers. The heaviest concentration of centers was in the range

from 50 to" 250 worke~s. There were 112 centers in this range~-,7.2.percent

of the total. HOlole'\'er.. over one-fourth of the Iolorkers ,,'ere employed in

cente::s with more than 400 employees.
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. Table J

nistribution of Industrial Centers, by Number of Horkers (includ::'n[;

the sick). 1972

! Number of HSW Average Number Average Number Sick Per- Nuinber of
...:orkp.T5 of ·lolorkers of Harkers centage Centers,
(including (excluding (including, .1

the sick) the sick) the sick) .
~ I

-j

~
~ .

I
less than 25 15.0 18.2 !8 I

·25 - 50 35.8 41.0 13 I 8

50 - 75 55.9 64.5 13 18
.'

75 - 100 75.8 88.2 14· 20

100 - 125 99;0 114.2 13 20 ,
i

125 150 117.3 136.3 14 I is i- !
i'

150 - J75 140.7 J62.8 J4 10

J75 - 200 158.5 188.8 16 16

200 - 250 J85.2 2J6.9 ]5 J3

250 - 300 231.3 276.4 16 J I

300 - 35'0' 269.8 3J6.6 . 15. 6

350 - 400 324.3 378.4

I
14 8

I
than 400 634.0 777.4 18 iO

. I
more I

i
Total .169.4 J97.5" 14 I 156

I

Table J 'also relates the sick percentage to the various center

sizes. (The sick perc.entage is the percent of the ..total number of

workers including the ,sick which report being sick on the date. of the

survey.) For the program as a whole. the sick percentage is 14. The

percentage varies with the size of center. however, with all of the

intervals of less than 175 workers having an average sick percentage of

14 or less ,"while all of the intervals above 175 "lOrkers having an

average sick percentage of 14 or more. The interval tvith the highest

sick percentage is for the centers with more than 400 workers I). The

sick percentage "for these very 'largest centers ill 18.

I) This neglects the very smallest interval, which contains'but a
single center.

~ -~-----~-~ .._._.._--- ----~--- ----------
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In the 160 centers for which data l,ere available, 54 percent of

the workers were mentally handicapped~ This is an increase of 2

percent~ge points from 1970. An' increase l,as ..~.lso recorded in the

percentage of centers which had a responsible social employment

bOard--from 60 percent in 1970 to 64 percent in 1972. Similarly,

the percentage of center~ with mental testing and training facilities

and physical testing and training facilities increased from 1970 to

1972. The percentage for mental facilities rose from 38 to 1.4 and the

percentage for physical facilities rose [rom J2 to 13. The percentage

of facili ties wi th a worker consu'l tation body for 'Io.'orkers remained

at 88 percent ~

Table 2 presents the cost structure of the 129 centers for which

data were· available 2). This table again considers the 129 centers as

a single program, and hence reflects the cost structure 'for 'the entire

program.

In total, th~ 129 centers spant 570 aillion guilders in 1972 3),

about. 57 percent of which ,,~as for l.ages and associa ted cos ts for

W.S.W. workers. Yearly, 106 million guilders ~re spent f~r the wage

and salary cost of staff and supervisory workers -- about one-third the

amount 'spent for handicapped workers. These two labor components of

cost account for over 75 percent of total program costs. The other

major cost itE:ms are for lI)aterials and sales (59.1 million guilders)

and for £aciliti~s '(21.6 million guilders)~

.2) Cost data were available for 129 of the J62 centers. The analysis of
these data will not provide an accurate description of the total
costs of the industrial center program. However, if the -31 centers
for w4ich data are missing are a random selection of the 162 centers,
the estimates of cost structure and cost pet non··sick worker should

,be app:':L('.able for the entire, pro~ram. He will treat them as such. .
3) The c..ata ia Cha.pter III indicated that thc total costs for the entire

in~ustrial c~nters' program l,as 670.7 million guilders in 1972. Hence,
the centers in this analysis account for 84 percent of the total
program cost. BccauR~ the 129 canters are 81 percent of the total of
162 centers, this ilnplles tbat the average size of the cen ters on
"'hich cost data are lDissil'f: are,on average, slightly smaller
than the averar;e center in the total program.

~---------------~
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Table 2

The eOgt Structure of 129 Centers in the Industrial Centers Program,

1972 a)

•

I
i

!

Cost Cat~goty guilders (in I j)<'!:.cent of £uild<.:rs
millio11S) Itotal per non-

sick worker

\-lages and Other Employment
Costs for W.S.H. and Related
Workers 320.4 "56.6 13,788 i

2.7 653
!

Transportation Costs 15.3 ,

Staff and Supervisory Costs 105.5 18.6 4)540

Materials and Sales Costs 59.1 10.4 2)543

Facility Costs 21.6 3.8 930 .

Depreciation Costs 12.4 2.1 534

Interest Costs 16.5 2.9 710
!

Other Costs ~ 2.7 667 I
Total $66.3 100.0

J
24,370 . !.__•..1

a) As indicated in the text, cost data were available for 129 of ttc
.162 operating centers.

In the final column of Table 2, the components of .cost for the

129 centers are·state~ in per non-sick worker terms. In total" the

program cost 24~370 guilders·per worker in 1972, of which nearly

14,000 guilders was accounted for by W.S.W. wage costs. Staff and

supervisory c.qsts totalled .about 4,500 guilders per non-sick worker.

In·comparing Table 2 with the corresponding data for 1970 (in

Table 2 of CI-iapter IV).,· a number of interesting points appear.

First, as a percent of total costs, W.S.tv. salary costs declined

slightly--from 58.8 percent of the total to 56.6 percent. Staff and

supervisory costs, ·011 the other hand, increa~;c.d from 17.3 percent of

the total.toI8.6 percer.t. Facility costs decreaeed substantially

from 5.8 percent of til(! total to 3.8 percent. Hajor incrcasf:s "Tere

registered for both depreciation and interC:!st costs -- both rose·
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.from percent of the total to 2.1 percel1t and 2.9 percent regpectively .

Stated in per non-sick worker terms, costs.~os£ sUb~tantially,

from 1970 to 1972. For example,- \iT.S.\iT. per ,,'orker wage costg rose 'by

/.7 pt:>t'cent and total ,costs per non-sick worker roge by 32 percent. Of

the ~~jor cost components, ·staff and supervisory costs rose by the

greatest amount; over 42 percent.

I

I

I
I

Unfortunately, the revenue structure of the individual centers

is unavailable.. Hence, the only 1972 revenue information which can

be presented is that shown in Chapter III. It indicates that the total

revenue of the centers is 67J million guilders -- \IP over 200 millic.n ..

guilders from 1970. Over 66 percent of that revenue was accounted for

by subsidies from the national government, an increase ,of. ,4 perce-ntage.

points from 1970. Sales revenue as a percent of the total was 30 percent

in 1972, down 4 percentage points from 1970.

II. Does the Size of Center Matter?

As' in the analyRis of 1970 data, some of the important· char.acter

istics of the centers will be related to center size. Again, the

purp~se is to ~iscern if a ~elationship_,betw:en these variables and

'center size exists. These relationShi.ps are presented in
" ,

,able 3 for the non-financial center characteristics.

Coiumns 1 and 2 of Table 3 relate the 'ratio of mentally handi

capped and ment~lly retarded workers to the size of centers. As in

1970, the relationship of these variables to center size is not

very strong. For the handicapped. a slight posi.tive relationship

exists. as in 1970. This relationship is not clear for the mentally

retarded in 1972, even though it was present in the J970 data.

Indeed. the two categories with a'mentally retarded ratio above .4

are below 175 workers.

Column 3 ShO'V1S the ratio of center!'! with a non-governmental body

or associ.ation ove.rseeing the progrilT!1 in each of the si7.e intervals.
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It sugeestfl that the l,·n:S~"1. and the llmallcst centcrs have a somewhat

lover probability of having such a board. With th~ cxccpticinof centera

with 175 - 200 workers, all of the middle size intcrvals -- those from

75 - 250 wOTkers -- have a ratio above that for the program as a whole. '

Table 3

Av~ragc Val~cs of Selected Non-financial Program Characteristics by,

Size of Centcr, 1972

IRatio of
I "

N=bcr of ·non- Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of I 1\.c..ti.v of
'sick '\oI.S.w. ' mentally J:lentnily centers : c,\.:.:.tc.:.,::s.centers Iccnte~s ,
workers handicapped retarded to with social "i t~ r~er,t';'li~l.ith . , \It'it:: :,

to all all li'orkers employment tra~nlng to!pnys~c~l \-lo·L·k.~r C"'i-
workers bOBrd to total training sultation

total to total body tc
total

less than 25 .28 0 1.0 0 '.0 1'.0
25 -' 50 ;51 .32 .50 0 0 .75
50 .. 75 .56 .41' .56 .28 0 I ~89

75 - JOO .53 .35 .65 .25 0 9"• J

JOO - J25 .55 .36 " .,70 .20 I .05 i .75
125 - 150 .54 .37 .73 .47 0 .93' '

150 - 175 .56 .43 .90 .60 .:W 1.0

175 - 200 .51 .32, .50 .50 .06 .94 -
200 - 250 .46 ' .34 .65 .85 0 .92
250 - 300 .53 .36 .64 .55 .4~ .91
300 - 350

,
.60' .38 ' .50 1.0 .33 '1.0

350 - 400 .57 ~39 .50 .88 .50 I 1.0I400 or more .54 .38 .66 .50 .50 .70
==. ..

Me:m .54 .64 .44 .13 .89

The r~tio of mental and physical testing and training facilities

,by size of center is sho.~ in columns 4 and 5. Both of these variables

are strongly related to center siz~. }o'or' the mental facilities, no

interval below 125 wor~erc hus a ratio as large 8S the mean, while
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all intervals above 125 ,yorkers have a ratio larger tlwn the mean

ratio for the program. This pattern is even stronger for the

physical facili t{es-- only 1 center less than 150 workers has

physical testing and training facilities. Fifty percent of the

centers with 350 or more workers have such facilities.

The final column relates the ratio of centers with a

consultation body for workers to center size. Again, as in 1970,

this ratio appears to vary positively with center size but not

strongly. The mean ratio for the 5 largest intervals is .91; that

for the smallest 5 is .85. The. cxtremely lo~y ratio for the very

largest center sizes --those wi th more than 400 workers - - is un-

·explained. This ratio was .86 in 1970 and .70 in 1972.

The relationship of a few financial variables to center size

is shown in Table 4. While these relationships 'included bo'th revc'nue

and cost characteristics' for the 1970 data, only cost patterns are

available for 1972.

Table 4

Average Values of Selected Financial Program Characteristics for

129 Centers in the Industrial Centers Program, By Size of Center, 1972

Number of non- W.S.\v. Wage Staff Cost Total Cost
sick workers cost per per worker per worker

'yorker

less than 25 15.4 9.3 30.1

25 - 50 14.3 4.7 23.0

50 - 75 13.2 4.7 24.2

75 - 100 15.1 5.2 30.1

100 - 125 14. I 5.0 26.2

125 - 150 14.5 4.6 24.2

150 - 175 14. J 4.3 23.1

175 - 200 14.5 4.3 26.6

200 - 250 14.0 4.4 25.4

250 ,- 300 14.4 5.2 25. I

300 - 350 14. I 4.7 24.8

350 - 400 14.0 4.11 23.7

400 or more 14.5 4.7 26.3

:>lc:U"l 1.1. B 4.5 24.4,
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The fil"st column presents the W.S.W. wage cost per worker by

size of center. The range of this value is from J.3, 200 guilden; to

J5,200 guilders in 1972. For 1970, the range Has from 10,300 to

11,700 guilders. As in 1970, however, this variable shows little,

if any, relationship to the size ,of center.

As in the 1970 data, staff cost per worker does appear to be

relnted to center size. The highest per worker ,values are for the

centers with less .than 125 '!Yorkers, where the value' is above 4700

gui lders in all o.f the intervals. The value then .declines to

4300 - 4400 in the range from 125 to 250 workers, and then ris~s ~o

the 4400 to 5000 guilder range for center sizes above 250 worker~.

Again, thi s staff cost per ,yorker pattern is reflected in the data

for total costs per worker-- although not so strongly as in the

1970 data. The class intervals with the la~gest total costs pcr'

worker are the 175 - 200 interval and the interval with centers

having more than 400 workers.

III. Does the Province ,~1atter?

As in the analysis of the 1970 data, the characteristics of the

centers in 1972 will be exa~ined by province. First, a selection of'

non-financial center characteristics will be examined, and ,then a

few financial variables.

The first three col~~ns of Table 5 present' non-financial variables

by province. The first column is center size measure~ by numb!.'r of

workers including the'sick. This mean center size varies substantially

over the provinces --the range is from 132 (Friesland) to 373 (Limburg).

Average cente.r size· has increased from 1970 to J 972 in all 'of the

regions except Groningen, Overijssel, and Noord-Holland. The largest

increases were in Noord-Brabant with an incre~se in average center

size of 49 workers, and Limburg with an increase of 23 vlOrkers. The

decrease in the average size of centers in Groningen by 59 work?rs is

unexplained.
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Again" the ratio of ~0ntally handicapped workers is greatest in

Utrc(:ht (.70), com~ared to the program ;lVerl.lge of .52. Limburg, in

addition to having ,the- largest average center si7.e, has the lowest

proportion of mentally hand~capped (.30). As in the 1970, this

-pattern is reflected in the r~tio of ~yorkeis above wag£' group L For

Utrecht this ratio is .36; it is .83 for Limburg. ~Iile the mentAlly

handicapped ratio for Noord-Holland is about the average of the

program as a whole, it has an exceedingly low ratio of workers above

wage group I (.38 compared'to a mean of .60). This variance is

unexplained.

Columns 4, 5" and 6, show the variance of a fe~\' financi III

variables by province. Average H.S.\.J. wage cost by province is shown

in column 4. The range of values over the provinces is ,12,900 guilders

to 16,900 guilders. The range in 1970 was much smaller -- 10,onnto

11,600 guilders. Again, Limburg, with the highest average qualification

of workers, has the highest average wage cost. y,Thile Utrecht and

Noord-Holland had the lowest average wage cost in 1970, Gelde~lRnd

is substantially below the others in 197'.

Average staff cost per worker ranges from 3600 guilders

(Zeeland) to 5400 (Li~burg). This range of 1800 guilders is substantially

greater than in 1970, when the range was 1100 guilders. In that year,

Limburg also had the highest figure. Again, note that Limburg also had

the largest proportion of hi.ghly qualified workers. Utrecht,

with the highest percentage of mentally handicapped ,70 percent), ha.s

a very lo~·] staff cost per worker (4200 guilders).

The figures on total cost per worker again parallel staff costs

per worker-- as they did in 1970. Limburg has the highest value

(29,800 guilders), with Zeeland (22,900 guilders), Utrecht (22,000

guilders), Overijssel (22,800 guilders) and Gelrlerland (23,000 guilders)

, being substantially below the other provinces.

._----_.~---

._--~~--------~~---~--------
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Table 5

Average Values of Selected Program Characteristics, By Province, .
1972 a)

Province Average Ratio of Ratio of Av~rage HS\'; IAverage Staff I Total
size of men'tally workers wage cost cost per cost p
center (110. handicap- above vage per wOl"ker worker (000 I wqrkeriof Harkers ped to all group I to (000 of of guilders) I (000 c:
including workers all workers guilders) gui ~.rlc-

the sick) I

, 1
,
j I

I
Groningen 159 .53 .69 14.0 5.6 ! 27.8,
Friesland 132 .57 .66 14. I 5.3 26.9

Drente 238 .5:.. .72 14.3 4.8 26.6

Overijssel 187 .58 .60 13.8 4.1 22.8

Gelderland 191 .56 .53' 12.9 4.2 I 23. J
I

Utrecht 193 .70 .36 13.8 4.2 ')'j .:"

!

I
;:.."",.I.:J

Noord-Holland 137 .56 .38 13.6

I
5 " 25.S• J

Zuid-Holland 208 .64 .50 14.1 4.7 ! 24.7

zeeland 197 .49 .68 14.8 3.6 22.9

Noord-Brabant 229 .57 .71 14.8 4.1 25.4

Limburg 373 .30 .83 16.0 5.4 29.8

I
Mean 197.5 .54 .60 13.8 4.5 I 24.4

i
I

a) Columns 1-3 reflect data from 160 or" the 162 centers; columns 4-6 'reflect
data on the 129 centers for which cost data were available.

IV. Center Performance -- By Size and Region

Because of the unavailability of data on revenues by center,

none of the performance indicators save one can be calculatl:!Q for 1972.

The indicator which is calculated is the ratio of staff ~nd super

visory costs to W.S.W .. wage costs.

In Table 6, this ratio is shmvll for centers of various sizes; in

Table 7, the ratio is displayed by province.
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Table 6

Staff \l1age Cos ts as a Percent of H. S. W. WCl ge Cos ts, by Si 7.C of Cen ter,

1972

r r-i'umber of non-sick Staff ~'age costs as Percentage Point
I,'. S .1~. vlOrkers a percent of 1~. S. H. Change, 1970 -

wage costs 1972

less than 25 60 -
25 - 50 30 - 5

50 - 75 37 + 3

75 - 100 35 + 5

100 - 125 39 .+ 1J

125 - 150 32 + 3

ISO - 175 31 + 2

175 - 200 30 + 3

200 - 250 32 - .J

250 - 300 36 + 3

300 - 350 33 + I,

350 - 400 31 + 5

400 or more 33 + 5I

Hean 34 + 4

As noted in the ~iscussion of the 1970 data, this percentage can

indicate poor economic performance. It focusses on the extent of administrative

and supervisory personnel in the program relative to W.S.H. workers. On

average staff wage costs were 34 percent of H.S.W. wage costs. As in 1970,

the centers with less than 125 workers have the highest r~tios. With the

exceptioI', of ::he 25 - sa class interval, tiH? ratio for t'hcse intervals

ranges from 35 to 39. The only other interval with a high value is

the 250 - 300 worker interval, wi~1 a value of 36 percent. The lowest

ratio for the centers with from 175 200 ,,'orkers.

The final column in Table 7 shows bOH this percentage has chang(,d

for each of the class intcrv<l'ls. For 10 of the 12 n']cvant intervals,
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the percentage rose -- frOll1 2 to J J pcrccnt<tr:l~ points. The largest

i.ncrease' -- 11 points -- was for centers in the lOO - 125 'Jorkers range.

The increase in the mean percentagt> was II percentage points from

1970 to 1972 4).

In Table 7, this same percentage is displayed by r~gion. As

in 1970, th0. region with the lowest ratio is Zeeland, with 24 percent.

In 1970, the province with the highest-ratio was Friesland; in 1972,

Noord-Holland and Groningenboth have ratios ahove 40 -- at least

4 percentage points higher than the Friesland percentage i.n 1970.

All of the provinces except Gclderland showed an increase in

this ratio from 1970 to 1972. The increases range from 1 percentage

point to 8 percentage points for Noord-Holland.

Table 7

Staff Wage Costs as a Percent of W.S.W. Wage Costs, by Province, 1972

..- .--r------.--~.,-

Province Staff wage costs as Percent point
a percent of W.S.W. change, 1970 -

, , wage costs 1972

Groningen 40 + 5

Friesland -39 + ,3

Drente 34 + 3

Overijssel 30 + 5

Gelderland 32 ' -
Utrecht 32 + 4

Noord-Holland 41 '+ 8

Zuid-Holland 35 + 5,

Zeeland '24 + 1

Noord-Brabant 26 + 1

Limburg 35 + 6

Nean 34 . + '"

4) It should again be noted that the calculation for 1972 is based on
the 129 centers with data available, and not on the full populati6n
of centers as in J970. This could bias the resul ts in some unknmm
WAy fn~ some of the intervals.
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CHAPTER VI

THE INDUSTRIAL CENTERS PROGRAN IN 19_7_3 A...I_)I_W_F_'I_L_E

,
This section is the third profile analysis of Xhe industrial

centers. It presents the analysis of this component of the program

for the year 1973, and compares the results for this year with those

of 1970.

Of the three years for which ~lC analysis is do~e, the data of

this year are the most complete. In addition to both revenue and cost

components fOT each of the c~nters, deta were collected.on the

composition of both \.... S.v.'. anrl Non-\~.S.H. wurkcrs. In 1973, tlwre

were 155 centers for which complete data were available (out of a

total of 157 workplaces). Primarily because of the closing of R

fe\,' centers, and the consol ida t ion of severa I others, this .numb'er

is smaller than the 171 workplaces analyzed for 1970.

I. The Dimensions of the Program in 1973

In the ISS operating industrial centers in 1973, 32,714 workers

were employed, of which 26,626 were classified as non-sick. The

average size of a center was, therefore, 21) workers (or 178 non

sick workers). This compares with an average size of 189 workers in

1970.

Table I presents the size distribution of centers, in which size

is measured by the total number of workers. There were two centers

with leSR t~an 25 ·workers and 15 with more than 400. Again, nearly

one-third of the workers were employed in these very large centers.

It should be noted that the size of these very large centers has

decreased since 1970. In that year, the average size of centers .in

this class was 707; in 1973, the average size was 685.

Table also displays the sickl1:.(':.:~s__r,r:Y.~:..£.r:_t:.:1r,C hy size of cenl''''!"

O\·(·ral1. lhu sic:kncsH pl.'rC(>l1lagt~ dl'c:reilSl'd from Iii to 1!•. 3. !l,;r,·t.'IH

1'1"1)111 I(J70 ttl 197:1. "Ag;J\n, h,'wL·vI.'r, the ,;III,)11,'r "l>IlU,'TS shill.' ,1. 1.)\OIL'r

,c;i,'k pcrc"lILage thall do tlw Jo1rgc~r cenU,r!;. For cE'lltl~rHwiLh l(·s~,

----_._- -----~----------- ._------_.
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thail 150 workers, the sick percentage is in the 12-14 pE~cent

range 1). For centers larger than 250 workers, the percentage

ranges from 15 to 19 percent (with the exception of the centers

in the 350-400 worker range with the very low percentage of 1J).

Of the nearly 33,000 workers in the program, 17,757 had some

form of mental handicap. This'is 54 percent of the total, a slight

,increase from the 52 percent shown in 1970. 1'lentally retClrdE:Q

workers totalled 12,334, or 38 percent of the total. This is again

an increase of 2 percentage points from 1970.

The number of centers with mental testing and training

facilities remained fixed at 65 -- the same number as in 1970. The

number with physical testing and t~aining increased by one since

1970, from 20 to 21.

In 1970, 102 of the centers had a non-governmental body OY

association whi~h organized and operated the centers. By 1973,

this fOnTl of organiza t.ion had increased by 5 -- to 107. Perhaps

this form of organization accomvauied the consolidation

of some of the centers. During this same 4 year period, hm"ever,

the number of centers which had an organized arraneement for the

workers to consult with the management decreased from 150 to 147.

This reduction is likely caused by the consoli,dation of some of

the centers from 171 to 155. In percentage terms, the centers with

such an arrangement increased from 88 to 95 percent of the total.

Table 2 presents the cost'structure of the 155 centers. In total,

these 'ISS ccriters expended 822 million guilders 2), 58 percent of which

went for W.S.W. wage and other employment costs. This is nearly the

same percentage as in 1970. The next largest cost item is for ~taff

and supervisol~ personnel. Again, as in 1970, about 17 percent of

total costs .]ere spent on administration and supervision. This

compares with materials and sales costs whi.ch accounted for about

80 million guilders of expenditure, or 10 percent of the total. Of the

total non-W.S.W; wage costs, the costs for administrati~e and super-

vis6ry workers accounrs for 42 percent. '

I) 'This"'ignores the 2 very Hmall centers, with an average sick per
cen!;.age of 21.

2) ThiB figure is about 3.5 )'crccnt greater than that ShOWl1 in Chapter 3.
This discrepcncy is in the process of being reconciled by the
Mi11is t r)' and th~, Princi.pal Inves tiga tor. .
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Table I

Distribution of Industrial Centers, by Number of Workers (including

the sick), 1973.

r
- ~' ..

Average l~Llluber INUr.Jber tJ£ \-I.S.W. AvC!rage Numher .Si ckness Number of
I V;orkcTS (including of Workers (ex- of \.Jorkers (in- percent- centers I

the sick) cluding the sick) eluding the sick) age

less than 25 10.0 12.6 21 2

25 - 50 33.9 38.7 12 10

50 - 75 57.9 66.7 13 14

75 - 100 76.4, 88.4, 14 17

lOG - :25 96.1 110.5 13 20

IZ5 - 150 119.6 137.2 13 IS
150 - 175 139.6 163.6 IS 10

175 - ZOO 156.6 185.4 16 II

ZOO - 250 19'3.0 221.9 13 14

250 - 300 230.2 272.3 IS II

300 - 350 268. I' 320.5 16 8

1 350 - 400 332.0 .372.9 11 8

more than 400 552.6 684.9 19 15

Totl11 178 211 14.3 155

Table 2

The Cost Structure of the Industrial Centcr~ Program, 1973.

Cost" Category guilders percent of guilders per
(in millions) total non-sick worker

Wages and other Employment Costs for
W.S. \-!. and Related \-]orkcrs 479.9 58.4 18,024

I Tre,nsportiltion Costs 20.4 2.4 766

I Ste,:c:[ r:.!'l.d Supervisory Costs 142.5 17.3 5,352
1 :-Iateri.als ,1nd Sales Costs 82.1 10.0 3,OR3I

,I
Facili ty 28. I 1,055Costs 3.5

DC'pr'('ciation Costs 16.6 2.0 623

Int!:'rcst Costs 22.'1 2.7 R30

Other Costs 30.2 3,7 I, 1V~---,. ---1 i:ota], 821.9 100.0 30,RORI

-
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The third column of Table 2 expresses costs per non-sick worker.

In 1970, the totnl vnlue ,,,as 18,490 guilders. The 197.3 value of nearly

31,000 guilders represents an increase of 62 percent -- representing

a~out 13 pcrc~nt growth per year. Of the 31,000 guilders, 18,000

guilders was accounted for by W.S.W. wage costs and 5,400 guilders

by staff and supervisory costs.

T2ble 3 displays the income side of the industrial centers program.

Again, total income is defined to be equal to total costs. In 1973,

52 percent of totAl expenditures were accounted for by the basic

g~vert1r.1E'nt subsic1y. This is the same pe.rcentage as in 1970. Subsidies

from other government sources -- b?th municipal and national government

covered 17 percent 6f total expenditures. This is an increase frOli. J970, .

. when these otber subsidies accounted for less than 15 percent of total

costs. In 1973,S81es covered less than 30 percent of total expenditures

down from 32 percent in 1970. In 1973, sales revenue was 107 ·~ercent

of the sum of supe!visory, administrative, and materials costs. In

1970, sales were over 118 percent of these costs.

Table 3

The Revenue Structure of the Industrial Centers Program, 1973

Rl?venue Category guilders percent of guilders per.
(in millions) total non-sick • .'0:;' ker

Basic .Government Subsidy 425.6 5],7 15,984

Other Government Subsidy 122.5 14.9 4,601

I lofunicipa.J. Subsidy 13.5 1.6 507

Sales Revenue 239.8 29.2 9,006

Other Revenue 20.5 2.5 770--- ---
Total 821.9 100.0 30,R68
..
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II. Does the Size of Center MRtter?

As with the 1970 data (and to some extent the 1972 data), several

characteristics of centers can be related to center size. These

characteristics are both financial and non-financial. In Table 4, the

same set of non-financial characteristics are related to center size

as in Table 4 of the 1970 analysis in Chapter IV.

The patterns sho'lm there are not r.ubstantially different from

those in 1970. Again, very little pattern in hiring of mentally

handicapped workers is evident over the size distribution. SmaJler

,centers -- those beJow 175 workers -- tend to hire a higher percent

age of ~entally retarded workers than do the larger centers. All of

the ratios above the mean ratio of .38 are in intervals with less·than

175 workers. This is the reverse of the 1970 pattern, but in both

cases the relationship. is not strong. The centers, of moderate size

tend to a non-governmental sponsoring organization somewhat more

than 'do either the very large or small centers. All of the ratios

above .8 are in intervals· between 125 and 300.

Again the presence of testing and training centers -- both

physical and mental -- are strongly related to center size. Indeed,

only one center of the 78 centers with less than 150 workers has

physical training'facilities. Finally, as in 1970, the larger centers

are somewhat more likely'to have a consultation body for workers than

are the smaller 'centers. Only one center of the 77 centers with from

125 400 workers does not have such a body. The surprisingly low

ratio for the centers with more than 400 workers is present in both

1970 and '1973.

,The final column of Table 4 relates the ratio of subsidized

supervisory workers to total ~.S.W. workers to the size o~ centers.

There it is seen that the' highest intensity of supervisory personnel

is in the smaller centers. Excluding the smallest class' interval,

the ratio is above .12 for all intervals with centers of less than 100

workers. The ratio is .09 for all intervals with centers of more than

300 workers.



Table 4

Average Values of Selected Non-Financial Program Characteristics by Size of Center, 1973
- .....

I
Number" of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of IRatio of . Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of
nort-sick mentally mentally centers with "centers with centers '.oJith centers with subsidized
\./.S.W. handicap- retarded to a non-govern- mental physical a worker supervisory
workers ped to all all workers mental training to training to consultation personnel

w'orkers sponsoring total " total body to t0tal to tot,1l non-
organization sick workers
to total

less than 25 .82 .58 .50 0 0 .50 .09
25 - 50 .52 .33 .60 0 0 .90 .14
50 - 75 .54 " .42 .71 .21 0 1.0 .12
75 - 100 .59 .43 .;>3 .18 .06 I

".94 .13
100 - 125 .47 .34 .75 .25 0 .95 .10
125 - 150 .61 .44 .87 .33 0 1.0 .11
ISO - 175 .55 .39 .70 .50 .10 1.0 .10
175 - 200 .54 .38 .64 .55 .09 1.0 .09
200 - 250 .54 .37 .86 .79 .07 .93 .08
250 - 300 .51 .35 .82 .64 .27 1.0 .10
300 - 350 .52 .37

I"

.38 .63 .38 1.0 .09
350 - 400 .69 ~38" .63 .75 .63" ],0 .09
400 or more .51 .34 I .67 .60 .40 .80 .09

Hean .54 .38 _I .69 .42 .14 .95

o
-...J
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Table 5 pres<.>nts selected financial variables and relates them

to center size. Again, the W.S.w. wage cost per worker is quite

constant across the distribution. The sum of the basic pIllS special

subsidy per vorker also shows little pattern, although the highest

values are associat.ed with ,t.he very largest and 'very smallest centers.

As with the 1970 data, the staff costs' per. worker decline form the

5500 - 6000 guilder range for the centers with' les~ than lOa workers to

the 4500 - 5000 guilder range for the medium size centers -- those

with from lOa to,400 workers. The very largest centers Sh01~ somewhat

higher staff costs than the average. Total costs per worker also tend

to fall with cent<.>r sizp., again up to centers of the very largest size.

This general pattern of the very la'rgest centers having higher costs

per worker and requiring larger subsidil?s per worker than some....'hat

smaller centers was not so plainly visible in the 1970 data. Finally,

as in 1970, there' is a tendency for sa],es revenue ,per,workerto fall

with size of center. The highest value is for centers in the 75 - laO

worker range -- 12,400 guilders per worker while the lowest is in the

350 - 400 worker interval -- 5000 guilders per worker. While the centers

with more ~han 400 workers tend to have relatively high staff and total

costs per worker, they also tend to have relatively high sales revenue

'per worker -- 10,000 guilders.

Table 6 presents data which address the'performance question

directly. Seven indicators of econornic per~ormance are presented for

class intervals which span the size distribution. The indicators shown

are those which werp analyzed in T?ble 6 of Chapter IV and are ,defined

in Appendix C. Th~ size interval which has the value suggesting the best

performance is indicated by an 1{ for each performance indicator. Again,

because of the small number of centers in the smallest class i.nterval,

it is not include>d in the analysis of these dati'!.

By and large, the patterns suggested in ChrJpter IV for the 1970

data are maintained here. rhe primary pattern is the generally good

performance of centers in the 150 - 200 \,'urkcr range. As the final

column indicatE'!':, tl!c!':e two intervals rank first and thiru, respectively,

when performance on all of the indicator:; is tnken into account. However,

in this 1973 an~lysis, very sm~ll ~nd very large centers perform better

relative to the ot'her size centers than \vas ob:;ervcd in 1970.



Table 5

Average Valur.s of Selected Financial Program Characteristics by Size of Center (000 guilders)

r- --
, ~ . W. S·. lv. ",age cost fl.,~$~e· plus Epecial Staff cost per Total cost SalesNumaer or non-s1ck

W. S. lv. \·wrkers per ,,'<.'rker subsidy per worker worker per worker . revenue per
\.lOrkcr.

,-_..

.'

less than 25 22.7. 20.8 7.6 36.5 11.6

25 - 50 18.2 19.2 I 5.3 29.7 7.5

50 - 75 16.8 17.5 5.8 31.0 9.6

75 - 100 17.2 18.0 6.1 33.2 12.4

100 - 125 17.7 18.3 5,1 29.5 8.1

125 - 150 16.6 17.2 5.0 28.9 8.1

150 - 175 . 16.6 17.0 5.2 29.1 9.9

175 - 200 17.4 18.2 5.2 30.8 9.8

200 - 250 16.2 16.8 4.5 26.9 6.7

250 - 300 16.6 17.4 5.0 28.8 8.3

300 - 350 17.2 18.0 4.9 29.7 8.2

350 - 400 16.8 17.2 . 5.0 27.4 . 5.0

400 or more 18.1 18.5 5.3 31.6 10.0

Mean 17.2 17.9 5.1 29.9 8.7

o
\0



Table 6

Selected Performance Indicators, by Size o~ Center, !973

NU!:loer of oon- Opbrengsten": Deficit per Netto op- Social 'cos t Non-W. S•.'-1. Sales I Sales as Averages i c!< \{. S . \-1. 1<osten ,...orker (000 brengst per . per worker.. Salary as a Revenue as a percent rank
~'otkers Ratio guilders) worker (000 percent of a percent of of staff (rank)

guilders W.S.H. social costs ",age costs
salary costs

I ro - 25 .67 2.20 9.73 2.43 32 75 135 I -- --
25 - 50 .62 2.08 6.82 4.08 . 31 73 2701:- 4.36 ( 2)
50 - 75 .63 2:27 7.63* 4.45 34 72 145 5.50 ( 5)
75 - lOa .59 2.11 7.08 3.61 37 70 108 6.07 ( 6)

100 - 125 .53. 2.15 5.44 3.69 30 68 132 6.79 ( 7).
125 - 150 .55 2.48 5.98 4.22 30 66 154 6.79 ( 8)• 1.401:. 2.41'= 77'=150 - 175 .65~ 7.00 31 147 2.79 ( I)
175 - 200 .59 2.03 6.01 3.. 65 30 71 141 4.64 ( 3)
200 - 250 .47 2.96 4.86 3.88 281:- 63 128 8.43 (10)
250 - 300 .49 2.41 5.39 3.78 30 64 125 8.36 ( 9)
300 - 350 .48 3.08 5.51 4.42 29 62 135 8.71 (11)

" 350 - 400 .37 3.97 3.79 5.59 29 50 93 10.70 (12)
400 or more .57 2.29 5.92. 3.52 29 71 145 4.86 ( 4)'

Mean .55 2.39 6.04 3.88 31 68

I
128

o
I
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Centert. \\,ith from 25 to 50 workers have nn overall nll1k 0.( 2, and centers

~ith more than 400 workers have an ovp.rall rank of 4. The rank of these

two interv::tls was J2 and 10 in J970. This is a rather remarkable change.

With the exception of the largest interval, economic performance appears

to be inversely related to center size -- intervals spanning thc range

from 200 - 400 workers have ranks 9, 10, II, and 12. This negative

relationship appears to be substantially stronger. in 1973 than in

1970.

III. Does the Province Matter?

In Table 7, the same seven performance indicators are related to

provinc·e. This table can be dire.ctly compared with Table 8 in Chapter

IV. Again, the province with the best performance on any given

indicator is noted with a .*. As in 1970, the two southern interior

provinces rank first and second in the average performance ranking

shown in the final column. However., from 1970 to J973, ·Limburg rnov~d

from first rank to second.while Noord-Brabant moved from second to

first. This switch is accounted for by the substantial drop in per

formance of centers located in Limburg. In 1970, Limburg's performance

was the best on 6 of the 7 indicators,and in nearly all cases significant

ly better than the performance of any other province. In 1973, Limburg's

performance was the best on only 2 of the 7 indicators. Noord-Rrabant

had the best performance on the remaining 5 indicators. The decrease

in performance between 1970 and 1973 is also notable for Utrecht. In

1970, Utrecht had the overall rank of 3; in J973, its overall rank

was 8. As in .1970, the provinces with the poorest overall perfonnance

were Gelderland (9), Noord-Holland (10), and Zuid-Holland (II).

"One statistic in the tablE' is of special note. ~fui1e the average

center has.sales which are J28 percent of staff wage costs, the average

·center in Zuid-Hol1and is able to cover only 90 percent of its

staff wage costs with sales revenue.

Finally, the change in performance from 1970 to 1973 is presented

in T.'ible 8 for each of the provinces' and for tlw aVE,rage center in the

program. There the pC'rcentage change in the value of each of the
I .'

performance indic.at'prs from J970 to 1973 is shOlvn. For the average center,
...

----- -~._- _.- -- -_.... _._.- --_.. - ._-_.----- ._-_._---~~-------
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Table 7

Selected Perf;rmanrc IndicRtors. by Province. 1973

N

" --_. -
ovince !OPbrcngs ten.~ Deficit per Netto op- Social .Staff wG&e Sales <IS Sales ;1S Averaee RankKosten. worker (000 brcngst pcr cost per coSts as a a percent a percent (Rank)

.~atio . . guilders) lolOrker (000 worker (000 percent of of social of staf.f .guilders) guilders) W.S.W. wage costs \omce costs .
. ccsts

'--'. . - ...._.. -,

:mingen .60 1.96 6.63 4.02 36 72 156• 6.43 ( 7)
icsland •59 2.27 7.04 3.78 :h i3 ICO 6.08 ( 5)J~

~nte . 6t~ 1.28 6.76 3.06 33' 76 i67 4.]4 ( 4) .
erijssel .56 2.35 5.56 3.43 25:.1: 70 159 6.21 ( 6)
Iderland .48 2.83 5.37 5. i 3 ·23 0>9 14'3 8.64 ( 9)
rccht .56 1.49 5.35 2.90 31 67 118 6.93 ( 8)
ord-Holland .47 3.92 5.93 '4.87 32 59 ·104 9.21 (10) .
id-Holland .47 2.78 4.91 4.63 32· 58· 90 ~.71·(II)

eland .58 1.30 .:5 ~99 2.34 26 77 164 4.00 ( 3)
1.07'k. 1.7811. 25* ...

189* 1.79 ( I)nd:"tr2.bant .67 6.48 85~

;]burg '.7211.' 1.12 8.5611. 2.83 34 81 179 . 2.86 ( 2)

'lean .55 2.39 6.04. 3.SS 31 68. 128
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Table 8

Perc€":1tage Change Selected Perfonllance Indic<i.tors from 1970 to 1973, by Province

w

- i..1

-31.a

- 6.3

+ 3.8*

-21.1

-14.3

- 4.8

+ 3.iX "

+ ?I:':

+ 1.4*

-22.4

- 3.4

-18.2

- 7.7

- 1.4

- 1.3

- 9.1

-Ja.1

-21.2

-14.5

-22.7

+ 1.3:li:

+ 2.9

+ 2.8

+ 6.5

a
-12.S*-

-1-'1/).7

"- 3.0:1:

+ 6.7

+13.0

o
+17.2

+'82~3

+50.6

+93.7

~,25_; 7

+119 .• 2

+24L2

+127.6

+174.0

'+59.2

:+-S"I,8

;,1389.5

SocI...... 1
cost pet
worker

+~9.6:li:

+67..2
i .

:1:5 ]'.2*

+58.4:li:

+29.8:li:

.+33.• a:li:

+38.9~

+26.• S:li:

-l;S8.9:li:

+SO.7*

.+44.4*-

Net·to op
brengst per
worker

o
+83.6

- 2.0:li:

. + 2.7

. of 16-,;.:4

+39;'9

+23 ..0

+98.7

+85.7

-1:53;5

-19.7:li: .'

-:l1.0

- 2.9

7"·3.3

- 3.4

-.7.2

+ 3. iJ:.
-12.7

-21-.·1

-11.3

:-15.'.5

- 1.7

.:,

Noord-Holland

Province

Groningen

Friesland

Drente

Overijs'sel

Ge1derland

Utrecht

zuid-Holland

Zeeland

Noord:':'Brabant

Limburg

:----------...~7""'----:-::-::~r::-::~~-~:_l_;:;:::_:=_==-T_:;::::::i·- ..."".-,,- .... iia•.""'~........ ==cj.I.C.r .....~~.....,.. , ""
j jOpbrengsten 'I Deficit per i i '.

.Kosten.. worker
~'Htlo

.Staff wage Sales as Salp.s ss
costs as a a percent a percent
perc~nt of of social 'of staff

',.-' ~ 1'''·S'w. wage costs wage c0:jts,"
• co~ts

I II I " . __.
-, ...--;- I I I.

I
. i

Hean -.9;8 +40.6 +41. I +128.2 + 3.3 -12.8 -12.9
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these changc!; can be summarized as follows. From 1970 to 1973,

the' ophrengs ten-kos ten ratio for the avenlbc center dec 1ined

by 10 percent

the dC'ficit per worker increased by 41 percent

thc netto opbrengst per worker increased by 41 percent

the social cost per worker increased by 128 percent

staff wage costs as a percent of W.S.w. wage costs increased

by 3.percent

sales as a percent of social costs decreased by 13 per~ent

sales as a percent of· staff wage costs decreased by 13 percent

For all the indicators except netto opbrengst per worker, sUbstantial.

decreases were recorded in the 1970 to 1973 period. These ranged ~Tom

a 128 percent increase in social costs per worker to ari increase in

staff wage costs as a percent of W.S.W.wagc costs of 3 percent~ This

decrease ·in pcrformance is apparently due to a decrease in sales·

revcnue and an increase in costs for administrative and supervisory

personnel.

The variance among the provinces in changed performance is sub

stantial. Some of the provinces recorded an increase in performance

on some of the indicators. These are indicated by.an asterisk in

Table 8. Aside f~om t~e improved netto opbrengst per worker (for which

every province showed an increase), the following incidence of improved

pcrformance was recorded:

Croningen indicator.

Drente indicator·

Overijssel - 2 indicators

Gelderland - 2 indicators

Noord-Holland indicator

Zeeland 2 indicators

Noord-Brabant 1 indicator

Fr·ies land, Utrecht, Zui d-Holland, and Limburg showed reduced performance

on nIl of tl~e indicatorf'. The·decrease for Limburg and Utrecht are

particularly large. And, it will be recalled, these provinces ranked

first and thinl, respectively, in overall performance in 1970. This

explninf' their drop in the overall ranking from 1970 to 1973.

---~~---------------------- --------_._-----------------------
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In this section, we will replicat~ the regression models presented

in Chapter IV, 6ut in this case using the' 1973 data. Again, the purpose

is to seek to disentangle some of the relationships bet",'een center

characteristics and center performance. So far we have. looked at these

relationships one at a time. Now, we shall vielv them in a model vlhich

allows us to measure the effect of individual variables while holding

constant statistically the other variables.

Table 9 is the same format of Table 9 in Chapter IV. It presents

the results of 7 multiple regression analyses -- one regression for

each of the primary 7 performance indicators. Again, the same 6

independent .variables are used. These are variables for whi'ch the::=e

is some expectation that their value is related to center performance.
3)

E'ach regression was run on data for the 155 centers in the 1973 program

These six independent variables are:

J. Province

2. The size of the center (number of non-sick 'yorkers).

3. Percent of mentally handicapped workers

4. Sick percentage

5. Percentage of workers above wage category I

6. Presence of a consultation body for workers

By.and large the results are similar to those presented for 1970.

Rather then describing them again.here,. only the more significant

differences between the 197D and 1973 regressions will be noted.

First, in all of the regressions the size of the corrected R2 is

higher -in the 1973 regressions than in the 1970 regressions, indicating

that a larger percentage of the variance in perfor.mance is being ex

plained'in the 1973 estimates. The highest R2 (.27) in the 1973 estimates

is in the staff wage costs as a percentage of sales 'regression~ The

regressions for the opbrengsten-kosten ratio, the deficit per worker,

3) Because of tilne constraints, onl)· theSe! regression specificatiOn!;
are pres~nted .here. Other more complete and. complex specificatic"O:';
are in the process of being estimated.
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Reeression Results Explairiin~ Center rcrror~3nce" 1973

Stn(f ...:.lr;C
costs as a
pt>rcc:nt of
sales (7.)

'Sales as a
pr,rccnt of
social costs

.-----r--' -,- ----.- --_. '--'--',
Sta f[ '-'<If;e
costs as a
percent of
lol.S.lo'. costs

I'rovince::

E>:p ] ,;;:,,-:..~~~~----'-.,-/?0>rClles-tel;:/--nCfi;;;per ";c't to O;----IGr'~ss "Social I
V<lJ:i'ibl<: Kosten lo:orker (000 brenest per co!:t per I

ratio guilders) \:orker (000 Horker (000
guilders ' Ip.lJi 1cJcrs)

'~--I' t--

·Groi1ir.~t;r:

rri'::~l.....j

Drentc:

O,;crij S5~1

Gddc:r2,-~:
~.

Utrccl:::

noorC:-::olla:Jd

Zuid-Bol1-ar:=l

ZccLlnd

Nocrcl-T':-c.hant

Lip-buq;

Number of \:0:-i:crs

%Mentally hDndi
c~P?::,d

Si.ck perc,':;! :!':;c

% Above ,::,~:,. t:re.up I

Consultat i ";1 I'~.,,)'

COlE: t,'ll t

l '- ( .-
_,,_ I~, _,("~),":'l"' ',: ,~__ .. ,__

".
-.04 +.493 -.159
+.02 -.757 -.279
:--.05 +.486 -,1.231

, -.09 +.680 - ;R59
+.01 -;924 - .896
-.07 ,+1 ;575:1: - .433
-;.07 +.567 -1.037
-.01 -.621 .. - ,.268
+.08 -.872 + .056

+.11 -1.008 +1.554:
-.003 ,*:1: +.00i4'1::I: - .0041:1::1:
+. OO20 :l::t: +.0018 +.031*

+.0035 +.0333 +. ]'29*:1:

'+.0031*:1: -.0232** +.023"

+.058 -.110 +1.58

.22 2.68 .711

.23 .20 .12
. "__.~ .• .o.-_. . ._.__ ._.

"
!
I
I
I
I

!

I
I
1

j
"I
I
/

1
I

"

J

!
I,

+.075 + .84 - 2.06 + .17
'-.,804 - 2.83 + 1.77 +2.70
-.5.52 -11.6* - 3.20 + .955
+.814 - 9.31* - 9.06 - 8.82

'-'1.634 - 7.62 + 1.78 + 4.59
+.504 - 5.9-7 - 7.41 + 6.73 -

+28.58:1:
I C'+.241 - 4.98 - 8.44

-1.77 -9.83 - 4.64 - 2.09
-2.24* -11.761:.* +12.96 -17.49
-.875 '- 1.48 + 6.40 - 4.09
+.0018 - .0054 - .022* + .007
-.,0090 - .0040 + .130 - .69**

-.054 - .014 + '.377 - .62
-.020 + .067 + . 326:t* - I.O?**
+.507 + 2.91 + 3.24 -49.92*':

5.86 39.90 37.57 231.5

.08 .05 .22 .27

\

lje Note t;,i!l: tI,e I'<:,',r~:;::i(ln \-1;15 ruu 011 the im"·l';.", of th", \';lI'i.ll.1,' c;i:;i,l~y".l ii, 't'r.(.lr. {, ;I:\.! 8,
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and sales as a percent of gross social costs also explain more than

20 percent of the variance in perforrn:1llce.

In the oven,'helming number of cases (62 out of 77 possible

cases), the signs on the· province coefficients coincide with the

signs in the 1970 analysis. Again, .the omitted observation i.s

Groningen, so that all of the coefficients are to be interpreted as

deviations from its value. However, while several of the coefficients

were significant in the 1970 analysis, only a few are significant

·in t/1e 1973 regressions. Noord Br.abant has significantly low social

'costs and significantly.low staff wage costs as a percent of W.S.W.

wage costs. Overijssel and Gelderland also have low and significant

values on the latter variables. Zuid-Hbllnnd has significantly high

staff wage costs as a percent of sales, and Noord-Holland has

a deficit per worker coefficient which is large' and statistically

significant .

. In thel~70 analysis, Limburg and Utrecht had substantially

better performance. than the other provinces, and the values of their

coefficients were often significant. For J973, Limburg often has

coefficents indicating better performance than the other provinces,

but in no case is the value of the Limbu~g coefficient ~tatisticallY

significa.nt. Overall, Utrecht's coefficient also indicate somewhat

better performance than the other provinces, but again in no case

is statistical significance pres~nt. T~is decrease in the statistical

significance of the province variable is the second mnjor difference

from the 1970 analysis. As the preceding section in this Chapter indicated,
.. :: .:.. ' .. -_ ..

this chenge is attributable to the substantial decrease in the

economic performance of centers in Utrecht and Limburg from 1970 to

1973 (see Table 8).

A third major difference is in the size of center variable (number

. ··.of non-sick workers). While size was generally inversely related to

performance in the 1970 analysis, in the 1973 regressions this negative

relationship is also present, but is substantially more powerful.

In all of the regressions but one, the 1973 value 'of the coefficient

on center s:i.ze is greater than the 1970 coefficient value. loJhile size

was statiRtically significant in 2 of the 7 regressions in 1970, it

is a statistically significant determinant in 4 of the 7 in 1973.

'".
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Thi.s result was. also. ;lIlticipated earlier in this Chapter (see Ta.ble 6).

Fourth, m(-!I1~.<.1 hand:icap intC'nsity is again positively related

to center.. performance. And, like eentC'T. size, the s t.rength of t.he

relationship is stroncer in 1973 than in 1970. While this Variable

"\\'a5 positively 're] ated to center performance in. If of 7 cases in 1970,

it is so related to performance in '5 of 7 cases in the 1973 a~nlyses.

In 1970, none of the coefficients in the 4 cases was signifitant;

in 1973, 3 of th~ 5 positive. relationship sign~ are statistically

signi ficant.

Finally, while. in 1970 the sick percentage was, by and large

negatively related to performance, this variable appears to contribute

to economic performance in 6 of the 7 regressions in 1973. The only

explanation for this unexpected result is the positive correlation

..", between center size and the sick percentage. shown in Table I.

Apparently, sick percentage is acting as a surrogate for center

size in the regressions, and in that way picking up some ·of its

negative impact on center performance.

As in Chapter' IV, Table 10 simulates the effects on c~nter·

performance of "1 of the 6 independent variables (province is

omitted as is the presence of a consultation body). Again the degree

of responsiveness is shown for the 4 performance indicators which

were analyzes in Chapter IV. These simulations suggest the effect

on mean center performance. if the values of the independent· variables

are changed from their~.!:. values by'specified amounts.

The values in Table 10 ar~'interpreted in t~e same way as in

Chapter IV. The first column ~resents the means of the variables.

and the performance indiciltors. The next fou'r columns suggest the

changes in the performance indicators if center size is doubled

(column 2), the perc:ent of mentally handic<lpped \~orkers is increased

by. 10 points (column 3), the siek percentagp. is increased by 10 points

(column 4), and the percentage of workers .above wage group I is in

creased by .10 points (column 5). While the direction of the changes

in performance is expected from the signs of the coefficients in

Table 9, the simulations in Table 10 givf> II more i.ntuitive interpretation

of the meaning uf the r~greHHjon rocffici~nls.

......... ---'" - --------~-~-
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Table JO

Some P~rfor.nance Simulations Using Regression Results, 197~

I
}lean
Valu(,~

of
I V.ni8ble

Assumed Values oi Independent
Variables and Predicted Values
of the Performance Indicator

54 --
14.3 --

63.1 , --
- - --
.55 ,50

133
Number of non-sick
workers

Percent mentally
handicapped

Sick Perccntage

Percent of workers
above wage group I

-Opbrengs ten-kosten
ratio

: 17.8.,3 357

64

c-- -

.57

24.3

.58

!

I
i

07.5

1lo.J I
73.1 78.9 I

f---- ~ - - -- --;

.58. .64.1

I, .

!
·1
i
I
I
I
I

j

I
!

Netto-opbrengst per
1worker (~uilders) 604J 531;2 6341

1
733J ·6271 7007

Sales as a percent of Igross social costs "68 64· 69. n 11 76

II
Staff wage costs as
a percent of sales 78 79 7J 72. ·68 52 i

The simulation in the final· column aeain involves changing a number·

of independent variables simultaneously ·and observing the effect on

economic performance. In that column, all o~ the independent variables

(except sick percentage) are changed in thedirec.tion of improved per

formance by 25 percent of their mean values. Because of the unexpected

sign on the sick percentage, changes in.it were not simulated in this

exercise. The results of this exercise can be stated as follows:

The 0YJ?~cngstcn-~ostcn ratio is increased by 16 percent fro~

.55 to .64 .

• !h~~~tto ~br~~Q~-pcr work~~ is increased by 16 percent from

6041 guild~rs to 7007 guilders.

Sales as a percel~ of social costs is increased by 12 prrcent

from 68 to 76 percent.

• Staff v.·Cl_~':-_'::-~5tll as a pc:.~!,_~~:... ~all.':':: is decreased by 33 percent

fro~ 78 to 52 percent.
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Again, the warning ir-uued i.n Chapter IV rcg:irdi.ne the interpre

tation of these si.mulaLi.on results must be noted. They arc based on the

.point estimates of rclation:->hips whether statistically significant or

not, presume that a linear specification is appropriaLe, and neglect

any possible interacLions among the independent variables. They are

meant only to be suggestive of the potential for improvement in economic

performance.

V. \\-Thicl2-~cnters Perform Relatively Well and Which Do Not?

Again it is possibl.e to isolate the centers with. the best and

. the· worst perrormance on each of the performance indi,c.ators. This is

d6ne for each of the indicators in Appendix D, where the top 20 and

bottom 20 centers are identified for each indicator •.

'In the 1973 anaIY$is, 14 indicators are identified 'whereas

only 12 indicators were available in the 1970 analysis.

Table II sun~arizcs the results in Appendix D. As in the 1970

analysis, the centers appea~ing at least (, times in the bo·ttom 20 and

t~e top 20 of the 12. perfo.rmancc: indica~ors used in 1970 are shoWn, along

.wi th the. number of times they appear in the bottom or top 20. By comparing

this table with Table 11 in Chapter IV, it is clear that a number

of centers were among the best or worst performers in each of the

~ears -- 4 of 13 on the list of best performers in 1970 and 6 of 16

on the list of worst performers in 1970. Those centers appearing'in'

the lists for both years are identified by all asterisk in the Table.

Agllin, the implication of the table. is clear. Those .centers with the

best overall economic performance must possess management, product

line, organizational" or employee characteristics ,which contribute to

such performance. These centers should he examined to determine if the

reasons for tll(~ir success have applicability to other centers. And,

as indicated before, efforts to improve the performance of the program

should be concentrated on those centers,with the worst econooic results.
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'Table'l I

Centers with the Best and the '~orst Ec'onomic Performance, 1973 a)

,
Centers ,.,ith best performance Centers ,,'i th \,ors t performance!

...... -

Center Number of Center Number of
times in times in
top 20 bottom 20
centers centers

i Overi.j sse1--B 11 Noord-llolland--F * 10

I.Friesland--A 8 Zuid-Holland--n * 10..

j
~oord-~olland--I * 8 Zuid-Holland--E 9

~oord-Br.abant--F
1:

8 Gelderland--F 8

Noord-Brabant--B 8 Noord-Holland--O ~
8

Limburg--D 8· Noord-Holland--n 8

Drente--A 7 Noord-Holland--E 8

Noord~Rollanc--E 7 Noord-llolland--N 1:
8

j ~~~rd-Brabant--C 7 Z~id-Holland--?'* 8
I 1:

. Zuid-Holland-~CN~ord-Br~bant~-A 7 7

~oord~Brabant-~B 6 Zuid-lio11and--A 7

Limburg--C
..

6 Gelderland--A .. 6
. .* '.

L1TDb1.lrg--F 6 Gelderland--n 6

Noord-Holland--C 6

·Noord-Holland--G 1:
6

Noord-Holland--Q 6

Centers appearing in the same list in 1970 (Table 11, Chapter IV) •.

. .a) Centers in the til.ble are i.dentified only by province and D letter •
Each 'province retains its province-letter code throughout the
study. Inquiries regarding more specific identification of centers
should be addressed to the Ministry of Social Affairs.
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CHAPTER VII

A BENEFIT-COST EVALUATION OF TIlE INDUSTRIAL CF.l~TEl\S PROGl~A~1 --

CO;\,CEPTliAL J.SSUES A1\W PS,OCEDURES

Public m1lnpower programs have characteristics similar to those

of mRny othrr public activities. They use real resources of society

--labor, materials, facilities, machines --and they produce outputs

which are of benefit to society. These benefits are wide-ranging,

ano include the products produced in the program, the increase in

productivity of the participants in the progr.am, the increase in the

psychological well-being of the participants and their families, and

so on. As a consequence, the standard techniques for evaluating the

worth of public'programs in general are also applicable to public

manpo~er programs.

T,he most appropriate analytical framework for evaluation is called

benefit-cost analysis. Stated most simply, this framework seeks to

measure all of the social benefits which are produced by a public

undertaking and all of the social costs which the program creates.

After measuring these two values, benefit-cost analysis compares them

by subtracting the social costs from the social benefits. The resulting

value is called net social benefits. If it is a positive value, the

project is viewed as a worthwhile social undertaking; if it is a negative

value, special efforts should be made to increase the benefits or

decrease the costs of the project:. If negative net benefits cannot be

,elimi~ated, the continuation of the program should be questioned.

This discussion presumes that the evaluation of the project should

be d~nc from society's point of view. Hence, we speak of social benefits

and social costs. Hpwever, there are other points of view that are

ablQ relevant. For exampl,e, one could calculate the benefits and costs

of a prosram from the point of view of taxpayers. From this perspective,

interest centers on direct public sector c,xpendi tures and receipts

rather than on ~ociRl benefits and costs. That this is n different

perspective than the ,point of view of society as a whole can be seen

~y considering transfer payments (say, benefit payments from a social

sPcl'rity' progT:iJn1). FrOlJ sueiety's point of v;e\~, such payfl1cmt-s entail

no costc. i?t all --incnr,~" is ;;ir.lply t:l"ansfErrcd from one m(~mbcr of society

._---------------
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to :mother. From t1H>, taxpayers .point of view, hm,ocver., .~uch payments

are <J COf,t they result.in an incr.clIse in tax liability.

There is <3150 a third point of view that of the participants

in the progr.:?m. From this perspective, one would ,~ish to analyze

the extent to which 'participants experience benefits from the program-

and then compare these benefits \~ith the costs "'hich are' borne

by the participant because of his involvement in the program. If there

iF- no c,oerdon for individuals to participate in the prograin, this

perspectivE'! is ·recundnnt. '-Ii thout coercion, the decision to partici.pate

means that the benefits as 'perceived by the participant exceed the

costs'. Participant cqercion, however, is not absent in many manpower

programs, IlOO i.s· likely to be a relevant com:idcration in the Social

Employment program,'

In this chapter, ,,'e will discuss some of the conceptual issues

involved in doing a social benefit-co~t analysis of·the Social

Empioyment progrc:m :,,·che first and most important perspective. ·In

applying this conceptual framework to the Social Employment'program,

we shall describe ho,,' an "ideal" social benefit-cost analysis of the

program would be unq.ertaken if all of the required data were a\Oai.lable.

The data required fOr such a complete evaluation cannot be obtained

without more time and resources than is available for this study.

Hence, a less comprehensive benefit~cost analysis' is undertaken in

this report. The final section describes the procedures and assumptions

employed in the analysis actually undertaken.

1. The Social BencH t-Cost Analysis of Social Employment

Issues

C011ceptual"

In this discussion, we shall first,discuss the benefits' of social

employment, then the~ of the program will be discussed, a11d,

'finelly a,few other methodological issues will be addressed.

A.' Sociai Benefits of the Social Employmert Program

The social benefits of the Social Employment program can be

categorized in a number of ways. The form chosen here is comprehensive

in that all of (he primary components of social benefi t nre included.



The firs.-t:. component of sodal benefit is the output produced by

the program. In the Social Employment progr:l1il, thE'sC outputs are many

and varied. Some of'them are material in naturt~, while others arc

services. The producti.on of furniture is an example of the former

type of output; the keeping of financial records is an example of

the latter.

If the economy were an effectively competitive economy, and if

the outputs of the centers were sold on the open market or arranged

by competitivE' bids, the price at which the outputs were sold would be

an accurate reflection of their social value per unit. However, if the

economy is not competitive, or if the outputs are sold under special

non-competi tive arrangements, price t·/ould not accurately rl?flect

social value. Depending on the circumstances, the price, (or 'sales

revenue) might be greater or less than social value. In these cases,

a "shadow' price;' for the output w~uld have to be calculated. This price

would seek to reflect the willingness of the purchasers of the output

to'pay for it. In conc~pt, this willingness to pay is an ,accurate

measure of the real social benefit of the output. Let us call the value

of this annual output, v.
The second component of social benefit is the increased product

ivity of the participants in the program. Because of both explicit

training activities within the Social Employment program and simply

the effect on workers of being in a work-setting and engaging in work

activities, it is likely that the productivity of workers will increase

over time.

This increase in worker productivity has characteristics of an invest

ment-- once the increase i.n productivity is attained, it persists at

so~e level ~r.to the future. This future value for any given social

employment worker must also be reflected in the calculation of this

~omponent of benefit.

The way to accomplish this, at'least in concept, would be to

consider any particular social employmC'nt 'vorker x, and

I. determine what his economic productivity will be in future years

given that he is' a participant in the progr,~,

2.' det('rmim~ what hOis economi.c productivity ,,'ould have been if he

had not been a program participant, and

3. calculate the difference between J. and 2. for each future ycar

(call thi.s stream of future year valuE'':; '\I:: t , in which t stAnds for

SO:!le future year).
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If these steps were accomplished, it would be simple to add up

ell of these future year values and to attribute th~ SQ~ to the

program. However, this ~YOuld give an exaggerated estimate of this

component of benefits. It would be exaggerated because this gain in

productivity in some future year is worth less than if the same gain

in pr.oductivity could be obtained today. That is, the delay in

experiencing this future increase in productivity causes its value

as evaluated today -- to be reduced.

The 'corrE!ct proc,edure for calculating the va.lue of this' stream

of benefits oc~urring in the ,future is called discountin~. It involves

adjusting each of the future year values downward 'to reflect the fact

that a benefit nnt obtained until som~ year in the future is less

,valuable than the same benefit received today. The extent of the down-
, ,

w2.li"d adjustment is rletennined by how far into the future the benefit

is expected, and is based upon a compound interest-type calculation.

For the benefit expected in year t-- ~Et-- the adjustment factor is

(J + r) t, in ~~hich r is the interest (or discount) rate. The total

ve]up. of A series of annual benefits (~El' ~E2' etc.) then is:

~El ~E2 ~E3
p=--+~+-+

(l+r) (l+r) (l+r)3

~En ~Et
+-=I;-

(l+r) (l+r) t

For, our purposes, then, P will be taken to be the present value of

this productivity increase benefit.

A third category of social benefit could be called the social

psychologicai ~',elJ.-being gains of. ,the participants in the 'program. This

category of benefit may have a number of sub~categories, each of which

url.ght constitut~ ~ real ~ocial value. One'sub-category would be the

addi~ional well-being or satisfactio~ which ,the worker exper.iences by

bei'ng a participant in the program'. This satisfaction c.an stem from a

number of sources-- the pleasure fromcontrihuting to anon-going

p'roc1uctive process, the social interactions with other workers, etc.

To thl? extent that this benefit reslII ts in increased ,~(.rrker prouuctivi ty,

it is already captured in the second category of benefits. Hence, this

sub-category consists: of well-being benefits over and above those refl(!cted

in productivity improvem0nts and, in concept, are measured by the

workers' willingl~e[,s to pay for these beneE ts if he were requi.red.

Let us call this sub-category o[ social-psychological well-being

benefit, W. Becnuse th~ benefit would persist only as long as the worker,
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was participating in the program, it would.not have the investment

character of the productivity t}'pe of benefit. So, we do 11l1t have

to worry about discounting it.

Another subcater,ory \,'ould be the reduction in real social costs

.or increases in social output \~hich might result because of the

improved social-psychological well-being of tbe worker. An example

of cost· reduction would be a decrease in hospital, doctor, or

institutional care costs attributable to the improved psychological

.well~being of the worker. These benefits would be experienced by

taxpayers, the workers' family, or the worker himself, depending on

who bore the costs of this treatment if it \,'ere required. The value

of this benefit would, in concept, be equal to the cost of the care

provided to. the worker. if ~e were not in the program. less the cost

of the care provided the worker when he is in the program. An example

of increases in social output would be the increased work activity

of close relatives of the handicapped person who would be able to

hold a j~b if the person is ~imself employed. Let us call this sub~

category, M..Again, this form uf benef~~ would seem to persist only

as long as thc worker is participating in the program. Indeed, if

for some reason the worker is forced to terminate his participation

in the program unvoluntarily, this benefit could turn into a cost

as the person might, ·upon termination, require care that he 'IolOuld

otherwise not require..

A final .sub-category of benefit is what in economics is called

a third-party or external benefi t. Citizens generally might experience

satisfaction simply by knowing tha~ their community (nation) was

undertaking a program to aid handicapped or low skilled workers. This

benefit is·equal to the willingness of citizen~ to pay for the

satisfaction that they are experiencing, even if they do not have to

pay for it; Let us call this benefit, T. Again, for any given worker,

it would persist only as long as the worker was participating ~n ~he

program.

Considering one years' operation of the program, t.hen, we can

define the total benefits (B) attributable to that years' operation

to be:

B

l' =

v + P + W + M + T, in which
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B. Social Costs of the Social Employment Program

Like the social ~enefits, the social costs of the program can be

categorized in a number of ways. t~e shall again choose a comprehensive

categori.zati.on.

The first category will reflect the output which will be forgone

by society because the worker is part.icipating in the progt"am, and

not doing something els.e. For example, if a participant might be doing

some part-time work-- say, keeping the books of a local small business

if he were not.participating in the program, this output would be lost

~o society if the person does participate. It is a program cost and,

presuming the worker would be paid the market value for his work,

would be measured by· the wage income which would be earned by the worker,

if he were not participating in .the program. Let us call this .cost, O.

The operation of the program uses scarce resources, and the value

of these is a second social cost to be considered in program evaluation.

This c~tp.f,ory of costs includes the following components:

- the wages (including social premiums) paid to supervisory,

administrative, medical, and other non-W.S.W. workers employed

by the program

the materials and sales costs of the program;

the machinery, building, and other facilities costs incurred

by the program;

- the costs of transporting W.S.W. worker~ to ·the work centers;

- the medical and physical training costs incurred on behalf

of participants, to the extent that such costs are over and

above the costs that would be incurred for participants

if they were not working in the program;

- other program costs ·(for example, the costs of municipal

officials, employment office officials, members of advisory

committees, and. employees of the Ministry concerned with the

program, whether or not these costs are reimbursed) to the

extent that they represent the use of real resources in the

program.
. I)

Let us call this entire bundle of resource costs,· R

I) Consi9tpnt with·standard benefit-cost practice, the salaries (in
t'lucinf: Rocial premiums) paid ·to W.s.~V.· participants are tr.eated
<!.s transfer payments -- and hence, not as requiring the diversi.on
of re31 resources.
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J. the output of the Social

private sector or normal

2. if some of the resources

this reduced non-Social.

in some other activity.

Indeed. under the extreme conditions that the output from the program

displaced alternative production on a gU~lder-for-guilder basis and

none of released resources found alternative employments. the value

of this cost would be equal to V. On the other hand. to the extent

that production of the social employment program required more inputs

(materials. machines, space) than equivalent output by the private

sector, production by the program would create some additional

employment in ~he econo~y. This increment to labor d~mand would tend

to. offset the displacement effect. Let us call this component of

·costs. D. In concept, it would ·be measured by the value of the labor

and other resource services which .were displaced by the program

output, and which did not find alternative employment, less the

incremental employment generated by the relatively low productivity

of the program.

Again, consider~ng one years' operation of the prpgram, the total

costs (C) attributable to that years' operation would be:

C"O+R+D

C. A Social Benefit-Cost Account

This categorization and compilation of social benefits and costs

can be summarized by fqrming an account -- riot dissimilar to the

income statement of a private business -- which includes all of the

benefit and cost components. Such an account is shown On the next

p~ge.
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A Benefit-Cost ACCOlll~t for the Social ElIlployment ~rogram

Benefits

V Value of Program Output 0

P Present Value of Increased R

Productivity of Participants

W Social-Psychological Well-Being

. Increase to Participants

M Reduced Hedical or Psychological

Care Costs Stemming from . D

Increased Participant Social

Psychological Well-Being

T Thir.t:l-party Benefits Stemming

from Increases Social

Psychological WeI i-Being

B Social Benefits from One~Years' C

Operation of t1).e Program .

Cost;:s

Forgone Participant Output

Program Operating,Costs,

including non-W.S.W. salary

costs, materials costs,

machinery and facilities costs,

and incremental training costs

Va]ue of Forgone Output from

Displacement of Private Sector

and Normal Public Sector Resources

Not Re-employed

Social Costs from One-Years'

Operation of the Program

From this accou~ti~g, the crucial concept of the Net Social

Benefits (N) of the program can be derived •.

N B - C

Only if N > 0 is it in' society's interest to continue the program

.11. The Social Benefit-Cost Analysis o~. Social Employment --Procedures

From the discussion in sec"tion t·, it is seem that the data and

information requirements for a comprehensive benefit-cost analysis

of the Social Employment program are significant. In the case of some

of the variables, data are available to'allow us to make an estimate

of the value for individual prog~am years. For other variables, the.
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data required for an estimate do exist, though the collection and

organization of them is beyond the time and budget constraints of this

project. For yet other variables, the value is unmeasurable. given

the state of knowledge and the available data. This is true

in particular for those variables defined as the willingness to pay

for some effect by certain citizens.

In this section, we will first discuss each of the benefit-cost

variables shown in the benefit-cost account, indicating the extent to

which they are measurable and the extent to which we have data on which

to base a measurement.· In those cases in which measurement will be

undertaken, we will describe the procedures adopted and the assumptions

on which the calculation is based. Finally, the framework of the

benefi t-cost analysis undertaken will be surmnarized, and an· example

of the calculation presented.

v = Value of Program Output:

For the years 1970, 1972, and 1973, data· have been obtained on

the sales revenue of each of the industrial centers. Because the

ou~put produced by these centers is sold either via a contract with

a private sector business or a governmental unit or on the open .
... .

market, it is likely that the output will be soid at a competitive

price. This is especially true if the contracts are obtained through

·a competitive bidding process. Hence, the data on center sales

·revenue will be taken as a good estimate of the value of program.

There are reasons for believing that the sales revenue data

may be biassed upward as an estimate of V. In some cases, buyers

of output may be willing to pay a premium over the market price

because of the desire to aid handicapped workers. There are also

reasons to believe that the sales data may yield estimates of V

which are biassed downward. For example, because so much of the

labor cost of the· centers is subsidized, centers may enter bids on

contracts which are below the effective ma.rket price of the product

or service. ~lile the magnitude of these biasses is unknown, we

wtll accept sales revenue as Ii reliable estimate of V, noting that,

in our judgment, it is, if anything, biassed downward to some extent.
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p Present Value of'Increa::;ccr Productivity of J;'artidvarrts

No relinble estimates C'f th:? value of the training are

available. There is some, adrni~tedly weak, evidence that the gain

in productivity from participating in th~ \,rogram is not sub

s~antia!, however. The main piece,of evid~nce is the very low

-- and' falling -- number of participants who make tnetransition

from t-J.S.W. employ-men't'to private or normal public sector employ

m~nt (se~ Table 8 in Chapter I}. Indeed, 'even the recorded outflow

data may exagger.ate to some unknown extent the increase in

worker productivity which is provided by the progra~. This is so

because some of the'employees leaving the program may be'moving

into privat~ sector business under the aegis of the mand~ltory

legislative requirement described in Chapter 1.

As 'a result, we will ,adopt two proc.edures in ,estimating. th.is

value for this variable. First, we will assume it to be zero.

Second, on the basis of some rough'estimates of worker progress

through the wage groups of the program and ~n assumed duration.

f0r ",hleh this productivity ,effect persists, we will calculate a

value of P. In this second calculation, we will assume that

I. worker promotion through the wage groups reftects real changes

in their productivity,

2. differences in wage payments among the various groups in a

particular year reflects differences in real productivity,

3. average period for which productivity improvement persists is

15 years, and

4. the discount rate is 10' percent (a standaro'rate for public

sector. program evaluation)

This calculation is described in detail in Appendix E. As nn upper

bouno esti~ate of this value, we will assume that the actual value

orP-is aEout'three times the varue estimated'in Appendix E.

'w Social-Psychological We,ll-Being, Increase for Participants:

M Reduced Medlcal or Psychological Care Costs Stemming from Increased

l'ar,ticipant Social-Psychological t-lell Being:

T Third-Party Benefits Stcn~ing from Increased Participant Social

rsychological' \\'ell-Being:

These components of program ben"fit.s are all tr.eated as un

measurable' .
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o Forgone Participant Output

In the absence of an experimental design, it is impossible

to obtain D reliable estimate of what participants would be doing

if they wer.e not in the program. Some of them would undoubtedly

be doing nothing in the way of productive 'york. Others would be

engaging in some part-time free~lance productive activities, for

""lhich they mayor may not receive remuneration". Still others .'ould

be employed in private industry under the provisions of Wet

Plaatsing Hindervalide Arbeidskrachten.

In our analysis, we will make two asslwptions regarding this

value. These assumptions are regarded to be lowe.r and upper bounds

on the true value. The first" assumption is that the true value

is zero. The second assumption is that the true value is .3 times

the wage costs they are generating in the program. In this assumption,

we are presuming that in the absence of participating in the" Social

Employmen"t program, worker!) would be engaging in ac"tivities which

would yield them income equal to 30 percent of their wage costs in

the program.

R "Program Operating Costs, including Non-W.S.W. salary costs,

materials costs, machinery and facilities costs, and incremental"

training costs

For the years 1970, 1972, and 1973, data have been obtained

on the total costs of each of the industrial centers, and the

composition of these costs in from 9-16 categories (depending""upon

the year). These data were collected by the Ministry of Social

Affairs from the individual centers, and hence represent summaries

from their detailed accounts. Presuming that the inputs which these

costs represent were purchases in competitive markets, these costs

should be accurate reflections of the social costs which the

use of these inputs implies.

If there is "a bias present, it would be in the direction of

understating costs. This judgment is based upon what appear to be

excessively low costs for facility rental and eqllipment depreciation

for scm? of the centers. One speculation would be that the buildings

used by some centers nre owned by the municipalities and provided
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to the center for a nominal charge. The same could be true of some

of the equipment used. An alternative specu1at{on is that the

centers llIay own the building without a mortgage and.. hence, register

no charge for it in their accounts. In either case, this component

of costs would be too low. Because, in both cases, the servicl:os of

the facility or the machinery used represent areal economic input,

they should be valued at the price which they .wou1d bring if sold

(rented) on the open market.

The esti.mates would also be biassed downward because no costs

are included for the time of municipal officials, members of advisory

committees to the municipality and the Ministry, members of the

placement committee, and all of the employees of the Ministry who are

concerned with administration of the Social Employment Program.

In spite of this likely downward bias '. these cost estimates

are assumed to accurately represent real social costs and are applied

in the benefit-cost analysis.

D = Value of Forgone Out~ut frow D~splacement of Private Sector and

Normal Public Sector Resources Not-Re-Employed

Like· some of the other compoments of real social costs and

benefits, this component is extremely difficult to estimate. No

direct data on it is available.

In our benefit-cost analysis, we employ two estimates of

this value. These estimates are meant to be upper and lower bounds.

of the true value. These estimates were obtained as follows: First,

the value of industrial center sales of goods and services in various

.industrial sectors was obtained. Second, the ratio of private sector

sales tp private sector wage costs in each of these sectors was

estimated. Assuming that each· guilder of industrial center sales

displaces a guilder of private sector salcs,and that the marginal

employment-output ratio in these sectors is equal to the average

output ratio, we obtain the rcductio? in private sector wage

payments in a sector hy multiplying the industrial c('!nter sales

in an industry by the sales-wage cost ratio for that industry.

This was the third step. The fourth step was to multi.ply the

estimated priva~e wage cost reduction by a numbcr equal to the

proportion of cl~~p18ced private sector workers which does not find
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reemployment. This yields an estimate of D. As a lower bound~ we

chose this number to be. zero. A proportion of .3 was used for

the upper bound, mlen multiplying by .3, we are assuming that

·30 percent.of the displaced labor does not find re-employment.

This procedure is described in detail in Appendix F.

From this variable-by-variable d~scussion, then, it is clear

that reliable estimates of some of the variables are available for

·each' of" the centers, rough· estimates of other variables are available,

and no estimates are available for still other of the variables.

The following account, similar to the one pr.esented above, shows

the status of the empirical estimates available for each of the

variables.

Benefits

V - Reliable estimate, but with

possible downward bias

P Rough estimate

W No empirical estimate available

M- No empirical estimate available

T - No empirical estimate available

Costs

o - Rough estimate

R - Reliable estimate, but with

possible downward bias

D - Rough estimate.

If we confine ourselves to those variables for which some estimate

is available we have the following calculation of partial net benefits

(PN):

PN (V + P) - (0 + R + D)

The resulting value of PN can be positive or negative; if it is
negative, it represents a net social cost.
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If, now, a calculation of PH is undertaken which, for example

is - x guilders, the following statement can he made:

~eglec~ing Social-Psychological Weil-Being Benefits, the Social

Employment Program (or industrial center z) imposes a net

cost on society of x guilders. For the program (or a

center) to be judged as contributing to net social welfare,

the sum of psychological well-being benefits

must be greater. than x guilders.

Clearly, evaluation of ~nlether the social-psychological well-being

benefits of the program (or a center) are sufficiently laree to

'" warrant ,imposing a cost of x ~uilders oli society can only be done by

, policy makers at the hi~lest level. However, such a judgment must

ultimately be made. -- and it is precisely the sort of calculation

presented 'above which can enlighten the judgment.

:To place this procedure in som~what more practi~al terms, consider

the following example f6r a hypothetical center, in which the values

are all·stated in terms of guilders per W.S.W. \vorker:

Benefits Costs

V = f '12,000 o = f 5,000

P f 4,000 R= f 15,000

W Unknown ·D = f 1,000

M= Unknown

T Unknown

In this case, PN = f -5000, indicating that without accounting

for W, M, and T, the operation of this center imposes a social cost

of f 5000 per W.S.W. worker on Dutch citizens. Given this, we would

conclude that the operation of this center can be considered as

contributing to the welfare of Netherlands citizens only if it is

judged to yield more than f 5000 \wrth of social-psychological

wel:t~Deing benefits per ~.'Orker employed in the center.
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It ~s this sort of calculation which will be presented in the

following chapter for each industri.al center and for the industrial

center program as a whole, for the year 1973.
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CHAPTER VI II

A TIENEFIT-COST EVALUATION by THE INDUSTRIAL-CENTER fROGRAM
---'----~----~~-

RESULTS

In this chapter, the empirical results o{ applying -the benefit

cost concepts described in the preceding chapter to the \ol.S.l~. program

are presented. In the first section, the nature of the estimates of the

benefit-cost variables are described. Then, -the specific sensitivity

tests used are outlined. Finally, the results themselves_ are presented.

1. ~irical _Estimates of Benefit and Cost-Vari~bles

In the preceding chapter, the components of a benefit-cost

analysis were defined. These were summarized in the ben~fit-cost

account shown in that chapter. As stated there, the benefit-cost

analysis performed in this report relies on empirical estimates for

v - Value of Program Output,

P - Present Value of Increased Productivity of Participants,

o Forgone Participant Output,

R - Program Operating Costs, and

D - Forgone Output from Displacement of Private Sector Labor

The Net Social -Costs (or Benefits) (PN) calculated from these variaqles

il1:e:.defined as [ev + P) - (0 + R + D)J and is taken as an estimate of

the social costs imposed on the Dutch citizenry in order to produce

the unmeasured (and unmeasurable) social psychological well-being

benefits. These benefits were defined as:

\0: Social Psychological Well-Being BeneH ts to Participants,

M - Reduced Health Care Costs and other ne~efLts Stemming from W,-and

T - Third-party Benefits Stemming from W.

If it is judged by policy-makers that the social costs required to

yield these benefits (W'+ M + T) arr. excessive, means of reorienting
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and, perhaps, restructuri,ng the program should be undertaken.

All of the estimates of PN presented in this report are based

on data and relationships existing in 1973. All are stated in terms

of net benefits or net costs per' wo'rker. And, all Clf the estimates

,are of the net, benefits or costs flC:('TIl;ne fT.orn onf:' year's operation

of a center or the, program. The,following summarizes the various estimates

of the benefit-cost variables used in the analysis.

v - In all of the estimates, the value of program output is

taken to be the sales revenue received, as s~ated in the

center reports to the Ministry of Social Affairs.

P - The "best estimate" of the increase in participant product

ivity is 531 gui.lders per wotk·er. The basis for this estimate

is presented in Appendix E. In the sensitivity tests employed,

two estimates of this variable are employed:

t. An upper'bound estimate of ~uilders which suggests

that the real benefits from this source ~re about three

times the estimated value of 531 guilders.

2~ A lower bound estimate which suggests that the real

benefits from this source are zero.

o - An 'upper bound estimate of this value is taken to be 30 percent

of the wage and associated costs of W.S.W. workers. This

suggests that the output of W.S.W. workers, if they were not

in the program, would be 30 percent of their program wage

costs.

A'lower bound estimate, is taken to be zero, suggesting.that

W.S.W. workers would have zero productivity if they are not

in the program.

. R- In all of the estimates, the program operating costs are taken

to, be the sum of non-W:S.W. salary costs, materials costs,

machinery and facilit,ies costs, and incremental training costs,

as stated in the center reports to the Ministry of Social Affairs.
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,'n - An estimate of the private sector ~age income which is lost

due to W.S.W. px:~graJll output depends upon the llroportion

of~the (lj.spJ.llce~ pri.vate se~tor. ~rnployees which find alter

native employment. As Appendix F i.ndicates, if~ of the

displaced workers finds alternative emplo)~ent, every guilder

of W.S.W. sales causes lost private sector wage income of'

.33 guilders. In the sensitivity tests employed, two

estimates of this variable are employed:

I. An upper bound estimate equal to 10 percent of per W.S.w.

worker sales revenue. This estimate presumes that 30 percent

of all displaced private sector workers fail to find re

employment. This estimate would. be applicable in a pm:iqd

of general business recession.

2. A lower·bound· estimate equal to zero. This estimate presumes

that all displaced private sector workers find reemployment.

This estimate would be applicable in a period of high labor

demand•.

II. Sensitivity Analysis of Net Social Costs and Benefits

Using these estimates, the following three sensitivity te~ts were

used in the benefit-cost analysis.

Estimatei: Upper Bound Values of All Benefits and Lower Bound Values

of All Costs

Estimate I yields the.most favorable possible evaluation of

social costs required to.produce the unmeasurable soci.al

psychological well-being benefits. It isa lower bound

estimate of social costs.

PN = (V + f 1531)'- R;

P f 1531 (upper bound estimate);

0'= zero (lower bound estimate);

D zero (lower hound estimate) •
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Lower Bound Values of All Benefits and Ul2,P.$,r, Bound

Values of All,-£~E~

Esti111~ yields the least favora'aJle

evnluation of social costs required to produce the

unmeasurable soci.al psycholoeicnl well-being benefits.

It is an ?pper bound estimate of social costs •

PN v •3(W.S.W. wage costs per worker) + R +

~ ,I (Sales Revenue pe1;' lo1'orker) ;

P zero (lower bound estimate)

o 30 pe~cent of W.S.W. wage costs per worker

(upper bound estimate)

D ... 10 percent of sales revenue per wo-rker

(upper bound estimate)

Estimate III: Only Accounting Values

Estimate III npglectr.: all of those ele;aents of benefit

and cost on which no firm accounting estimates are

avai~able. It, in effect, assumes that P, 0, and D equal

zero -.- the ,lower bound es,timate of 'each.

PN V - R;

~, 0, an4 D = zero (lower bound estimate)

III. Emrir.i~al Benefit-Cost Estimates

In this section, we will first describe the overall benefit-cost

estimates for the W.S.W. industrial centers progrq.ID, and then pFesen't

the results for the individual centers with the highest and lowest

social cost estimates.

A. Total Social ,Costs of the W.S.W. Industrial Centers Program

From the three benefit-cost estLnates described in th~ previous

----------~-----~-
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section, it is possible to obtain three estim~tes of the val~e of

total social costs for the entire rrogram in J973. This is obtained

by multiplying the estimate of social costs per work~r in each

center hy the number of workers in that center, and then cumulating

this value over the centers.

The three estimates obtained are:

Est:i.m8te I 65.J million guilders

Estimate II = 273.7 million guilders

Estimate III J07.2 million guilders

At a minim\~, then, the J973 social costs of providing the social

psychological well-being benefits are I 65 million, and could be

as great as I 274 million. A reasonable middle estimate of J973

sociB~ costs would be f 125'- f 150 million. Stated in per worker

per "year terms, these social costs are:

Ef'timate I .. f 2365 per worker

Estimate II = f 9950 per worker

Estimate III f 3896 per worker

A reasonable medium estimate would be, f 5000 - f 6000 per worker pe~

~.

Given the increase in costs since 1973, combined with the

lagging sales ,revenues for,the program, ~ reasonable estimate of
........' .

social costs per worker in J976 would be' frqm I 7500 - f 10,000. If

this estimate of social costs per worker applied to both industrial

center. and open-air' and" administrative,wor~crs" the total social

cost of the W.S.W. program in 1976 ~ould beou the order of

! 480 million to I 640 million.

B. The Distribution of Social Costs (Benefits) Per Worker Among the

Centers

'Because the centers have substantially different results in terms

of sales and costs, d1e net social costs (or. benefits) per worker can
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be estimated for each center. This has been done and, in this section

the distribution of centers by net social costs or benefits is shown·

for each of the thr.ee es timates.

Table I presents this distribution for Social Cost Estimates I,

n, and III. 110r the ~.'?~~.J:_.b~<?'!.~2. es tiula te o·f social cos ts per worker

-- Estimate I --' the range of e.stimates extends from 1 14,289 of

social costs per worker to 1 4341 of social·benefits per worker. For

the centers with non-negative values· it is estimated t~at social

benefits are being produced over and above the social psychological

well-being benefits .. Twenty seven of the ISS centers yield such net

social benefits, if Estimate I is accepted.

TIle range of the upper bound estimates Of net social costs ~er

worker -- Estimate II -- extends from -f 21,468 to -I 3304. No centers display

pgn-negative V~~~~$ and the bulk of the ~enters (119 of 155) have n~t

social costs from -f 6000 to -f 12,000.

The distribution of net social costs for the estimate based on

only accounting values -- Estimate III -- is intermediate to the other

two estimates. TIlE:! range of l:!stiUlates is from f 15;520 of social costs

per worker to f 2810 of social benefits per worker. Eleven of the

155 centers are estimated to yield net social benefits. In this

distribution, 106 of the 155 centers are concentrated in the -f 2000

to -/ 8000 range of social costs per worker.

C. Which Centers Have .the Highest and Which Have the Lowest Social Costs?

In this section, the 20 centers with the highest and the lowest

social costs will be identified for each.of the three benefit-cost

. estimates. It should, again, be noted that some of the centers show

net benefits on some of the benefit-cost estimates.~.. .If these estimates

are accepted, these centers are economicatly justified, apart. from

any socio-psy~ho10gicalwell-being benefits which they may produce.

Table 2 presents the 20 centers with the highest and lowest social

costs for Estimates I, II, and III. In each case the estimated va~ues

of social costs or benefits are shown in guilders per worker. By

inspecting this table, it is clear that many of the same canters appear

in the top 20 of all three estimates or in the bottom 20. Unless it
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can be demonstrated that very large social psycho~ogical well-being

benefits are bein~ gcnerated~ the continued operation,or those centers

perRiRtently in the lowest 20 '-- with the highest social costs per

worker -- could well be questioned.

',rable

Distribution of W.S.W. Industrial Centers by Social Costs (Benefits)

Per Worker, Estimates I, II, ann III, 1973

Net Social Costs (-) Number of Centers
or 'BeneH ts (+)' (in

guilders) Estimate I Estima,te II Estimate III

-14,000 or less 1 I I 2
-14,000 - -12,000 1 17 0
-!2,000 - -10,000 0 41 4
-10,000 - -8,000 5 47 5
- 8,000 - -6,000 8 31 22
- 6,000 -, -4,000 21 7 :}4

- 4,000 - -3,000 . 19 1 22
- 3,000 - -2,000 22 0 28
-2,000 - . -) ,000 29 0 ,15

- 1,000 - O. 22 0 12
0 - 1,000 13 0 5
1,000 - 2,000 6 0 5
2,000 - 3,000 4 0 I

3,000 - 4,000 ' '

3 0 0

4,000 or more ] 0 0

Total 155 155 155
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CHAPTER IX

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS, INCENTIVES, AND PROGlWl PERFORMANCE

In Chapter II, the organizational structure of the Social

Employment r:wgrall'1 was described in detail. This description '...as

based on an analysis of the Wet Socia1e Werkvoorzicningen, which

authorizes the establishment of centers and outlines their functions,

responsibilities, and structure. In this chapter, the characteristics

of this structure which are likely to be important in determining

the performance of the pr.ogram will be briefly ·reviewed. Then some

implications of this structure for the objectives and incentives

which are likely to influence each of the main groups of decision

makers in the program will be analyzed. These incentives will be'

evaluated to determine the extent to which they impede the efficiency

with which the program is operated.

'1. The Organizational and Financial Structure of the Program -- A

Brief Review

The organization of the Social Employment program is complex.

The structure of financial arrangpments and organizational relation

ships is likely to have a significant impact on the economic perform

ance of the program. In this section, a number of these relevant

structural characteristics are highlighted. These characteristi~s

are judged to be the primary ones affecting the performance of the

program•

• Tne primary responsibility for organizing industrial centers

and open-air or administrative projects lies with individual

municipal governments or groups of municipal governments .

• Municipal governments are advised in the operation of

the program by a W.S.W. Commission which is composed of

elected municipal officials, trade-union representatives,
and a representative of the national government (Rijksconsulcnt).

Some Commissions also include a representative of industry or

employer organizations.
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~ In most cases, the municipality. arranges for an association

(Werkvoorzieningschap) to organize and operate the program •

. This association is sometimes reaponsible to a group of municipal

ities rather than to only one. In any case, the association has
.. - . ._.-.._-_...._~ ......

a governing·board or c0mmittee (Algcmeen Bestuur) which is

the major c1.eC'i.si.on-making body on issues· of structure and

operation·of the werkverband. The membership on this board

always includes municipal officials, often the same officials

who are members of the W.S.W. committee •. Typically, no national

government representative sits on this committee. In turn this

governing committee·typica1ly appoints a smaller committee from its own

membership (Dagelijks Bestuur) to give more day-to-day ove~sight

to the operation of the.werkverband.

o Tp.e A1gemeen Bestuur appoints the manager of the program (werkverband).

He .reports directly to this committee and, still more regularly,

to the Dagelijks Bestuur.

o The manager is responsible for organizing production, hiring

supervisory workers. securing sales, and reporting to the

Dage1ijks Bestuur and the A1gemeen Bestuur •

• ·The nation~l government, through the Ministry of Social Affairs,

stipulates a detailed set of regulations which must be followed

by municipalities in organizing the werkverband. providing

services and supervision to the workers, and adapting work

conditions to the workers. The·government also sets criteria

for admitti~g workers to the program, and a procedure for .

applying these criteria. Finally, the government,· again through

the Ministry of Social Affairs, establishes a set of wage

ciitegories and stipUlates a. structure of basic subsidies to be

paid to the municipalities to cover the costs of the werkverband,

and a set of procedures which the municipality can follo~ in

applying for additional subsidization to cover deficits.

~ Candidates for employment in the program are suggested by

medical ins ti tutions working wi th the handicapped, the government·

employment agency in the municipality, and the local·agency

administrating the di~abi1ity law which is part of the social

security system. Indi.viduals Dlliy· also present thems.e1veR as

candidates for employment.
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• The W.S.W. Commi~~ion typically appoints a Placement Committee

made up of its mem~ers to consider recon~endations for new

admissions to the program. This committee will include the

RijksconsulEmt, who (in practice) has effective veto power on

new admissions. rotential new adlliitlees are examined by a doctor

and/or psychia tris t and .interviewed by a social worker, who make

recommendations to the Committee .

• Most W.S. W. '''orkers would be eligible for a full pension under the

Disab~~ity Law i.f they weFe no~ employed ~n ~he W.S.W. program.

Some H.S.W. workers (about 14,000 in 1976) receive a partial pension

from the Disability Law, in addition to their W.S.W. salaries.

It is intended that the sum of the W.S.W. salary and the supplementary

Disability benefits b.e equal to at least 90 percent of the war.e

before disablement .

• The national government,. through the Ministry of Social Affairs,

inspects and evaluates the werkverband program with an evaluation

group if the municipality applies for a supplemental subsidy

to cover any remaining deficit not covered by the sales revenue

and the basic subsidy. The group makes suggestions to improve

the efficiency of the werkverband. The supplemental subsidy is

automatically received by the municipality, irrespective of the

recommendations of the evaluation group. These recommendations,

however, may serve as the basis for a recor.nnenclltion by the Central

Committee of the Social Economic Council and a t1-:_~cision by the

Minister to deny granting of the supplemental subsidy .

• The national government, through. the Ministry of Social Affairs,

requires annual reporting from the revenue-yielding centers,

including data on-costs, revenues, W.S.W. employment and its

composition by sex, age, wage group, duration; and Non-W.S.W.

employment·and its composition. Reporting required for the non

revenue-yielding open-air and administrative projects is much less

detailed and the data yielded by it are not sufficient to enable an

evaluation of economic performance •

• There exist associations of the industrial centers which serve to

supply information to individual centers, to coordinate sales

efforts of the centers, and to negociate redistribution of work

among the centers if serious unbalances in capacity utilization

exi.st.
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• The national government thr~ugh the Minist~, of the Interior

maintains a municipal fund to subsidize the.costs of p~ograms

operated by municipalities. Municipalities apply to this fund and

receive subsidies to cover 80 percent of any W.S.w. pr.ogranl

deficit which eJdsts after the basic government subsidy and the

'sp'ecial government subsidy.

II. Structural Incentives and the Economic Performance of·the Program

From this brief description, it is clear that a complex set of

organizations and individuals interact within an equally complex

set of regulations and subsidy provisions to determine the operation

of the Social Employment program. From a reading of the provisions·

and from discussions with several of the individuals involved in the

program,. a number of impressions have been formed regarding the

incentives and other institutions which affect the perform3nce of

the program. Some of these impressions are verY firm and can be

substantiated by data. Others of them are less firm, and rely on

inferences from the basic structure of the regulations in the program.

Others are still less firm, and rest on statements made in discussions

with those affiliated with the program. In the following numbered

statements', the most reliable·of these impressions will be set forth •
. -. - _..... ~- .'---_. - _._--~ ._...;.--_._ .._-_ ... ._- -.--~._._- ..;.;... --.

I

i
I

1. The managers of the werkverand see the provision of work to people

admitted to the program to be the overriding objective. The coverage

of costs by sales revenue is not considered to be an important

objective. Hence, the structure of the program provides only weak

incentives either to increase sales or to economize on costs

From discussions with werkverband managers, it is concluded that

their main objective in operating the program is to keep the W.S.W.

employees busy and otherwise accomodated. Efforts to secure sales

are motivated primarily to keep the W.S.W. employees busy, and not

to defray the cost of the program. Having insufficient work to keep

the W.S.W. workers busy was viewed as a serious probem, leading to

difficulties with the workers and low morale.
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Further, the structure of the program conveys only minimal

incentive to managers to reduce costs. Any de!icit is passed on to the

municipality who in turn passes the vast bulk of it on to the national

government. Indeed, .except under unique circumstances, no municipality

has to cover more than 2 percent of W.S.W. worker wage costs ou.t of

its own budget.

For this reason, the werkverband manager perceives little

penalty if the program deficit increases, or reward if the deficit

is reduced. Similary, there is no reward for reducing costs or in-·

creasing sales revenue and no penalty if costs drift·up or sales

revenue falls off. Only. his own professional and personal standards,

and his desire to be viewed as an effective and efficient manager by

the oversight committees, exist to encourage efficient program operation.

As a result, one would expect to see an upward drift in the proportion

of total program costs covered by ·subsidies. The data verify this drift.

2. Municipal officials and members of the W.S.W. Commission do not

see minimization of the program deficit to be an important

objective. Again, the structure of the·program provides these

officials·with very ~mall incentives to either increase sales or

reduce costs

By and large, municipal officials and members of. advisory committees

share the manager's perception of the primary objective of the program.

And, for the same reasons described .in. I., ·the structure of the program

does little to focus their attention on the economic aspect of program

performance.

The lack of incentives for cost reduction or sales increase given

to the werkverband manager may be reinforced by .the composition of the

W.S.W. committee. Representatives of industry organizations and trade

unions typically hold positions on this committee. Both of these groups

tend to see W.S.W. sales as a threat to their own interests, and are

not likely to be strong proponents of efforts to increase W.S.W. sales.

One aspect of the incentive structure should be noted, however..

~~ile the average burden of costs borne by the municipality is very
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low, after some -J~int the marginal burden of incrN:ses in the deficit

(whc~.er due' to cos t increase's 01: Ral ('.5 revenue dt~cr.""o.ses) ri ~;(~s from

zero percent to 20 percent. As long as the deficit of a center (defined

as total costs le::;s the StUll of the basic: subs:i.dy, the special subsidy,

sales revenue, and miscellaneous income) is zero, the marginal burden

of '::'11:" co::;t J.r.c:rc~:sc or revenue decr-eaRe to the 1'l1l1n;,(,1 pal ity is zer.o.

Once a defici t appea'rs, hm~ever, the marginal burden of any change

in the deficit to the ~unicipality becomes 20 percent of the deficit

.illcrease. Hence, some incentive for cost contr.ol or sales increases
1)

may COIDe from a,municipali~y after a deficit appears

3. Be~auf,e 0f (~) the'large ,5ub~idy, to white collar and open-air

WOrk.,l·s, ,(b) the open-ended,. and und~finECl nature of the tasks

whic.ll can be performed, and (c) the la.-:k of effective cOI,trol on

the growth of these components of the progrRID, municipal

goverlln:ents B.re able to tranr,fer functions -- and, hence, budget

costs -- from the municipal budget to the national' budget.

Through the W.S!lv. program and the Municipal Fund ,of the Ninis~ry

of +nterior Affairs,,' the national government covers 98 percent of

the costs of ,white-collar and open-air W.S.W. workers. These workers

'can be assigned to numerous jobs which have traditionally'been the

responsibility of municipal governments (e.g., tasks in the operation

of swilThl1ing pools, museums ,and in the municipal offices themselves and

the maintenance of sports fields or municipal grounds). As a result

municipal officials often 'find it in their interests to expand these

components of the p~ogram, whil~ simultaneously shifting municipal costs

onto 'the ,national budget. The only national government control OQ the growth

of this component cif the program is ,through the. R-ijksconsulent represent

ative"on the PlaCe'In?-llt Cor"rni.ttee., And, in the face of advice from

I) After. a defici t. appears, hm'Jever, the muniCipality f s marginal
burden of incrcHse~ in costs varies among the types of costs.
The following Jist inclic8tes the percent of any ,increase in the
various co~ts borne by the municipality after a deficit occurs:

- W.S.w. s~lary cost~ -- ~~!~
- Subsidized Directing Personnel -- .!.Q..pl~r~ for personnel for

,",'hich a bnsic 50 percent subsidy is pnid and 5 percent for
personnel for. which a basic 75 percent subsidy is paid

- Non-SuhsidL:ed Personnel -- 20 percent
- Mat(,~rials and l:"aci lilies Costs --:: 20 perce!.lt
After. :l deficit appcar8, the Tll:mici,pality bel'!'l~fl ~er.cent of any
rec..uct:i. ..n in r,alc~ rev\,'pu('.
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medical psychological, or social \\Iork experts l his c;fforts at con

tT9J.ling program growth would seem to be constrained. This incentive

for municipalities to encourage growth in the open-air and administrative

components of the program, coupled with the fixed physical capacity

of industrial facilities (at least in the short-run), accounts for

the very rapid growth in these components of the program in recent

years.

4. The extremely rapid growth' of 'the Disability Law 'program, coupled

with thp. decreasing gap between the earnings of W.S.W. workers

and the disability benefits, has reduced referrals to the W.S.W.

program from the Disability .program and the Government EmploYl'1_ent offices

In recent years, the number of recipients in the Disability Law

benefi ts has gro"m extremely rapidly. This is related to an easing

of requirements' for admission to the program, the inability of available

medical and psychological personnel to effectively maintain a careful

screen on new applicants or to monitor the status of existing

.recipients , and a rapid rise in disability benefit levels. The growth

of this program has had a number of impacts on the W.S.W. program:

- In prior years, when the Disability Program was growing less'

rapidly, officials in the prClgram would seek to

move benefit recipients into s.ome 'productive activity. The

W.S.W. program was one ·outlet. In recent years, the number of

referrals from the Disability program decreased'.

- The reduction 'in the incentive and abilit·, of Disability

Program personnel to control growth in that program has been

supplemented by a reduced incentive of benefit recipients to

seek or accept work. This is caused by the high and growing

level of disability benefits and the reduced percentage

differential between W.S.W.wages and the disability benefits

level. •. This reduced percentage differential has also made it more

difficult for the government Employment offices to encourage potential

admittees to seek private employment or a W.S.W. contract

rather than accepting Di.sability program benefi.ts.

--------~---_._---

-~'----'----------~-~
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- The relaxing of medi.cal and psycholog"ical standards for

admission to the Disability program lnay hav~ caused an erosion

in the application of admission criteria in th(~ Iv.S.W. program

as well.

5. The provision of income (wages plus Disability bell12!its) to ·W.S.W.

workers equal to at least 90 pen:ent of previous income lc\'cls and

the rapid growth in this income in recent years has ~educpd

t.he f~mv of \.o1.S.\.\T. ~"orkersrrom the H.S.I·), prcgrr..m to open industry

or regular public sector employment.

When in the \0,'. S. W•. program, a worker, views his potential salary

in open industry as little if any above the minimum wage. This will

typically be below -- and, in some cases, substantially below --

his combined income from the W.S.W. program. There is little incentive

for such a worker to strive to make the transition effort. There is

strain involved and little' reward. Similarly, because of rapidly rising

Disability Law benefi~s, a worker not inclincd to work may

experience little penalty in moving frou, the iV.S.W. program to the

Disability program. No work is required in that program ~nd little

financial sacr.ifice may be involved, especially for workers not receiving

both the W.S.W. wage and Disability benefits 2)

6. The criteria in the law for determining disability status are not

carefully defined and are subject to wide variations in interpretation.

This, coupled with the overload placed on medical and psychological

personnel by the extremely ra~id growth in applicants for disability

benefits~pears to have resulted in an increase in the number of

W.S.W. ~nd Disability program participants who are not obviously
disabled .. These workers may be in the program simply because of

difficulty in securing regular employment because of low-skill, age,

or some other personal characteristic.

z) Also, there is ('vidence that some Disability beneH t recipients are
given work to do at home by private sector business. These businesses
place the spouse of the handicapped worker on the payroll, even. though
J.t is known that the disabled worker is performinB the work. Thi8
frauLulent behavior has at least three impacts on the Social Employment
progrma. First, some H.S.W. workers may find themselves better off
in leaving the W.S.H. proBram, receiving the fl1ll Disability benefit
and participating in this activity. Second, a Disability benefit
recipient ...·ho is able to engage in this home work is not likely to
wish to particip3.te in the H.S.H. program. Third,this private sector
acti.vity may deprive the W.S.W. program of some potential sales revenue.
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7. "-'hile the national government has resE..~12..ility for l',l'QvidiEEt ,

finane.ial s~lbsidies to this program and for setting ,standards an~

organizllti,?nal n~qui_rements, it is able to ex(~rcise Ii ttle

financial Rnd economic control over either (a) the growth of

cmployllle.nt ill the ..Erogram, and (b) the financial costs of the

program.

The elements of program control which are possessed by the national

government, through the Ministry of Social Affairs, are seriously

constrained. In a very real sense, the national governmp.nt is simply

j.n the position of paying' bi Hs submitted by or.ganizations (municipalities,

and through them, werk.vc~~~nd), ir.respective of sodal' c_osts or taxpayer

burden; The instruments of national government control cons'ist of:

I. Policy statements and advice by the Minister of Social

Affairs.

2. Examination and e'Jaluation reports on werkverband operation

submitted by government evaluation terns, which reports can

lead to denial of, the supplemental subsidy.

3. Stipulation of budget: goals, and the communication of them

to municipalities.

4. Revision of opera~ing and admission criteria so as to

constrain decisions of 'municipalities and werkverbanden.

5. Presence of the Rijksconsulent on some of the municipality

governing bodies.

6. Annual statistical reports submitted by werkverbanden on costs,

revenues, employment, and structure.

Although the effectiveness of these instruments is difficult to assess,

both the nature of tIle instruments Dnd conversati.on with those subject

to and administering them s\l~gest a serious' lack .of progrDm contTol

by the national government. Instruments 1 - 3 are forms of "moral

suasion" and effective only in setting a tone or attitude.

Instrument 4, like all written regulations, pr9vide as much incentive

to seek ways of organizing or reportin8 to avoiding the regulation as

to altering behavior so as to conform to its opjective. Instrument 5

is only as effective as the individual Rijksconsulent. Moreover, the
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decisions in which he is involved arc only u limited s~)set of a

range of decisions necessRry to maintain vffcctive control. Instrument

6 is basic to establishing some control. Th~ present reporting system

is impeded in doing this for several reasons:

t. reports are often not obtained until a year or more after the

period covered by the report,

2. the nature of the reports for the non-reveuue-yielding open-air

,and administrative centers concentrate only on costs and employment

and are inadequate for understanding the outputs of the activities,

much less effecting control over costs, and

3. while the reports can be used to isolate good and bad performances

in some cases, there, is no channel by which sanctions or rewards

can be administrared to encourage good performance or to penalize'

poor performance.

In sum, then, the existing program structure is not such as to

encourage effective economic performance in the operation of the

'.J. S. H. program. The !1ati-ona1 government (and, thr.ough it, taxpa.yers),

pay the bill while municipal governments and werkverbanden make

operating decisions. Program managers or municipal officials have little

incentive to control costs or to increase revenues. There is little

effective accountability of municipal officials and program managers

to the national government. And, the latter can, through the manipulation

Qf the program, shift the burden of traditional municipal costs onto

the national government. 110reover, the wage or benefit structure in

open industry, the W.S.W. program, and the Disability program provide

little incentive to disabled workers to either seek work or to move

from either the Disability program or the W.S.W. program to employment

in open industry.
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CHAPTER X

CONCLUSIONS AND RECO}L~NDATIONS

This final chapter is an attempt to draw together some,of the

kcy findings of the study and to note some of the directions for

policy which these findings suggest. The conclusions drawn are

bnsed on both the statistical findings and on an analysis of the

structure and incentives implicit in the program itself.

,Some Co,,~lusio!:s

Numerous st3tistical findings and other evidence discussed in

this report suggest a number of questionable structural and incentive

arrangements in the Social Employment program. Only the most significant

of them are noted in this summary. To highlight these conclusions,

thc)' ,,,ill be simpJ,)' !':tp.ted here: the basis for them is found in the

body of the report.

_The Social Employment program is large relative to the Netherlands

economy and is growing'rapidly. In 1976, about 64,000 workers were

in the program -- about 1.5 perccnt of the Dutch labor force.

In 1965, .75 perce~t of the labor force was in SociRl Employment.

From 1970 to 1976, employment in the program grew at a rate of

6 percent per,year, while employment in the Dutch economy has

shown little if any growth.

o An increasing proportion of workers in the program are employed

in o~en-air and administrative ~ctivities, rather than industrial

activities. The industrial centers component of the program has

gro\o,'U r"e1ntively slowly since 1970 in terms of total cDJployment.

31, 167 ~,'orkers were employed in industrial centers in 1970; this

increased to 32,358 in 1975. The, employment gr9wth in the other

component of the program -- open-air and administrative projects

has been much more rapid; In 1970, 12,552 workers 'were employed

in this component and by 1975 this number has grown to 23,880

workers.
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ct' The total c.Qsts 6f the program have grown fa1.'" morc rapidly"

than ~~1)loymcnt in thcyrog.!am si~_e~. This is largely

due to the rapid increase in the salary paid to H. S. W. 'Y.'Orkers

in this period. In 1970, the total cost of the program was

656 millior:. guilders. By 1975, this has increased to 1702

million guilders. This represents a growth rate of over 17

per.cent per year.

e The sale.s revenue earned in the progr.am has grmm at a

red~est rate since 1970. In 1970, the industrial centers

component of the 'program had sales of 160 million guilders.

Sales revenue' increased to 323 million guilders in 1975 -- a

growth rate of about 12 percent per year •

• The subsidy cos t of th~ program bQrp.e by the government .._,

has 'risen 'enormously since 1970. The costs of the program not

covered by sales revenue are covered by subsidies from I) the

national government through the Ministry of Social Affairs,

2) the national government through the Municipal Fund of the

Ministry of Interior Affairs, and 3) municipal governments.

In 1970, the national subsidy was 460 million guilders. By 1975,

the national·subsidy. has inc;ea~ed to 1270 million guilders.
. 1)

This·:'t'epresents a growth rate of ncarly 19 percent per year

e For the industr.i.al centers component of the program, the national

government subsidy has risen from 10,301 gui.lders per worker i Il

1970 to 25,538 guilder.s per worker in 1975. This is an increase

of nearly' 20 ·percent per year. For the open-air and administrative

centers, the national government subsidy to the program has risen

from 11,042 guilders per worker in 1970 to 19,280 guilders per

worker in 1976 --. an increase of nearly 12 percent per year. In 1975

the subsidy cost of the program for one industrial worker re-:-

quired lID percent of the modal I-Torker's ,,'age income.

1) This subsidy cost, it should be noted, does not include the benefits
received by SociLlI Employment workers from the Di"sability Law. As
noted in Chapt"er II, some Social Employment workers received
supplementary benefits from this law, in additional to their wages.
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o The growth_~~~~ of the total sUbs~~X-!o the program is

significant~.y in excess ;[~"fhe growth rHte of the economic

base which sustains the pro~rall~. This economic base (measured

by Nct ~ational Product) has grown ata rate of 9.8 percent per year .

during the 1970 - 1975 p~riod while the subsidy has grown at

a rate of 19 percent. By 19?6, the total cost of the program

was over I percent of the' nation's Net National Product •

• The increasing ~ubsidy in recent years is due in large part

to slow economic ~rowth in the general econo~. As noted below,

W. S.101. centers provide some employment flexibili ty to private

business. As a result, the sales revenue of H.S.H. industrial

centers is likely to fluctuate more radically than private sector

sales and general economic conditions. This makes the management

of the centers difficult and caus·esthc public subsidy to the

centers to increase when economic conditions are depressed and

to decre~se when economi.c conditions improve.

o During the past decade, the~nurnher of worker!) moving from the

Social Employmen~gram to open industry has declined

precepitously. In 1969, 3400 workers (8.4 percent of the total)

left the W.S.W. program for employment in private industry •. By

1976, this number had fallen to 1000 (1.6 percent of the total).

As a result, the program has subs tantially reduced its functi'on

as a transitional program to move handic.apped workers into

private sector or normal public sector employment through

training •

• On balance, the adverse effect of the program on open industry

sales and employment is negligahle. Because of the slow growth

of sales and the nature of the output, industrial centers have

less adverse impact on open industry output and employment than

in prior years. Moreover,. because of the reduced (and low) level

of flexibility of Dutch enterprises in altering their labor force

in response to chang(~d econ~rnic conditions, the existence of

Social Thnploymcnt industrial centers has, in some cases, been

of benefit to private industry. In periods of high private sector
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sales, some private businesses have increased the contracts

made available to Social tn~loyment industrial centers, which

contracts a:;:-e reduced or removed in periods of low sales.

The existence of industrial centers has provided an element

of employr.,cnt flc~~ibility to private industry;

• There is substantial variance among provinces in the ratio of

Social Employ;nent workers to the total labor force. In 1974,

this range was from .75 percent (Utrecht) to 2.5 percent

(Limburg). Because the incidence of disability and the tastes

for work presumably do not vary among provinces to such an

extent, two phenomena could cause this result: I) some provinces

are more effective in offering work to their disabled and

2) some provinces have more relaxed standards for classifying people

as disabled than do other provinces.

• Social Employment workers are more heavily concentrated in the

wood and furniture industries than in any other. In that industry,

the percentage of the labor force in Social Employment has

ranged from 5 to 7.5 over the last decade.

• The subsidy arrangements in the program give municipalities

enormous incentive to hire W.S.W. workers to perform municipal

functions. These function~ have likely been filled in the past

by regular municipal employees. By substituting W.S.W. for regular.

employees, the municipal function becomes performed, but with the

national government paying 98 percent of the cost. Ev5.d~ric:e of

the prevalence of this practice is seen in the very rapid grolvth

of. the W.S.W. workers' in open-air and administrative activities,

relative to industrial activities.

• The subsidy arrangements in the program give municipalities

incentive to relax the admission criteria for individuals who

could be placed in traditional municipal gov(!rnment fut.:y tions.

An incication that this may be occurrinn is the high and in

creasing percentage of "not classified" disabilities in the

administrative C0!11pOnent of the program. r'rom 1969 to 1974,
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this percentage increased from 26.6'to 30.4 percent. Given

the comprehensive ,and 'detailed classification system, the

presence of over 30 percent of administrative "Torkers without

a classifiable disability is surprising. Also, it should be

noted that the 30 percent figure is an average value. For this

average to rise by ~ points in 5 years, the percentage of new

admittees to this program wi.th "not classified" disabilities

would have to be substantially above 30 percent ,2) •

• The industrial centers component of the program is highly

labor intensive. Labor related costs (lV.S.'''. salaries and

transportation cost ~lus staff and supervising costs) are

about 10 times capital related costs (facilities plus depreciation

plus interest costs). This compares to a labor cost to capital

cost' ratio of 4-6 in private industry •

• 'The program has'a high ratio of supervisory and staff costs

to wage costs of handicapped workers. For every guilder of

salary paid to a W.S.W. \o,Torker in an industrial centers, there

is 30 cents paid to supervisory and staff personnel; The staff

costs per worker are e~pecially high in the industrial tenters

with fewer than 100 workers •

• Industrial centers employing from 100 - 175 employees appear to'

have the ~est economic performance. Centers above and below

this size have less satisfactory economic performance.

,2) As an indicator of this effect, consider the change in the
percentage of not-classified handicaps in the program from 1974
to 1975. In Chapter I, it was shown that the percentage of NEC
workers in the total program increased from 12.6 percent in 1974
to 14.6 percent in 1975. In 1975, 14,800 people entered the
program and 10,400 left the progr.am; a net increase of 4400.

·Assume that 12.6 per.cent of the leavers we're NEC -- the same
percentage as in the total program from which they left. To move
the total percentage from 12.6 percent to 14.6 percent, 21 percent
of the incoming 14,800 workers would have to have had the NEC
classification. From such calculations, it seems highly likc.>ly
that, in 1975, ,from 40 to 50 percent of the incoming W.S.W.
workers in administrative activities had the NEC clssMification.
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o Economic~rformance of the in~~st~.al c~:~~r~ varies

signif:1.eantl~rovince.Limburg and Noord-Brab:mt 'have among

the bes t econc:1mie. performance on almos t nIl indica tors. Friesland,

GelderJ.l?l1d, and. Noord- and ZlIid-Holland have among' the weakest

cconondc p",:c[orruailce. This conclusion i.s based on the regr,;,ssion
3)

analyses, \-:hen fae tors other than region were held cons tant

.. \

CP The. size of centers and the percentage of \,or!(ers :1bove Wage

Gro~~.em to c.ontribute significantly to the p.conomic

perforo2nce of industrial centers. By changing these variables

(and others significantly related to program performance) in the

proper direction, the economic performance of the industrial

centers could be increased by 10 to 15 percent.

o Som~ Cp.ntprA h8VP. rersistently weak performance (see Table 11

in Chapters IV and VI) •

• The net social cost of generating social psychological well

being benefits to handicapped workers is high and rising

rapidly. In 1970. the cost to society of providing each industrial

center worker with whatever social-psychological benefit the

program provides was about 1500-2000 guilders. By 1973, this

social cost had risen to from 5500-7500 guilders. It is likely

that the cost to society of providing such benefits is from

7500 to 10,000 guilders per worker in 1976. If this same social

cost estimate also applies to W.S.W. workers in the open-air

and administrative component of the program, the total social

cost of the progr~m in 1976 is at least 500 million guilders .

• Decision-ma~ers in the program have uo more than token incentives

to reduc~ the real social costs of the Erogr~. These decisioh-

3) This conclusion is based primarily on the analysis of the 1970 data.
The results for J973 modify this conclusion to some extent. See
Ch.:tpter VI.

-- ------ -------
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makers include municipal officials, members of oversight committees,

medical and psychological advisors, and social workers.

Reducing social costs, in effect, requires increasing sales

or decreasing Non-W.S.W. salary costs or increasing worker

productivity •

• The .economic performance of the Social Employment program is

r~lated to -- and in recent years has been adversely affected

by -- the structure and growth of the Disability Proeram. In

recent years, the Disability program has been characterized by:

I) high and rapid'ly rising beneH t levels, 2) rapid growth

in the number of beneH t recipients, ·3) an apparent decrease

in the .ability of medical and psychological personnel to effect

control over entry to the program and to monitor continuation

of individuals in the program, and 4) the likely abuse o'f some

program recipients in receiving but not reporting income from

work done in the home. These characteristics have adversely

affected the performance of' the ~.S.W. program by: I) reducing

the economic incentives of the disabled to work in the W.S.W.

program, 2) encouraging relaxation in the standards for admission

to the W.S.W. program, 3) reducing the former pattern of the

referral from the Disability .program to the W.S.W. program of

disabled persons likely to benefit from work, and 4) reducing

the motivation of W.S.W. program managers to control costs and

increase sales in their program (Which they view as at least

encouraging work efforts by the disabled) •

• The national government has few instruments for imposing fiscal

and efficiency contro'l on the performance of tile program. On

the other hand, the national government budget covers 75 percent

of 'the total costs of the W.S.W. program. This is a classic

exampIe of a case in which the governmental .uni t \vhich benefi ts

is not the governmental 'unit which bears the costs.
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Some Recommendations

These conclusions imply a number of policy recommendations.

These reconunendations arc·designed to secure improvements in the

economic performance of the Social Employment program and· Rre intended

to :lerve 41S the basis for furthcr study and discussion;; of ·the progr·am:

1. Basic to improving the .economic perfoTIne.nee. of the W.S.W.

program is reform Of the Disability Lav1, providing bencH ts

in cash and in kind to disabled people.

This reform should be designated to achieving the

following objectives 4):

A. To provide increased incentives for beneficiaries of

Disability taw bertefits to seek and accept work, either.

in the private or normal public sectors or in the W.S·.W.

program. Among the instruments for aChieving this are:

a) increasing the gap between Disability Law benefits and

wages in private sector, normal public sector, and W.S.W.

emp~oyment, and b)· increasing the coverage of periodic

physical and psychological examinations to eliminate non

eligible people from th~ benefit roles (~ee below).

B. To insure that beneficiaries of Disability Law benefits

are eligible for such benefits. As indicated in this

Report, there is evidence of both a relaxation in the

application of eligibility criteria to new program

applicants and an inadequate number of medical and psycho

logical persQnnel to effectively monitor the continued

eligibility of existing recipients. Bo~h of these problems

are correctable.

4) While other reforms in this program may be desirable as well,
these are the changes which arc most closely relatadto improving
the performance of the W.S.W. program.
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C. To insure· that Disability Law recipient~ are not iliegally

employed and receiving income over and above Disability

Law benefits. ~~ile· the extent of such illegal activity

is not known with accuracy, there is evidence that it

exists and that it is not trivial 5)

II. The government should undertake a study designed to formulate

explicit recommendations for:

e increasing incentives for cost reduction and sales and

proDuctivity increases to program decision-makers;

• granting instruments of effective fiscal control of the

program to the Minister of Social Affair.s.

A. With respect to increasing the incentives for economic

performance, the study should consider the following
6)

proposals

• R~place the current uneconomic subsidy structure for

indcGtri~l centers with a graduated subsidy arraneement,

such that the municipality bears some fraction of the

total-cost-less-sales-revenue-deficit of industrial

.centers. The fraction borne by the municipality wpuld

be greater the greater the per worker deficit.

An example of such asched.ule would be the following:

The base percentage of the center. deficit borne by all

municipalities could be set at 10 percent of the average

5) ·Detection of this practice is not easy. One device
employed is for work to be done in the home by the Disability
Law beneficiary, while payment is lnade to a. non-working spouse.

6)· It should be recognized that any efforts to improve economic. per
formance may lead program decision-makers to select only the
most productive of the handicapped for participation in the
program. To the extent that the program has an economic function
-- which according to the law it does have -- such a selection
is desirable. However, to the extent that the program ai.ms at
providing employment to the h~ndicapped, irrc9pective of their
dcgr~c of handicap, this HQl~ction may nut be desirable. Such
a· conflict; is inevit;nblc in £1 ·program desi gnL~d to havc both
economic anel "social" objectivcs.
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per worker deficit in the total progrnm in the previous

year times the number of workers in a center, with the base

percentage rising (or falling) by 1 percentage point for

every 5 percentage points above (or below) this average

deficit which was recorded by the center. If the average

deficit was 20,000 guilders and the base percentage was

10 percent, the base liability of the lUunicipality ~muld

be 2000 guilders per worker. However, if the industrial

center in a municipality had a per worker deficit of

16,000 guilders (20 percent below that of the program as

a. whole),. the percentage liability of the municipali ty

would fall to 6 pl!t'cent from the base of 10 percent. The

liability of the municipality would then be 960 guilders

per worker rather ~han the base of 2000 guilders.

• Replace the current subsidy structure for open-air and

administrative components of the program to insure that

. a greater percentage of the deficit of activil.i.e~ ·,,·ilich

directly benefit the municipality and its citi~ens are

borne by the municipality. For these components of the

program the base percentage could be set at, say, 20

percent rather than the 10 percent base of the industrial

centers. Again, this base percentage could be modified

"according to a schedul~ relating a particular municipality

program deficit to that of the program as a whole.
. .

• Eliminate the provision which enables the municipality

to cover 80 percent of any program deficit from the

Municipal Fund ·of the Minis try of Interior Affairs.

• Establish a bonus arrangement to enable directors of

centers which show reduction in this deficit over time to

be rewarded.

• Establish a system of awards or prizes such that center

employees would be rewarded if the deficit in their center.

or program is reduced from one year to the next.
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B. With respect to increasing the fiscal control over the

.E.rog~])y thp government, a study should ctlnsider the

followin~ proposals:

.Assignins to the Minister of Social Affairs the power

to assume control'of the management of an industrial

centcr w!l,,::;c economic performance persistently falls

below some explicitly stated norm .

• ,Assigning tl) the Hinister of Social Affairs the power

to mandate operating changes in a particular TIlunicipality

progr~m when program performance is judged to be' inadequate •

• Requiring the Minister of Social Affairs to instifute a

regular formal audit of the open-air and 'administrative

components of municipality programs to deter.mine if

W.S.W. workers in these components meet program eligibility

requirements. ,The results of such audits, covering each

municipality ,at .least once each 5 years, could be used

to alter the base percentage of deficit for which a

municipality was liable •

• Enabling the Minister of Social Affairs to place limits

on the number of participants itl the program, and to

allocate this number among the municipalities. Although

a crude instrument'for effecting control, it docs provide

a means of terminating the current open-ended, uncontrolled

nature of the program.

Ill'. The government should undertake, a study to, determine if there

are superior alternative arrangements for as~isting the

handicapped other than the existing W.s.w. structure~

These al ternative's could either afford equal psychological

well-being benefits at a social cost below 7500 - 10,000 guilders

per \wrker (the estimated cost per worker of providing these

benefits under the existing program) or they could yield lower

well-being benefi ts with lower social costs. A policy-dc'dsion

is necesRary to' determine what social costs nre warranted [or
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the provid.c>n of such vT~~l1:':'being benefits. Among the £11 ter

natives which should be considered are:

A. Only disability pensions;

B. Provision of home work for the disabled;

C. Contracting out werkverbano management and operations to

private sector businesses;

D. Increasing the rehabilitation, training, and ~ransitional

emphasis of the program;
E. Providing employment (wage) subsidies to private industry

for the employment of s~ch workers.

IV. Jhe Ministry .of Social Affairs should devote additional re

sources to improving the data and information collected on

the operation of municipality social employment activi. ties.

In particular:

A. Reporting deadlines should be moved up and strictly enforced

so that ti~ely informatioD of individual centers performance

could be obtained.
B. The' .data analysis capo::city of the Hi.r:.ictry staff should be

increased so ..that faster and more comprehensive compu1;.er-based

analysis of center and municipality performance can be obtained.

C. A major restructuring of the data requirements for the non-revenue

yielding open-air an_d administ.rative ..ac·ti_viti.es should be under

taken. At present, the Ministry has no information on the

costs an~ no information on the value of the outputs of

these activities. As a part of this restructuring, a set

of procedures for valuing the output of centers should

be set forth, and municipalities should be required to

estimate this value for the activities under their direction.

V. The Ministry of Finance should show th~ full.budgetary impact

of the W.S.W. program in the annual budget. This total impact

would consist of the basic subsidy and. the special subsidy

(allocated by the Ministry of Social Affairs) and the Municipal

Fund subsidy (allocated by the Ministry of Interior Affairs).

VI. The Central Conllnitte.e of the Social Economic Council (SER) which is

~:Evis~~v to the Ministry on the Social Employment program

should interpret its legal lIlRndate in an active rather than
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a p;wsi.vc manner. Such an active advisory role would involve

the requesting of regular reports from the 'Ministry on the

economJ,C performance of the program (program costs, employ

ment levels, sales revenue, and governmental 'subsidy pro

visions, by municipali~y), exercising program oversight

functions, and providi~g unsolicited recommendations for

improving program structure and performance.
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APPENDIX A

THE J.~~Dl:STRIAL CENTERS AND THEIR IDENTIFYING NUMBER, 1970, 1972 .. _AND 1973

1970

I. Appingedam

2. Groningen

3. Hoogezand/Ssppermeer

4. Leens

5. Stadskanaal

6. Tolbert

7. Ui th1.\izen

8. Veendam
,..,,\

9. Vlagtwedde

10. Winschoten

11. Achtkarspelen

·12. Dantumadeel

13. Dokkum

14. Franeker (N. W.)

JS. Franeker (Friesland)

16. Harlingen

17. Heerenveen

18. Hem. Oldeferd

19. Kollumerland

20. Leeuwarden

21. Obststellingwerf

22. Opsterland

2" Smal1ingerland-'.

24. Sneek

25. Weststellingerw~rf

26. Assen

27. Cocvorden

28. E=en

?-9. Hoogeveen

30. Meppel

31. Almelo

32. Deventer

33. Enschede

1972

Appingedam

·Groningen

Hoogezand/Sappermeer

Leens

Stadskanaal

Tolbert

Uithuizen

Veendam

Vlagtwedde

Winschoten

Achtkarspelen

Dantumadeel

Dokkum

Franekcr (Hestergo).

Heerenveen

Hem. Oldeferd

Kollumerland

Leeuwarden

Oostetellingwerf

Opsterland

Smallingel"land

Sneek

Weststellingerwerf

Assen

Coevorden

Emmen

Hoogeveen

Meppel

Almelo

Deventer

Enschede

1973

Appingedam

Groningen

Hoogezand/Sappermeer

. Leens

Stadskanaal/Veendam/Vlagtwe.dd~

Tolbert

Uithuizen

lHnschoten

Achtkarspelen

Dantumadeel

Dokkum

Franeker (Westergo)

Heerenveen

Hem. Oldeferd

Ko llumer land

IJeeuwarden

Ooststellingwerf

Opsterland

Smallingerland

·Sneek

Westellingerwerf

Assen

Coevorden

Emmen

Hoogeveen

Meppel

Alinelo

Deventer

Enschede

----_.',----- --------
--~-------



1970 1972

34. Hardcnberg llardenberg
?C HC<lIgelo llengellJ.... J.

JG. ~~,,~~?c;n Kampen

37. Oldenzaal Oldenzaal

38. Onunen Ommen

39. Steenwijk Steenwijk

40. Vollenhove/E~eloord Emmeloord

41. i'MC'llc . Zwolle

42. A,'l~ten Aalten

43. Apeldoorn (Vlaswiek)

44. Apeldoorn (Leigraaf)

45. Arnhem (Presikhaaf)

46. Arnhem (Het Dorp)

47. Bergh

48. Ctllcm~org

1.9. Docti:lchem

50. Drutcn

51. Ede

52. Epe

53. Ermelo (N. W.)

5f•• Ermelo (Sonneheerd t)

55. Lichtenvoorde

56. Neede

57. ~ijmegen (Valkenburg)

58. Nijmegen (De Hulsen)

59. Nijmegen (Vrouwenatelier)

60. Tiel

61. Vorden

62. Wijchen

63. Zaltbonunel

. 64. Zutphen

65. :\r:lersfoort

67. [trech:: I en II
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Apeldoorn (Vlaswiek)

Apeldoorn (Leigraaf)

Arnhem (Presikhaaf)

Arnhern (Het Dorp)

Bergh

Cute!!1borg

Doetinchem

Druten

Ede

Epe

Ermelo (N.W.)

Ermelo (Sonneheerdt)·

Lichtenvoorde

Neede

Nijrnegen (Valkenburg en

Vrouwenatelier)

Nijmegen (De Hulsen)

Tiel

Vorden

Wijchen (Alg. en beton w~l.)

Zaltbommel

Zutphen

Amersfoo.rt

Breukelen

Utrecht I en II

Hardenberg

Hengelo

Kampen

Oldenzaal

Ommen

Steenwijk

Emmeloord

Z\o1011e

Aalt~n

Apeldoorn (Vlaswlck,
I.(~i.graaf)

Arnhem (Prusikhnnf)

Arnhcl'l (!let Doro)

Bergh

Culern"borp,

IJoetinchcm

Druten

Ede

Epe

Ermclo (N.h'.)

Ermelo (S.onneheerdt)

Lichtcn"ICiordE'

Neede

Nijmegen (Valkenburg
en Vrouwcnate.lier:

Nijmegen (De Hulscn)

Tiel

Vorden

WijchC'\1

Zaltbommel

Zutph(,l1

Arnt'r::;[oort

BrcukC'len

Utrecht r·en II



1972 1973

Veenendaal Veenandaal

IJsselstein IJsselstein

'Zeist Zeist

Alkmaar Alkmaar

Amstelveen Amstelveen

Amsterdam (AGO) Amsterd.:lm (AGO)

Amsterdam (AGWO) Amsterdam (AGlVO)

AIDs t et"dam (ARCAVO-PL) A.'1lstcrdam (ARCAVO-PL)

Amsterdam (ARCO) Amsterdam (ARCO)

Amsterdam (AVOplast) Amst",rd~lln (AVOplast)

Amsterdam (GLAWENO) Amsterdam (GLAWEKO)

Amsterdam (St. Ludger) Amsterdam (St. Luoger)

Amsterdam (Trompenburg) Amsterdam (Trompenburg)

Beverwijk/Velsen Beverwij k /Ve Ise.n

.!2lQ.

68. Vcencndaal

69. IJssclstein

70. Zeist

71 .:' Alkmaar

72. A'1lstGlve.en

73. Amsterdam (AGO)

74. 1I.ms te rdam (AGI·!O)

is. ~.msterdam (ARCAVO-PL)

76. Amsterdam (A..u"CO)

77. Amsterda.m (AVOplast)
••.• ,l~

(GLAWElW)78. Amsterdam

79. Amsterdam (St. Ludger)

80. Amsterdam (Trompenburg)

81. Beverwijk/Velsen

82. Edam

83. lIaarlem (Lich. geh.md. )

84. l:J.aarlem (Geest. gehand. )

85. Haarlem (Antiek)

86. HaarlenmJermeer

87. He.eostcde (Heer en Bosch)

88. Heerhugowaard

89. Heiloo

90. Den Helder

91'. Hilversum (Gooise)

92. Hilversum (Dekema)

93. Hoorn

94. Purmerend

95. Sehagen

96. TexeJ.

97. Zaandam

98. Zandvoort

99. Alphen a.d. Rijn
(Binnehhavqn)

100. Alphen a.d. Rijn
(Spoorhavcn)
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Edam

Haarlem (Lich. gehend.)

Haarlem (Geest. gehand.)

Haarle.m (An tiek)

Haarlemmermeer

Heemstede (Meer en Bosch)

Heerhtigowaard

Heiloo

Hilversum (Gooise)

Hilversum (Dekema)

Hoorn

Purmerend

Schagen/Den Helder

Texal

Zaandam

Z.imdvoort

Alphen a. d. Rijn
(Binncnhaven)

Alphen a.d. Rijn
(Spoorh<lven)

Ed&m

Haarlem (Lich. gehand.)

Haarlem (Geest.gehand.)

Uaarlem (Antiek)

Haarlemmcrmeer

Heemstede (Meer en Bosch)

Hecrhugowaard

Heiloo

Hilversum (Gooise)

Hilversuw (Dekema)

Hoorn

Purmerend

Schagen/Den Helder

Texel

Zaanstad

Zandvoort

Alphen a.d. Rijn
(Binnenhaven)

Alphen a.d. Rijn
(Spoorhaven)



1970

lOI. Capelle a. rI. IJssel

102. Delft

103. Dcrdrecht

JOA. Goriucheol (D. S. i'.)

105. Gorinchem (De Schakel)

106. G~uda

107. 's-Gravenhage . (1. T.Z.)

108. 's-Grave~hage (Spcy.er)

109. 's-Gravenhage (A.V.O.)

110. Kat...,ijk

III. Leiden (Metsustraat)

liZ. .Leiden (Groeneste.eg)

113. Hp.assluis

114. ~iddelharnis

115. Naaldwijk

116. .Oud-Bijerland

117. Rotterdm.) (A.\'~O.)

11.8. Rotterdam (Blinden)

119. Rotterdam (Erasmus)

120. Rotterdam (L. Zestien-
hoven)

1Z·J. Rotterdcun (Luchthaven)

1ZZ. Rotterdam (Sli.nge)

1Z3. Rijswijk

IZ4.• Sassenhei!:!

IZ5. Schiedam

1Z6. Spijkenisse

1Z7. Vlaardingen

IZ8. v.'oerden

129. Goes

130. :{ulst·

131. Middelburg/Vlissingen

132. Oostburg

133. 'Ierneuzen

134. Zierikzee
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1972

Capelle a.d. IJssel

Delft

Dordrecht

Godnchem .(D.S.v;.)

Gorinchem (De Schakel)

Gouda

's-Graveuhage (~.T.Z.)

}s-Gravenhage (Speyer)

's-Gravenhage (A.V.O.)

Katwijk

Leiden 01etsustraat)

Leiden (Groenesteeg)

Maassluis

Hiddelharnis

Naaldwijk

Ot1d-Bijerland

Rotterdam (Blinden)

Rotterdam (Erasmus)

Rotterdam (L. Zestien-
hoven)

Rotterdam (Luchthaven)

Rotterdam (Slinge)

Rijswijk

Sassenheim

Schiedam

Spijkeuisse

Vlaardillgen

Woerden

Goes

Hulst

Middelburg/Vlissillgen

005 tbtlrg

Ternetlzen

Zierikzee

1973

Capelle a.d. IJssel

Delft

Dordrecht

Godnchpm (D.S.H.)

Gorinchem (De Schakel)

Gouda

's-Gravenhage (1.T.Z.)

's-Cravenhagc (Speyer)

's-Gravenhage (A.V.O.)

Katwijk .

Leiden

Maassluis

Middelharnis

Naaldwijk

Olid-BijHland

Rotterdam (Blinden)

Rotterdam (ErasmL!s)

Rotterdam (L. Zestienhoven)

Rotterdam (Luchthaven)

Rotterdam (Slinger·

Rijswijk.

Sasscnh~im

.Schiedam

Spijkeniss

Vlaardingen

Woerden

Goes/Hulst/Oostburg

Middelburg/Vlissingen

TC'rncuzen

Zierikz~e



1970

135. B~l'gen op Zoom

136. Blildcl

13i. ~oxtel

138. Breda

139. Df.',urnc

140. Eindhoven

1If!. Belmond

142. I D-neri?QI{;.t'inbos ch
(Celltr.' Wp)

143. 'e-Hertogenbosch
(Cor Unum)

IL.4. I s-Hertog\,!nbosc.h
(Ignacio)

145. Hill

146. Oosterhout

147. Oss

Eindhoven

Helmond/De.urne

's-Hertogeubosch

Eindhoven/Valkcnswaard

148.

149.

150.

.15 I.

152.

Roosendaal

Rucphen
t ' '.

Schi~n.d<:l'.

Tilburg (Riethoorn)

Ti~burg (Martha)

1972

Bergen 'op Zoom

Bladel

Boxtel

Breda

Mill

Oosterhout

Oss

Roosendaal

Rucphen

'Schijndel, .

Tilburg (Martha
.'

en Riethoorn)

Bergen op Zoom

Bladel

Boxtcl

Breda

Helmond/Deurne

's-Hertogenbosch

Mill

Oosterhout

Oss

Rcosendaal

Rucphen

Schijndel

Tilburg (Martha' en Riet
hoorn)

153. Valkenswaard

154. Veghel

ISS. Vught

156. Waalwijk

157. Werkendam

158. Echt

159. Eygelshoven

160. Gcleen

161. Gennep

162. Heerlen (Fonds)

163. Heerlen (Oranje NaGs au)

I 64J Hp-eden (Beersdal)

, " Heerlen (Dc Loc:1t)

!leerl or.. (~folGi1berg)

Veghel

Vught,

Waalwijk

.~erkendam

Eygelshoven

Geleen

Gennep

Heerlen (Fonds)

llecrlen (Oral1je Nassau)

f
Heerlen (Beersdal)

Reerlen ,(Dc Locht)

Hcerlen (Molenberg)

Veghel

Vught

Waalwijk

Werkendam

Eygclshoven

Geleen

Gennep

Heerlen (Fonds)

BeeTlen (Onltlje Nassau)

f
Hcerlen (Bcersdal)

Heerlen (De Laeht)

Occrlen (Molcnberg)
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1970· 1972 1973

J(J5. HeIden HeIden HeIden

166. ~1,:Histricht Maastri.cht Ha.astricht

167. RQcrr.!or.d Roermond Roermond/Echt

1613 • Sittard Sittard Sittard

169. Venlo/Bergen Venlo/Bergen Venlo/Bergen

170. Vcnray Venray Venray

17J • Wecrt Weert Weert

172~ Leek Leek

173. Tilburg (Tapisserie)
174.

J75. Vol.endam

176. Utrecht II (Or DreeO



Percentage of Category A workers, above Wage Group I

Percentage of mentally handicapped

Percentage of mentally retarded

Prcse:ncc of responsible social employment board

I' .~
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APPENDIX B

TIlE VARIABLES .o\..'\D THEIR IDENTIFYING ~'1JHBER, 1970, 1972,AND' 1973

1970

Variable Variable
Number

I Provirtce identification number

2 Number of workers, excluding the sick

3 Number of workers, including the sick

4

5

6

7

8 Presence of mental testing and training

9 Presence of physical testing and training

10 Presence of consultation body for worker~ (1972)

II Percentage subsidy given by government

12 Wages and Associated costs for W.S.W. ~nd related workers,

per non-sick worker

'13. Transportation costs, per non-sick worker

i4. Staff and supervisory personnel costs, per non-sick worker

"15 Medial care costs, per non-sick worker

16· Materials and sales costs, per non-sick worker

17, Facility costs, per non-sick worker

18 Depreciation costs, per non-sick worker

19 Interest costs, per non-sick wor.ker

20 Other costs, per non-sick worker

21 Basi'c government subsidy, per non-sick worker

22" Municipal subsidy, per non-sick worker

23 Sales revenues, per non-sick worker

24 Other revenues, per non-sick worker



V:l.riable
Kumber. -

2

3

.4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

·17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

·32

33

34
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1972

Variable

Province identi,fication number

Number of workers, excluding the sick

,Sick percentage

Percentage of Category A workers, above Wage-Group I

Percentage of mentally handicapped

Percentage of mentally retarded

Presence of responsible social employment board (1973)

Presence of mental testing and training (1973)

Presence of physical testing and training (1973)
I

Presence of a consultation body for workers

.Percentage subsidy given by government

Wages and social insurance costs for WSW workers, per non-sick worker

Transportation costs, per non-sick worker

Personnel costs, W.S.W., per non-sick worker

Personnel cost!', non-W.S.W., per non-si.ck worker

Staff salary costs, with subsidy, per non-sick worker

Staff personnel costs, with subsidy, per non-sick worker

Staff salary costs, without subsidy, per non-sick worker

Staff personnel costs, without subsidy, per non-sick worker

Materials and sales costs, per non-sick worker'

Depreciation costs, per non-sick worker

Interest costs, per non-sick worker·

Rent costs, per non-sick worker

Maintenance costs, per non-sick worker

Energy costs, per non~sick worker

.Taxes and insurance ~osts, per non-sick worker

Miscellaneous and general management cost, per non-sick worker

Facilities costs, per non-sick worker

Machine costs, per non-sick worker

Management costs, per non-sick worker

Personnel division costs, per non-sick worker

Ad~inistrative costs, per non-sick worker

Medical care costs, per non-sick worker

Bu~iness bureou costs, per non-sick worker



Variable
Number

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42.
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Vari~ble· .

Direct \vork llumagement cos ts, per non·-d.ck ~.orker

Own transport costs, per non-sick worker

Storage costs, per non-sick worker

Canteen costs, per non-sick worker

Sales costs, per non-sick ~Iorkcr

General costs, per non-sick worker

Mentrl test and training costs, per non-sick worker

Physical test and training costs, per non-sick worker
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1973

Variable Variable
~l;-;r

per non-sick worker
\

2

3'

i, .

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17.

18

19

20...
21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

...: 29

30

31 .,
32

33

34

Province identi~icntion number

Number of workers, excluding the sick

Sick percentage

Percentage of Category A workers, above ~age-Group I

Percentage of mentally .handicapped

Percentage of mentally retard.ed

Presence of responsible social employment board (1973~

Presence of mental test~ng and training (1973)

Presence of physical testing and training (1973).

Presence I)f a consultation body for workers

Percentage subsidy givcr· by government

Wages' and bucial insurance costs for WSW workers,

Transportation ~osts, per nen-sick worker

Personnel costs~ W.S.W., per non-sick worker

Personnel costs, non-~.S.W., per.non-sick wOLker

Staff' salary cos~s, w~th su~sidy, per non-sick wor.ker

Staff personnel costs, with subsidy, per non-sick w~rker

Staff salary costs, wi,thout subsidy, per non-sick worker r

Staff personnel costs, without subsidy, per non-8~ck worker

Materials and sales costs, per non-sick worker

Depreciation costs, per non-sick worker.

Interest costs, per non-sick'work~r

Rent costs, per non-sick worker

Maintenance costs, per non-sick-"wqrker

Energy costs, per non-sick worker

Taxes and insurance costs, per non-sick worker

Miscellaneous' and general mnn.agement cost·, per non-sick worker

Income from basic I?ubsidy, .per non-si_ck wor}<er .

:Income from special ~\!bsidy, per non-sick worker

Sales revenue

Miscellaneous contributions

~scellane6~s in~ome

DefiGit.accruing to the municipality

Surplus
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V~~:rj alJJ.c

Subsidics for wages - 75 percent

Subsidies for wages - 90 percent

Subsidies for "rages -100 percent

Number of WSW workers, total , with sick law benefits

NU1Jiber of WSW workers, cat. A, with disability benefits

NU!Tlber of '-lSW workers, total , with disability beriefits

NwulJer of category A workers, male, married

Number of cut<?{;ory A workers, female, married

Number of catce;ory A workers, male, unmarried

Number of category A workers, fe!lmle, unmarried

Number of category A workers, less than 23 years

--------- ------- -- - -------------------- -~---------
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Variable Variable
n·Jr~l.J~r----

'59. Number of category A workers, more than 55 years

70. Number of cateeory A workers in program 6 months or less

71. Number of category A workers in program 6-12 months

7;? . Number of category A workers in program 44 months or more
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APPENDIX C

THE PERFORHANCE INf)ICATOHS AND SOME SUHHARY STATISTICS

In the report, sever.'ll indicators of center performance are

employed. This appendix defines these indicators, describes their

meaning and significance, and presents some summary statistics on

tl)em.

The indicators and their definition in terms of the variables

indicated in Appendix B :or 1970 are as follows (for years other

than 1970, the definition is the ~amc though some of the variable

numbers change):

'1. 0Ebrengsten-lZostcm Ratio

23 - 16/(12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 20) - (21 - 24)

This indicator is c!,=fined ItS the r.atio of sales revenne less the

cost of materials to the non-materials costs which are not

covered by the basic subsidy and miscellaneous revenues. It

'presumes that sales revenues are used first to cover materials

costs and that the basic subsidy is committed first to cover the

non-roaterials costs. The ratio then indicates how much sales

revenue is left ·to cover the non-subsidized costs. It represents

the effectiveness of the center in adding value to its raw

materials so as to cover the costs the basic government subsidy

fails to cover. A value of 1.00 indicates that a cente.r MS s.ufficient

sales to cover the remaining non-subsidized costs.

2. Deficit per Worker

(12 + 13.+ 14 + 15 + 16 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 20) - (21 + 22 7 23 + 24)

This indicator is simply the total CaRt of the center minus the

revenue from sales, t.he basic government subsidy, the municipal

subsidy, and miscellaneous income. It represents the additional

revenue whi.eh the center. mu:;t rai5e from ei ther the Ministry
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of Social A[fairs, the Ministry of Interior, OT from the

munieipa.li ty itself. Note that it treats the basic subsidy and

the municipal subsidy as regular sources of income.

3. Total Co~t'lcss Sales Deficit'pet Worker·

(12 + 13 + 14 + ]5 + 16 + ]1 + 18 + 19 + 20) - 23

In this indicator sales revenue is treated as the relevant

source of income. It calculates the total costs which remain

after only sales are calculated. The indic.ator is similar to the

net profit (loss) as calctilated by a ~rivate business.

4. Netto-Opbrengst per Worker

23 - 16

Netto-opbrengst represents the sales rl?venue.which is raised (per

worker) over and above that· necessary to cover materials costs.

This remaining revenue can be interpreted as the value added to

raw materials by the center's activity. This value is the

numerator of the Opbrengsten-Kosten ratio. It is the revenue

available to cover non-materials costs.

5. Total Cost less Sales plus Basic S\wsidy Deficit per Worker

(12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 20) - (21 + 23)

This indicator is similar to indicators 2 and 3. While these

indicators calculate the deficit using all revenues (2) and only

sales revenue (3), this indicator includes revenue from both sales

and the basic subsidy. In effect, it treats sales and the basic

subsidy as t!\E' flormal sourc.es of income and calculates the amount

of costs per worker which must be covered by non-standard revenue

sources. Each of indicators 2, 3 or 5 may he appropriate indicators

of performance depending on one's perpective regarding the purpOSB

of the prograT.. Indicat.or 3 would t.reat t.he centers as a normal
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private business. Indicator 2 treats sales plus all normal

subsidies as entitlements, anel. looks only to the remaining defi.cit.

Indicator. 5 treats only sales and the basic govp.rn~nt subsidy as

"enti tlements" •

6. Non-Materials C6sts·less·Subsidy·Deficit·per·Wotker

(12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 20) - 21

The government subsidy is not meant to cov~r materials costs. This

indicato~ shows how· much of the other costs -- primarily labor costs

-- which are not covered by the subsidy. Because it is primarily

these non-covered costs which determine the burden which a center

will be to a muni"cipality, this indicator reflects the effectiveness

of a center in controlling these costs.

7. Social Cost Indicator.

(13 + 14 + 16 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 20) - 23

In economic terms, the social cost of an activity is equal to

value of real resource inputo to a program less the value of the

program's benefits. In this definition of social costs, it is

assumed that, in the absence of the program, W.S.W. workers would

be contributing nothing to the society's output, but would be

receiving disability or other social security benefits equal to

the sum of their wages (including the employer contribution)

and the medical care costs incurred on their behalf by the center,

Hence, these two items of center costs are omitted from the cost

component of this indicator: they are treated as income transfers.

All of the other costs are real resource inputs. Also, it is assumed

that the real value of the output of the centers is the sales value

of the output. Sales revenue is therefore treaterl as a social

benefit. Net social cost (or benefit) is treated as the difference

between these values.

Clearly, however, the program has social benefits ot:her than

the value of .the marketable goods and services which are produced.
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Thes(~ other bencfi ts have been described in various ways, but by

and large represent the psychological well-being of the H.S.W.

workers. The value of these benefits is not measurable in monetary

terms. The social cost indicator is an esti.matE! of the costs imposed

.by e.ach worker in a center on taxpayers generaJ.l)' in order to provide,

tIles .... j?syc1101ugi. CCtl ~It:: J.l-btdug bel!(~[its, whatever their value.

The policy maker, in evaluating this program, must ask himself if

the social cost required to achieve these benefits is reasonable.

Hence, this is an in~ortant indicator.

8. Sales as a Proportion of Non Wage and ·H.S.W. Related Costs

. 23/(16 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 20)

This indicator shows ,,'hat proportion of materials, machinery., energy,

and facilities costs are covered by sales revenue. All wage-costs

-- both staff and H.S.lo1. -- plus all H.S .. W. transport and medica:!

care costs are considered as primarily covered by the government

subsidy. This ratio compares real output (sales revenue) with

non~labor, non-W.S.H. costs.

9. Sales as a Proportion of All Non-W.S.W. Costs

23/(14 + 16 + 17 + 18 + [9 + 20)

This indicator is a modification of indicator 8. Here, the

comparison is between sales and all real input costs other than

those directly associated with W.S.W. workers.

10. Sales as a Proportion of All Social Costs

23(13 + 14 + 16 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 20)

This is a further modification of indicators 8 and 9. It is, in

SOIn(~ sense, a benefit-cost ratio. While most social costs are

included in the denominator., an important component of beneftts

-- \-:orker psychological well-being benefit.s -- are excluded from

the num~r8.tor.
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14/12

Thi~ il1dicatot reflects the inten.sity to vlhich administrative and

st"-lff pPTr.r.nnE'l' an~ \If'p.d i.n a cpnter. The hinher this rntio, the

greater the cost conunitment to such personnel relative to the

costs of W.S.W. workers.

12. Proportion of Sale~ to Non-W.S.\-'.' Hage Co~ts

23/14

This indiclltor shows the extent to which sales revenues are able

to cover only the administrative and supervisory personnel costs

in a center.

Each of these indicators captures some aspect of the econonuc

performance of e center. Depending on the question one is asking then,

each indicator has relevance to the evaluation of center activities.

However, because all the indicators work with the same limited set of

variables -- and indeed, because each is concerned with economic

performance -- there-will be some uniformities in how cente~s are

aprlraised by them. The extent of this 'uniformity of appraisal by any

two indicators suggests the extent to which any two indicators are

good substitutes for each other.

In Table A-I, 'the extent of this",uniformity is indicated for the year 1970.

That table sho~Ts the, co~,fficient value and the correlation coefficient

between the values of any two indicators among the 171 centers. The

coefficients which are statistically significant ~~ith .95 confidence

are' shown with an asterisk. The higher the value of the correlation

coefficient the greater the substi.tutability between the two indi.cators.

T8"le A-2 lists the pairs of indicators '"ith correlation coefficients

'above .60. From this table, several of the indicators appear to he

good surrog-'lt~s for others. Hence, indicator 5 is closely related to

indicators 1. 2, '3, 7, 9, and JO. Indicator 7 is a good surrogf.l,te for

indicators 2, 3, 5, 9, and 10. Indicator 2 is hi~lly correlated with

,----,_._--,--,~-_._--------



Table C-l
Pairwise Regression and Correlation Coefficients Among Perforl!1a!lce Indicators •.1970

. '

Tnclepelldent:
\"eri a~le,

I 2 3 4 5 6' 7 8 9 ,10 , 1\ 12
Dependent
\'ariable

--'--~----"-"" .. _,".- "'-'

-
x'. 2 . -6.71 '

.64

3 -5.68*: .97x
.30 .62

4 7. 26*-.: - • 48 - .05 -'
.44 .13 .00

-7.08x ' x ~
- .26 *-5 .92 . - .68

.72 .84 .70 .12

C .18 .44x .62x .74'1:. .54x
.00 .• I 1 .33 .52 .16 00

\"n

7 ' -6.83'1:. .961:. .691:. - .23* .991:. .331:.
.59 .83 .65 .08 .87 .17

'8
x .* : * .06 - .31* - .11* - .30*2.43 , - .31 - .21

.33 .37 .27 .02 .36 .09 .40

1.05* - .1 J* ' - .0610: x' * - .01 _ .111:. .199 .05 ' - • I J
.78 .6J .3i .22 .64 .02 .69 .48

\0 ;96* - • 10* . - .06* - '.05* - .10* - .01 - .10* .16* .881:.,
.80 '.59 .29 .27 .61 .01 .68 .40 .96

! I - .01 - .01 .02* .03* .02* .04*- .03* - .02 - .12*- - .10
.00 .00 .09 .31 .09 .58 .20 .04 .07 .04

12 -1.10 .09* .04* - .08* .10* - .02 .10* - .Og*- -1.O4~ -1.18* .39
.39 .18 .05 .22 .22 .01 .23 .04 .49 .52 .02

.... _.._- ....... -. -..._-.- - . '_.-.-

*- Statistically significant with .98 probability.
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indicators I, 3, 5, 7, and 9, Indicator 3 is closely related to indica

to~s 2, 5, and 7. Indicator 9 is highly correlated with indicators

I, 2, 5, 7, and 10. Indi.cator ]0 has a close relationship to indicators

'I, 5, 7, and 9.

Table C-2

Pairs of Performance Indicators with Correlation Coefficients

great~r than .6, 1970

I. 2 - I 9., 9 - I,

2. 3 - 2 10, 9 - 2

3. 5 - II. 9 - 5

4. 5 - 2 12. : 9 - 7

5. 5 - 3 13. 10 -
I.

6.i 7 2 14. 10 5

I 7. 7 - 3 15 •. ', 10 - 7

i 8. 7 - 5 16. 10 - 9

--------

From this evidence of the close relationship between indicators

1,2,3,5,7,9, and 10, some of these variables can be used as

surrogates for others. In our analysis, we use indicators I, 2, 7.

and '10 of this set. Of ,the remaining indicators (4. 6. 8. II. and 12).

we use indicators 4. II, and 12. Variables 6 and 8 were excluded

because of a judgement that they reflected a somewhat esoteric aspect

of economic performance.
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APPENDIX D

THE 20 CENTERS WITH THE JJJClIEST AND LO\-lEST SCORES ON 12 l'ERFORHANCE

INDICATORS, ]970 AND 1973 a) -

In this appendix, th~ 20 centers with the lowest and highest

scores on each of the 12 performance indicators (see Appendix E) are

identified fer 1970 and .1973.

In Tables D-1 and D-3, the 20 centers ,with highest scores

for 1970 and 1973, r.espectively, are shown. They are ranked in order,

with the center showing the best performance on each indicator

listed as having rank numb~r J. The centers Rre identified by number:

the center name associated with each number is given in Appendix A.

In Tables D-2 and D-4, the 20 c:enters wi th the 10l,JOS t 1970 and

'1973 scorPR arp shown. They are also ranked in order with the center

showing the lowest performance on each indicator listed as having

the highest rank. There are 171 centers in all in 1970, and 155

centers ill 1973.

To enable a comparison of a center's performance with the mean

value for the indicator., the mean and standard deviation of each

indicator are shown in Table D-5 for 1970, and D-6 for 1973.

a) Table:>,L'"'"1 -- D-4, identifying the performance of individual
centrrR, have been dropped from this version of the report.
InG~irips regarding more specific identification of centers
should be addressed to the Ministry of S6cial Affairs.
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Table D-S··

Mean' and Standard T.levia tion Of' the 12 ·PdTfotmanc'.e 'Iridic-neat:;; '1970

I Inc;icfltor

1. Opbrengst~~-~o~tp.n Ratio

2. Deficit per Worker (000 guilders)

3. Total Cost less Sales Deficit

per Worker (000 guild~rs)

4. Netto-Opbrengst per Worker

(000 guilders)

5. Total Cost less Sales Plus Basic

Subsidy per Worker (000 guilders)

6. Non-Materials Cost less Subsidy

Deficit per ~orker (000 guilders)

7. Social Cost Incicator (000 guilders)

8. Sales as a Proyortion of ~on-~age

and H.S.W. Related Costs

9. Sales as a Proportion of all Non

W.S.H. Costs

10. Sales as ~ Proportion of Social

Costs

11. Non-W.S.W. '"age Costs as a Proportioll

of W.S.W. Wage Costs

12. Non-H. 5.\-1. Costs as a Proportion

o·f Sales

Nean

.6 J

I. 70

12.76

4.28

2.96

7.24

1.70

1.87

.85

.78

.30

.68

SLm,Jard D\Oviation

.21

I. 79

2.22

2.36

I. 79

2.42

1.90

.91

.26

.23

.12

.38

.--~--~~--_.__._-------------
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Table D-6

7-:ean and Standard Deviation of' the 12 'Performance 'Indicators; 1973

Indicator Mean I Standard Deviation

I

I J. Opbrcng~ten-KostenRatio .55 .21

I 2. Deficit per Worker (000 guilders) 2.39 .2. I I

I 3. Total Cost less Sales Deficit
I i

,I per Kc:-ker (000 guilders) 21.20 3.67

II 4. Ne t t:o-Opbrangs t per ~lorker

I (000 guilC:ers) 6.04 3.14 I
I I

,I 5. Total Cost' less Sales Plus Basic
I

I
I I

"I

Subsidy per Worker (000, guilders) 5.63 2.63
I I

6. Non-:}Iaterials Cost less Subsidy I i
Deficit per Worker (000 guilders) 111.67 3. }'7

I7. Social Cost Indicator (000 guilders) 3.38 2.96 ,I

I 8. Sales as a Proportion of Non-Wage !
i

i and \o1.S.W. Related Costs 1.6~ .93 !

I
9. Sales a P:-oportion of all Nori- II as

I
, I

W.S.W. Costs .73 ~24

I i
110. Sales as a Proportion of Social iI
I Costs .68 .22

III. Non-W;S.to1. Wage Costs as a Proportion

of VI.S.to1. Wage Costs .31 .11 I'
I 12. Non-tv. S .101 • Costs as a Proportion i

I
of Sales .78 .52I

I
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APPENDIX E,

THE CALCULATION 0;-' TRAINING AND INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS

The calculation of the benefits 'from increased worker product

ivity due to a) training, b) familiarity with the work place or work

schedules, and c) accomodation to production procedures is difficult.

Ideally, one would wish to observe the same worker both without

participation in the Social Employment program and with participation

and then make an estimate of his gain in productivity. This gain would

then be attributed to participation. The value of this productivity

increase could then be attributed as a benefit to the program.

Clearly, attaining this ideal is impossible.

An alternative method less scientific but often reliable

is to observe both a group of program participants and a matched

grOUP of like individuals over a period after which the former group has

comple~ed the program. In this case, it is the gap in productivity between

the two groups over time which represents the contribution of the

program, and which must be counted as a benefit. Often, in such studies,

it is possible to observe the earned income of both the program

participants and the control group during the period after participation,

in the program. This gap in earnings is a reflection of the contribution

of the program to increased productivity. Howp.ver, because the Social

Emp'loyment program is ,-- by and large -- not a transitional pr.ogJ;am,

this post-participation observation method is not possible either.

Our procedure in developing an estimate of this component of

benefits is more crude than either of these methods, and'was adopted

because of the limitation of time and resources available for the

study. This procedure is based on the following presumptions. First,

each of the 10 wage groups in the Social Employment: program has a set

of specifications stated in terms of worker competence and skill

level. ,Hel1ce, we will presume that the movement of a worker from one

wage group to a higher wage group implies that he has attained a higher

skill level, a higher compentence, and, hence, a greater productivity.

The observed movement of a worker over time is taken to represent the

contribution 9f the program to his skills and productivity.

Second, we will presume that the wage levels in the groui'll re

present the val\Jc of the productivity of workers in that group. While

the correct measure of a workers productivity would be what h.e could

'~"'--'-'---'-'---"-"~~~-
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command in the open labor market, this ·value is unattainable, as

th"re is no effective normal demand for Social Employment 'olOrkers.

B~cause the wage groups ~re meant to be rpflections of skill levels

and competel1cy, however, the wage levels attached to the groups are

likely to be good proxies of the value of the productivity of workers

in each group. We will accept them for that.

Given these presumptions, we could now observe the changes in

~ work"r I 5 productivi ty over time by observing how he or she changes wage

groups over time. This would, of course, presume that the plant

manager was accurately able to evaluate the productivity progress

of a work~r through time. He have been unable to trace the progress

of indivi.dulll.Sl,ci;ll Employment workers through time, however,

because of a lack of individual worker data.

Hence, we have made a third presumption. We assumed that a

center ,~hich experiences very little growth or contractio~ in its

. size over time. has the same group, of workers from one period to the

next. If that is the case, we can measure the change in the distribution

of workers among the wage groups from one period to th~ next, and

:tHat would yield an estimate of the pa%tern of progress of workers

through the wage groups through dme. Observing this change between

two years would yield'an estimate of the contribution of the program

in the intervening year to the'increased productivity of its work force.

Clearly the assumption that the same group of workers is

employed in a center in both periods will not be,entirely correct.

However, if centers with little growth or reduction in size can be

identified, we will have eliminated some of the problem caused by

'tr.e interjection of new workers. The problem'which remains is simply

the substitution of new workers for those leaving. Such new workers

,may have higher skill levels than those leaving,' or lower skill levels.

On balance, however, one would expect the new entrants to have

somewhat lower skill levels than those leaving. Hence, our observation

of tne Chilnge in t1w distribution of workers in a center by wage

group ,may )'ie,ld an estimate of produetivi ty growth "'hieh is biassed

downward to some unknown extent. However, because we have chosen

centers t~lich have littlp change in size, and because entering workers
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may well be placed in entering wage groups which are above those

of workers who leave> the extent o~ .:\:hi·s···bias is .b·elieved not to be

excessive. This is the fourth presumption.

The specifics of our procedure in developing this estimate are

as follows:

I. A random sample of 19 centers was chosen, and. thz distribution

of workers by wage groups was obtained for each center for

1973, 1974, and 1975. This yielded 38 (i9 x 2) observations

of year-to-year changes in the distribution of workers by wage groups.

2. The wage levels of each wage group were obtained for Decemb~r,

1973, the date on which the 1973 distribution of workers was

estimated. This wage structure was presumed to represent the

structure of productivities among the workers.

3. All of the 38 observed distributions which demonstrate an

increase or a decrease in the number of workers in a ce~ter

of 10 percent or more were. discarded. This left a total of

31 observed changes in the uistribution.

4. For each distribution, the average wage level (using the 1973

structure) was calculated. Then, the difference between ..

the average wage levels' of two consecutIve years was .. --

calculated. This difference is an estimate of the average

advancement in wage levels··· taken to represer:!:....2.roductiviti~

of the workers in a center. There were 31 of these differences

in means calculated. of which 26 were positive values and 5

were negative values.

5. Presuming that the negative differences reflected an excessive

inflow of new, lowe'r productivity workers .. these 5 estim?-ted

were discarded. The range of the re~aining 26 estimated average

differences was from f 1 per year to f 221 per year.

6. The weighted mean of these annual average increments was

calculated (using the number of workers in the center as welBhts).

------------------~._---.-
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This weighted mean was 1 69.96 per, year. Hence, a value of

1 70.00 per year was 'accepted as the contri~ution of one

year's operation of: the program to the increase inJrodlJc tivi,ty

of the average worker.

7. The question now becomes, how long will this one-year increment

persist? Most studies have indicated that there is a rather

rapid decay over time in the earnings 'difference between

workers who entered a training program and those that

did not -- that after ten years, nearly all of the

increment to productivity has faded away. In our analysis, we

will be more optimistic - we will assume that the estimated

annual increment to productivity --I 70 per year - persists

for each worker for 15 years, and then falls to zero.

8. Because that increase in productivity is a stream of benefits

,through time, it is difficult to use it in a benefit-cost

analysis. We must first calculate its present value, which is

,4one through a process called discounting. In this process,

each future year's ,value is reflected in the present value

calculation, but those values not occurring until some future period's

are discounted by a compound interest-type calculation. This reflects

the fact that a benefit in ,some future year is not worth as

much today as that same benefit if it were received today.

The present value (P) of a stream of annual benefits (Ri ) is

calcu~ated by the following formula:

R.
P = l:--_.!-.....

,(I+r) 1

The symbol r is the interest' rate used and for this analysis

r = 10%. This is a standard rate used in evaluating public

sector activities, and is taken 'to reflect the opportunity

cost of displaced private se~tor spending.

9. The calculated value of P, the present ,value of increased

productivity benefits, is 1 531 per worker.
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APPENDIX F

THE CALCULATION OF THE COSTS OF DISPLACED PRIVATE SECTOR ENl'LOYMENT'

By producing output and selling it in the open market, social

employment centers are providing competition to private sector business.

It seems reasonable to assume that every guilder of social employment

sales represents sales of one guilder which would, in the absence of

the program, have been made by private business. Because of this

reduction of private sector sales, some workers in the private sector

will not have jobs that they otherwise \-,ould have had. In a fully

employed economy, this is no problem -- these workers will, by definition,

be employed elsel-,here in the economy. lVhen there is general unemployment,

these displaced workers ~ay not find an alternative job. In this case,

their productivity is lost to the economy. This is a social cost. If

none of the displaced workers find alternative employment, the soc.ial

cost is estimated by the wage income which would have been generated

by the displa'ced workers.

As a first step i.n estimating this component of costs, the number

of private sector workers displaced by the Social Employmcr.t program

was estimated. This was done by calculating the weighted average sales

per worker in the industries producing products sold by the social

employment industrial centers. The industry weights used were the

percentages of industrial center sales in the various industries in 1973.

These were:

Textile and Clothing

Leather, Plastic, Rubber, and Chemicals

Wood and Furniture

Paper, Printing, and Editing

Pottery, Glass, and Concrete

Metal and Metal Products

,Other 1)

7.0 percent

6.3 percent

10.7 percent

7.8 percent

.8 percent

32.6 percent

34.8 percent

I) The weighted average calculated for the identified industries was
assigned t.o the "other" industry category.
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The sales per worker among the industries ranged from f 134,000

in the Rubber and Plastics industry to f 63;000 in the Wood and

Furniture industry. The weighted average sales per worker was

estimated to be f 74,058.

In 1973, total sales revenue in the industrial centers program

was f 240 milli6n, implying that 3240 private sector workers were
2)

displaced because of the social employment industrial centers program

The weighted average per worker wage costs in the affected industries -- using

the same weights as before -- was f 24,284 in 1973. Multiplying this

value by the number of workers displaced (3240) yields an estimate

of the privBt.c sector prodl.!ctivity which would be forgone if none

of the displaced workers finds alternative employment. This value

is f 78.7 million.

As described in Chapter VIII, the upper bound estimrite of the

proportion of displaced private sector worker.s who do not find

alternative employment was taken to be .3. The lower bound estimate

was zero. lIence, the upper bound estimate of social costs attributable

to the industriai centers program from this displacement effect is

f 23.6 million. Again, the' lower bound estimate is zero. The upper

bound estimate is equal 'to f 721 per worker including the sick.

This same procedt~e was followed for each'center in the benefit

cost analysis. For the upper bound estimate, the formula for the

calculation of the forgone productivity from displaced private sector

workers (D) is:

D
Sales Revenue
per worker
in center x • (

weighted
" weighted

average sales per worker _,1
average wage cost per Worke~

D

D

Sales revenue
per worker
in center x

Sales ,evenue
per worker
in center x

•

•

r (~\JL: 3
. • '04 ,284)

. I

2) It should be noted that, in 1973, there were 32,714 workers employed
in the industrial cenlers program. Hence, on avernge, onp piivHtr
secto,- worker is displaced for every 10 disnbled wtlrkE'n; E'rnploy •.'d.
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